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ABSTRACT
r c r “: r i : ; s ^ i : : " p r e p : : e d r f ; o A r i r L : i x " g - p i ^
rx:^ired^°"?he i n n r c ^ : f ^ U o s i a o n  and SC.UCP
behaviour of these alloys and the distribution of Hg in Zn Cd Hg 
ternary alloys has been studied.
• j 7». pa—Her fli 1 nvs iw 6 mol dm  ^ KOH at room temp
r t u r e ^ : ^ t : d i ! n r ^ e r ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
r - r i i n r ^ - t ^ ^ a i r o ^ f ^ u f f e r : ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^  p“ - t i i s
:fsifg!e ; L S  atl^ys/ The alloys can be arranged in the increasing 
order of corrodibility as follows:
Cd, Zn-0.05Cd, Zn-0.2Cd, Zn-lCd, Zn-2Cd, Zn, Zn-25Cd, Zn-5Cd.
Detailed studies of the anodic polarisation characteristics Ph« «  3
metric and semiconducting because ° ^ , * . u a r  hprh filmsmetallic zinc. X-ray diffraction studies confirm that both
contain hydrated oxides.
fast charge transfer, endothermic aasorpti influenced by thecion. The Tafel slope and exchange current density are intluence
Cd content.
Long term constant current discharge behaviour of Phe^alloys^was studied, 
“ cra^ifrof r a - i f a ^ r ^ i ^ f l u e p s  the criti^
: r a ^ : r t - n - t i r  :p :n d f
current density and the alloy composition. The presence me y 
not affect this parameter.
Finally, alternative means of single^phase. ^ homogeneous^a
r o n ^ i r r s I r f ^ e f i r d ^ f ^ / r t ^ ^ n g Y ^ ^
list  0? SYMBOLS
^dl
A area, mr
a length of a side in hexagonal close packed crystal structiire, nm 
intercept of Tafel straight line on current axis ai7 dec“ ^
a c tiv it ie s
'0  angular width of X-ray d iffraction  curve, radians
B width o f X-ray peak at the base, nm 
c length of axis in hexagonal close packed crystal, nm
C tota l d iffe ren tia l capacity, farads
d iffe ren tia l capacity of the double layer, farads 
d iffe ren tia l capacity contribution from G>ouy layer, farads 
Cg d iffe ren tia l capacity contribution from Helirholtz layer, farads 
bulk concentration of ions, mol dm"^  
surface concentration of ions, mol dm ^
surface concentration of ions at a given potential E, mol dm"^  
d distance between crystal, planes, nm
D diffusion coe ffic ien t, m s^""'
E potential, Volt
E^ standard potential. Volt
reversible or eouilibrium poten tia l, /olt 
Ec rest or corrosion potential. Volt
E ir  ohmic potential drop. Volt
f  rotation frequency, Hz
p paraday constant, Coulombs mol ^
G Gibbs free energy. Joules
/^ G change in free energy, Joules
standard free energy change, Jo’ules 
enthalpy change, Joules 
An®" standard enthalpy change. Joules 
h,k,l Bragg indices of a crystal plane,

I l l
‘'m
mean ionic a c tiv ity  coe ffic ien t 
d iffusion "boundary la^/er thickness, nca 
hydlrod^naraic "boundary layer thickness, mm 
overpotential, vo lts  
activation overpotential, vo lts
concentration overpotential, volts
2 —ikinematic v iscosity , m s
angle of re flection  from a crystal plane, radians
chemical potential, Joules mol
standard chemical potential. Joules mol
conductivity, m^ ^
charge, Coulombs
electrode potential, vo lts
potential of bulk of solution, vo lts
potential drop across HeLmholtz plane, vo lts
potential in the plane o f hydronium ion centres, vo lts
potential drop across diffuse layer, vo lts
“ 1rotation speed, angular v e lo c ity , radians s 
wave length, nm
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CHAPTER ONE - INTRODUCfriON
1 ,1 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND TO PRIMARY CEILLS
A ne-w era in the history of e le c tr ic ity  beg^  around 1796, when 
Volta^ constructed the f ir s t  e le c tr ic  battery of c e lls  capable o f 
delivering a current o f several ajaperes, which was a hundred times more 
than that generated by other known ce lls  at that time. The ce lls  of the 
early  nineteenth century suffered from the detrimental e ffec ts  o f 
polarisation, loca l action and general corrosion, due to the lack of
fundamental knowledge of c e ll  processes.
In  1836 Daniell^ invented the c e ll  named a fte r  him which was baaed 
on a zinc anode and copper cathode separated by an animal membrane and 
immersed in dilute s\rlphuric acid and saturated copper sulphate solution 
respectively. Zinc sulphate was removed and fresh dilute sulphuric acid 
added from time to time. G-rove  ^ desigied a ce ll using an amalgamated zinc 
anode dipped in strong n itr ic  acid inside a clay bowl which was inside a 
vessel containing sulphuric acid. Platinum sheet was used as a cathode. 
Bunsen la te r  on substituted carbon fo r platinum to reduce the cost. The 
c e ll suffered from poor shelf l i f e  becatise o f wasteful corrosion caused by 
g'^j^ug n itr ic  acid and evolution of noxious fumes o f niti*ic oxides.
In  1842 Poggendorff^ substituted chromic fo r  n itr ic  acid. This 
proved to  be an important heavy-duty battery in it s  day. A reserve type 
c e ll  was also designed. This c e l l  was used fo r  m ilitary applications and 
saw active war service. Another heavy duty c e ll  invented in I8if3^ u tilised  
a zinc anode in  sulphuric acid and a cathode assembly consisting o f a 
porous containing grains of lead peroxide packed around a platinum 
co llector. Lalande and Chaperon^ developed an alkaline copper oxide, zinc 
c e ll  whidi displaced the.Daniell c e l l  and was used by the telegraph 
companies from I 88I onwards. I t  consisted o f a horizontal positive plate



-1.2 PERFORMAKCS qiARACTERISTICS
Battery properties o f general importance are energy density per unit 
volume or weight, discharge characteristics at d ifferen t rates and temper­
atures, internal resistance, shelf l i f e  and e ffic iency .
i ,2 . i  Enenr/“ per unit volume or weight. This is  always less than the 
theoretical vsilue hecause of the need o f an appropriate container, 
connectors e tc . which add on to "dead" voluine and weight. Usually wet 
ce lls  have lower values than those fo r  diy or sealed ce lls  because of the 
extra "head space" needed in the fom er. The theoretical energy density 
fo r  the mercuric oxide-zinc system is  21^0 W h kg  ^ and that fo r  manganese 
dioxide-zinc systems is  19*1 ^ •
,2.2 Dis*^^arge characteristics» The magnitude of current drawn and the 
ambient temperature are the two most important variants influencing the 
performance o f a c e l l .  When large currents are drawn, the diffusion 
lim ited electrochemical reactions cannot cope and the c e ll  voltage 
diminishes dramatically, resulting in a drastic loss in power output. The 
general e ffec t of ambient temperature is  that with decreasing temperatures 
the c e ll voltage and therefore c e ll output power decreases, because temper­
ature adversely a ffects  the physical properties of electrolyte etc.
i.2 .3  Shelf l i f e  and kinetics of s e lf disdiarge. Shelf l i f e  is  limited 
because of wasteful corrosion reactions taking place. This may be due to 
electrode in s tab ility  associated with local action and im pirities in the 
e lec tro ly te . Again the amount and rate of these reactions would depend on 
the ambient temperature. Portxmately in alkalin e  electrolytes th is is  very 
slow compared with acid electro lytes. A very smal l  amount of hydrogen gas 
is  evolved which decreases with increasing electrolyte concentration. In 
addition to this a slow oxidation may take place as a result o f red'uction
of oxygen. The classical Arrhenius equation K = Ae ^  may be applied to 
calculate the rate of seIf-discharge, because i t  has been found that the
tcapacity decay curve is  logarithmic in nature. Measurements o f potential 
decay on open circu it fo r several of the alkaline c e ll systems have been 
reported. Milner'*'^ gives a general interpretation which is  suitable for
most systems, i « e .
E = E i - b l o s ( l ^ ) j
where S is  electrode potential at time ' t* , is  the in it ia l  potential, 
b is  Ta fe l slope -2.3RT/naP.
1 .3 modern ELECIROCHBgGAL SYSTEMS
i ,3 ,i Puel C ells . Up to the time of the second world war practica lly  
usable fuel ce lls  had not been developed. Since then some advances have 
been made in their electrochemistiy and engineering. Worthy o f mention 
are hydrogen-orygen ce lls  with concentrated potassium hydroxide electrolyte 
operating between 70 and 2 5 0 and at elevated p r e s s u r e .B o t h  hydrogen 
and oxygen electrodes were made of porous carbon impregnated with catalysts. 
Since a lka li electrolytes react with carbon dioxide, decreasing the c e ll 
outpxxt, e ffo rts  were directed to  use phosphoric acid"'^ and also to find an 
alternative to  hydrogen. Hydrocarbons, ammonia and hydrazine were used with 
success. With the use o f hydrocarbons i t  was fotnd that the operating 
temperature could rise to within the ranges 550-700®C. Advantage has been 
taken o f bio-oxidation and bio-reduction by microbes to provide e lec tr ica l 
e n e r g y T h e  metabolic a c tiv ity  could take place inside the ce ll at anodes 
and cathodes, or more p ractica lly  external to the c e l l  to generate hydrogen 
from carbohydrate fo r  example, the action of clostrldijom welchii or 
escherichia c o li on glucose.
Fuel ce lls  have been used in the Gemini and Apollo space-craft 
missions, fo r load-levelling, and hold a premise as an energy supplier of 
the future -when petrol maybe in short supply. So fa r, the cost and tech­
nological d ifficu lt ie s  have been the major drawbacks to more widespread 
u tilisa tion .
-1 ,5,2  Non^aqueoua c e l ls . These c e lls  are specifica lly  intended fo r very- 
low temperatxores or less) , »here water which is  cheap, abundant, and
an extremely good solvent fo r  conducting solutions, suffers from freezing.
15 1-low conductivity, rapid polarisation, e tc . Non-aqueous solvents such as 
a ceton itr ile , liqu id  ammonia and sulphur dioxide c e lls  have been made.
These liquids have properties w ell suited to the requirements o f battery 
technology. For exanple anhydrous amaonia has abnormally high holding and 
freezing points, heats o f fusion and vaporisation, heat capacity and d i­
e lec tr ic  constant. I t  has low viscosity  and density, is  a better proton 
acceptor and its  degree o f dissociation is  small. The electrochemical 
behaviour o f anodes such as lead, magnesium and zinc in anhydrous ammonia 
is  sim ilar to that in water allowing fo r  the difference in solvation energy, 
so lu b ility  of salts etc . Manganese dioxide has been selected as cathode 
largely because o f its  ready a va ila b ility  than anything else . Cells using 
organic solvents such as propylene carbonate have been designed. I t  seems 
lik e ly  that these c e lls  might out-perform aqueous ce lls  on the basis of 
energy density, low tenqperatiire performance, and good shelf l i f e .
Solid State C ells . The drastic miniatiorisation that has taken 
place in the electronics industry has called fo r  a corresponding miniaturi­
sation in  their power packs because now they have to deliver only a few 
microwatts. Miniature semi-dry, dry, and sealed ce lls  have been oommercially 
produced using trace amounts of e lectrolyte impregnated in a separating 
membrane. These have very long shelf l i f e ,  but suffer from h i ^  internal
resistance and large polarisation losses. Batteries with la ttic e  immobil-
16—19ised ions using ion-exchange membranes or resins have also been developed. 
Cnibb^ has done most extensive work in this f ie ld .  Some solids, for 
example s ilve r iodide, barium permanganate, s ilve r mercury iodide e tc ., are 
e le c tr ica lly  conductive, specially at high temperatures. Batteries have 
been constructed using these substances as electrolytes by the General 
E lectric  Company,21 Mallory Co.,22 Union Carbide Co.,23 Patterson-Moos Co.,2^
■fk
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and Sprague E lectric  Co.25 Thin film  batteries fo r  use with s ilicon  chip 
circu its have been made. In  th is construction the power source is  an 
integral part o f the integrated circu it and is  therefore rechargeable.
The ccmponents, that is , anode, e lectro ly te , cathode, connectors etc. are 
deposited on a substrate by evaporation. Film thicknesses can be 
controlled and may range from 5nm to 20^ im. Sat or and Perrot 2  ^ developed 
the f i r s t  thin film  c e ll  based on Pb/PbCl^/AgCl/Ag system. For such a ce ll 
the charge discharge reaction could be represented by the equation;
Pb + 2AgCl PbCl2 + 2Ag. Moulton, Hacskaylo and Peldman "^  ^ improved th is
28-30
c e ll and used the system Pb/Pb3r2/AgBr/Ag. Later on some systems were
found to possess certain properties and could find uses as a humidistat, 
strain gauge, pressure and temperature sensors -  with possible applications 
in diagnosis of diseases, ionic balancing devices, and memory element 
capable of reading in and out and erasing.
AiVftl-înA f « l l a . Alkaline electrolyte based ce lls  o ffe r  distinct 
advantages over acid electrolyte ce lls  and have become increasingly pop\olar 
in the consumer market. For exançle n itr ic  acid has a higher wasteful 
corrosion rate and gives noxicxxs f\anes, hydrochloric acid is  vo la tile  and 
corrosive, sulphuric acid gives insoluble reaction products. The acids are 
bulky and inconvenient to handle in contrast to sodium or potassium alkalis, 
which are available in dry form and easy to handle. The a lka li ce lls  have 
advantage over dry Leclanche type ce lls  vdiich suffer from pH and concentra­
tion  changes at electrodes upon drawing current, thus ce ll voltage drops 
whidi is  more pronoianced at heavier drains. Some o f the merits o f alkaline 
ce lls  include stable conductive solutiaxs over a wide range of temperatxjre, 
slight wasteful attack, compatibility with many cathodes and better dis­
charge chaLiact erist ic s .
Anodes. The principal anode metals for primary alkaline ce lls  
are sodium, aluminium, indium, cadmium and zinc. Their theoretical 
potentials and Faraday eqtiivalents are given below.
.3
Table 1: Reaction equation, SEP, and theoretical capacity
of some anode materials
Pot ential^^ Theoretical
Metal Reaction SEP/V capacity 
x105as kg” ''
Sodium Na + /4OH' = NaOH + 2e -2.7^
Indium In 5Ce“ = In(CH)3 + 3e - 1.00 25.2
Aluminium Al + TO " + H 0 + 3®2 - 2.35
107.3A-
Cadmium Cd + 2QH“ = Cd(OH) 2 2e -0.81 17.34
Zinc Zn + im “ = Zn(OH) 4 + 2e - 1.22 29.52
Zn + 2Ce‘* = Zn(0H)2 + 2e -1.25 29.52
Sodium appears theoretica lly  attractive in view of its  high potential, but 
its  extreme reac tiv ity  excludes it  from use unless amaighmated with 
mercuiy. An amalgam containing 0.60 w/o sodium is  flu id  at roan tempera­
ture. Combination of this with an active carbon-oxygen electrode in 5-6
mol.dm"^ sodium hydroxide electro lyte gives an open c ir o i it  potential o f
-2
about 2.05V, and 1 .6-1 .8V at current densities o f 750-1000 Am .
Indium is  stable at room temperature, a s ilvery Trtiite metal softer than 
lead and ductile, is  oxidised to indim  trioxide on heating. I t  has a high 
hydrogen overvoltage. However, i t  suffers fm n excessive polarxsation and 
a voluminous anodic product. Indium-bismuth a lloy  anodes have been used 
with success. Aluminium is  so ft, ductile, malleable and silvery white.
At roan temperature i t  develops a thin, adherent film  o f aluminium oxide.
I t  acquires passivity in alkaline or neutral environment or the attack is 
highly lo ca l. I t  is an amphoteric metal and therefore i t  has not gained 
wide useage despite its  low cost, light weight, high potential and capacity. 
Aluminiiom anodes require a ir  to be excluded during id le periods or storage 
to avoid excessive corrosion. Like indium, aluminium gives a voluminous 
aluminium hydroxide precipitate during service ^diich fo r  small or dry ce lls  
is undesirable. To obtain good output this precipitate must be removed 
continuously.
10
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Cadmium is a maileable, ductile, s ilvery  white, soft metal. Tarnishing 
occurs at room temperature in moist a ir ; oxidises at elevated temperature. 
I t  is embrittled by heating to 80®C. Its  confounds and the metal is toxic. 
I t  has a h i^  hydrogen overvoltage and is very stable in alkaline solutions.
ce lls  therefore have very long shelf l i f e .  Cost is  a disadvantage, 
but where cost can be spread, as in rechargeable gystems, such as the Ni/Cd 
a lk a li c e ll, cadmium has found widespread application.
Zinc is  a s ilvery  white, malleable, ductile metal, s ligh tly  harder than 
cadmium and has a higher melting point. I t  is cheaper than cadmium and 
widely available in massive and powder form. I t  amalgamates easily  and 
does not passivate read ily. I t s  standard electrode potential is  - i .227 
which is  higher than that of cadmium (- 0 .8IV) . I t  tarnishes at room 
temperature in moist a ir .
1.3.Zf.2 Cathodes. Oxides of s ilve r, manganese, mercury and copper have 
found wide usage. Iron oxide, a low cost material, suffers from low 
potential and significant so lu b ility . Load dioxide is  even more soluble. 
Nickel oxide is  suitable only fo r  reversible systems. Given below is  the 
potential and capacity o f cathodes used commercially, with th e ir  reaction
sch®nes.^^
Table 2: Reaction equation, S.E.P. and theoiotica l capacity
fo r  seme cathode materials
Material Reaction
Cupric oxide 
Cuprous oxide
Cu0-»‘2H20-»'2e = CU2O+2OH” 
Cu204H20+2e = Cu+20H” 
Manganese dioxide MnC^ H20+e —  ^Mn2C^ H20+OH 
Mercxiric oxide H -^>Ü20+2e = Hg-*'2CH
2A.gQ+H20+2e = Ag20+20H~ 
Ag20+H20-^ 2e = Ag+20H”
S ilver peroxide 
S ilver oxide
S.S.P.
Theoretical 
capacity 
Askg“'"' x105
-O.Ì59 2if.36
-0 . 3 5 7 1 2 . 1 8
+0 . 18 8 11.10
+0 . 0 9 8 8 .8 8
+0 . 5 7 0 1 5 . 6 0
+0 .3^ 8,3if
Of these, HgO and Mn02 have found the most widespread conmercial use.
11
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Mercuric oxide operates at substantially constant voltage since only 
one reduction step is  involved. I t s  so lu b ility  in alkaline electrolytes is 
low and any mercury deposited simply improves c e ll conductance and amalga** 
mates with zinc. Thus the c e l l  using th is cathode displays long shelf l i f e ,  
high output and constant voltage. The high cost o f mercury and its  com­
pounds is  a deterrent, but fo r  miniature ce lls  where fabrication cost over­
shadows material cost i t  is  gain fu lly employed.
Manganese dioxide is  an important cathode because o f i t s  low cost, 
s ta b ility , capacity and temperat\are range. I t  has the additional advantage 
in combination with a zinc anode of providing an e.m .f. of 1 .5V, exactly 
comparable with the traditional dry c e ll.
1.3.ii-.3 E lec tro ly te . The a lk a li e lectro lytes e .g. sodium or potassium 
hydroxide are distinguished by high conductivity over a wide range o f con­
centrations, thus contributing to the low impedance of the c e l l .  They are 
also dieap and readily available in bulk, dry and pellet form so that 
handling is  easy. Because o f i t s  lower freezing point and h i^ e r  conduc­
t iv i t y  potassium hydroxide is preferred over sodium hydroxide, which offsets 
the higher* cost o f the former in ce lls  where low temperat\are operation and 
low electrolyte volumes are needed. The normal concent rat ions used in wet 
c e ll  are 6-7.5 mol dm"^  as a compromise in conductivity and freezing point. 
In  dry ce lls  8-10 mol dm“  ^ solutions are used to  achieve ZnO precipitation 
necessary fo r operation o f th is type of c e l l .  The aii5>ere-hour capacity of 
commercial alkaiine primary ce lls  is a function of the so lub ility  o f the 
complexes formed by anodic dissolution o f Zn and o f the physical form of 
the solid by-products crysta llis ing from these solutions when saturation is 
readied. The freezing point is  minimum (-66 C) at 31 V® solution, below 
and above this concentration f  .p. is  higher. The viscosity 7  , ^or concen­
trations up to 8 mol dm"^  can be calculated by the equation l o g 7 ^ 7 q
/ O.OZf76c 1 at 25®C: where C is  the molarity and 7 q the viscosity of 
\1-0.C199C/
pure water. The viscosity increases with decreasing temperature, and there 
is  a marked increase below -10®C. The conductivity varies with temperature.
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concentration and the amount of addxtives« Concentration has a smaller* 
e ffec t on conductivity compared to tenqjerature. Maxiiaum conductivity 
occurs at 31 w/o at room temperature A'' ZnO additions or presence of car- 
'bonates decrease conductivxty• The transference nvzmber^ *^  of hydroxyl ions 
is  hetween OJif and O.78 , and that of potassium ion is  between 0.2 and 0.3 
depending upon concentration. The a c tiv ity  coefficient^^ is less than one 
below 2.8 mol dm"^, one at 2.8 mol dm"^  and rapidly increases a fte r  this 
concentration. These values have been determined experimentally fo r  purely 
academic reasons and presented here fo r  information. Figure 3 
gram fo r  expressing electrolyte concentration in various units.
Cadmium-mercur*/- oxide c e l l . A primary mercuric oxide-cadmium 
c e ll  is cannercially made fo r  exclxisive use of m ilitary applications. The 
ce lls  axe made in button, prismatic or cylindrical ^ape. As "Uiere are no 
gases evolved during storage and discharge, the c e l l  can be encapsulated 
or heimetically sealed. However, the open circu it voltage o f 0.93V is sig­
n ifican tly  less than that of the comparable 2n-H^ c e ll (1»35V) . Cathodes 
fo r  these ce lls  are made of pressed mercuric oxide mixed with graphite or 
s ilv e r  on a nickel mesh, while the anodes are made of pressing electro- 
deposited powder on a nickel mesh. This c e ll is  characterised by
exceptional storage capability, a wider operating temperature rango, a very 
stable operating voltage. The s tab ility  of the mercuric oxide and cadmium 
electrodes gives th is couple the best storage capability of a l l  aqueous 
electrolyte c e lls  with actual tests '^ lidating 9 years at room temperature 
storage resulting in a 2 ^  loss in capacity. Since the electrodes evolve 
no gas, the small loss in capacity is due to two factors; so lub ility  of 
the mercuric oxide in the electrolyte and reduction of the soluble species 
at the cadmium electrode, thus decreasing the capacity o f the anode and 
cathode. At h ij^er drains, the cause of loss in capacity is s l i ^ t  crystal 
growth o f cadmium resulting in increased current density. Partia l discharge 
or low rate discharge w il l  give fv ill capacity. The c e ll can operate at as 
low as -5^®C at high effic iency. Very constant voltage levels are a feature
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of th is c e ll ,  so that even though the open circu it voltage is  loYt at 0 .S3V, 
the cajacity obtained to a cut o f f  o f 0.8V may be iOC^, due to the very low 
polarisation of the electrodes throughout the course o f the discharge.
1.3 .4«5 Zi.y>c-mercuric oxide c e l l . Zinc is by fa r  the most widely used 
anode in the aqueous alkaline c e lls  where i t  is  used in massive or plate 
form. In the dry ce lls  i t  is  as an amalgiainated powder either compacted or 
ge lled . The porous structure is  of particular advantage in ce lls  fo r  which 
high current density and maximum smçere and watt hour capacity per unit o f 
weight and volume are desired. Zinc of high purity 2N or 3N is ctistcmaiy 
fo r  these ce lls , with the addition of 0.04-0 .06 w/o Pb in the case o f pcwder 
metal, fo r  greater resistance to corrosion. I t  increases the normally 
high hydro gen^vo I t  age of zinc and provides a means o f obtaining an equi- 
potential surface. During discharge the mercury concentrates mainly on the 
surface, thereby increasing protection effectiveness. Great care is  exer­
cised in the manufacture o f the ce lls  to avoid contaminants that accelerate 
corrosion. H i^  quality separators are used to minimise diffusion o f 
dissolved species and shorting out of the electrodes. As a further protec­
tion  against corrosion and gas generation in the dry type c e lls , substantial 
amounts o f zinc oxide are added in it ia l ly  to the e lec tro ly te , this decreases 
the rate o f s e lf corrosion. Sealed ce lls  are also made but gas vents are 
provided as protection ag^iinst inadvertent pressure build-up. Figure 4 
shows a sectional drawing indicating gas path by the arrows. Potential 
meas\irements show the electrode voltage to be 1.3  V fo r  amalgamated zinc 
Hg) in 6 mol dm“  ^ KOH and 1.3317^ fo r  amalgamated zinc (lC?i Hg) in 8 
mol dm“  ^ zincate saturated KCH. The measured potential o f the elec­
trode is  0.0i8V, thus the c e l l  voltage is  1.35V. The ce lls  are made in 
f l a t ,  button or cy liir ir ica l form. The cathode and anode are made as 
described before. For dry sealed ce lls  and fo r complete u tilisation  of the 
zinc, cathode is nade of greater coulombic capacity than the anode. For 
applications in which in it ia l voltage is  not c r it ic a l,  addition of iinOs 
results in excess capacity (?diich raises the o.c. voltage to 1.4V) . The 
separators play an important ro le . There may be several layers performing
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d ifferen t functions e.g . imnobilisation of e le  otro Ijrte, diffusion b a m a r  
to dissolved species, prevention o f short circ\iiting due to  bridging 
materials. Anodes are atlso made in a wound form (Figure 5) that is  a f la t  
sp iral of corrugated metal ani an absorbent paper strip  as separator. The 
corrugations provide enough space for zinc oxide formed during discharge, 
and paths fo r  e lectrolyte despite accumxxlation o f reaction product.
 ^.If FUltDAAiEm?AL ASPECTS
Thermodynaaiica. Many charge transfer reactions amt daily appear 
suitable fo r use as electrochemical c e lls . Ir re v e rs ib ility  and gassing 
reactions rule many of them out. Increasing importance is  being given to 
the fundamental \anderstending o f the theimodymraics and kinetics o f the 
electrochemical processes in the eocploration of the new ^sterns and the 
improvement o f the existing systems. Electromotive force or the open 
circu it voltage may be calculated using thermodynamic properties o f reac­
tants and products, en5>lqying the Nemst equation, thus
B = ^  ^  ln/iEE2i.\
nP \®’react.y
During disdiarge the open circuit voltage may or may not drop considerably, 
th is fact can be ascertained fo r a given system from thermodynamic consid­
erations. Thus i f  the a c t iv it ie s  o f the reactants and products do not 
change appreciably, then the open circu it voltage w ill  remain unchanged 
during the useful l i f e  as fo r example in the case o f the merciiric oxide zinc 
c e l l  or the lead-acid c e ll .  On the other hand the manganese dioxide c e ll  or 
Leclanche c e ll  show a continuous drop o f voltage during their useful l i f e  
because during partia l discharge the a c t iv it ie s  of CH" and ions change 
by severxa powers o f ten. I f  the cathodic material exists in two different 
valency states fo r example s ilv e r  oxide and manganese oxide, then the c e ll 
voltage would change during partial discharge according to the state of oxx- 
dation involved. This can take the form o f a clear change i f  the two oxides 
are not soluble in  eadi other e.g. s ilv e r  oxides or a more or less unmarked 
continuous change e .g .  in the case of manganese oxides. The temperature
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coeffic ien t o f the c e ll voltage may he calculated from the Gibhs-Helmholtz 
eq\iation; . .
at constant pressure =
9 T I nP
(^H/nP -h e )
T
The overall e ffic ien cy  £ of a c e ll  is  defined as:
= qJ E d<r
f   ^ ^  <r- 0______
The Coulombic e ffic iency  of an electrode is defined as:
The thermal e ffic iency 0 is  defined as:
J  B dcr 
a ____o- = 0
The chemical reactions occurring in a c e ll  are heterogeneous pro­
cesses occurring at the interface betiween electrolyte and electrodes and on 
the surface of the electrodes. The structure o f the interface is  thus very 
important. The e lec tr ica l double layer at the electrode consists of a layer 
of ions of charge opposite to  that o f the electrode. This is  the Helmholtz 
layer and the plane through the centre o f the ions is  known as the Helmholfcz 
plane. This plane corresponds to the distance o f closest approach o f the 
ions to the electrode surface. The distance o f closest approach depends 
upon the type of ion, the potential o f the electrode relati''/e to the ionic 
solution, and the interaction o f ions with solvent dipoles. The ions may 
be said to be spec ifica lly  adsorbed when no solvent is  interposed between 
the electrode and the ions. In some cases e.g. with most electrolytes over 
some range of potentials, two Helmholtz planes are encountered designated 
as inner auid outer, the outer plane consists o f ions that have water o f 
hydration interposed between them and the electrode surface • Extending 
from the solution side o f the Helmholtz layer is  the Goi^ diffuse layer.
As shown in Figure 6 the potential in this layer decreases nonlinearly and 
asymptotically approaches that o f the bulk of the solution. For the
• ^ V»'
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\ Solution
Pigxire 6, Schematic representation of the e lec tr ica l double 
layer and the potential distribution.
■i
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concentrated electrolyte of the alkaline c e ll th is diffuse layer is  o f the
order o f 10”  ^cm or a few hydrated ionic diameters. The ionic double layer
at an e lect rode-solution interface gives rise to a considerable capacitance
component, giv^n by = do"/dS and is  related to  the contributions
from Helmholtz and diffuse layers thus -J— = ^  ^  . The double layer
^dl %  ^
capacity is  sensitive to organic impurities in the electro lyte at poten­
t ia ls  where these impurities are adsorbed on the electrode surface. The 
concentration o f an impurity in the solution need be su ffic ien t only to  
support the formation of a reasonable fraction o f a mono-layer on the e lec­
trode surface fo r  the to be changed, ^ith a semiconductor as an elec­
trode, the equivalent o f the Go\;y diffuse la3rer exists in the electrode in 
addition to the Helmholtz and Gouy layers in the solution. The diffuse 
layer within the semiconductor contributes to the overall capacity o f the 
semiconductor-solution interface as a series component. Ueasurement o f Cdl 
as a function of electrode potential can be used to determine the carrier 
concentration in the semiconductor. Trace elements in the semiconductor can 
produce major changes in the carrier concentration and can have a large 
effect on C^ -j . The semiconductor properties o f oxides are o f seme impor­
tance because they are used as cathodes in aqueous and fuel c e lls . The 
phenomenon o f passivation caused by suiodic films can also be interpreted in 
terms o f f i lm 's semiconducting properties.
i ,^.,2 Potential-tH Hquilibrium Diagrams. Pourbaix^^ and his co-workers 
described the various equilibria existing between a metal and water or 
aqueous solutions as a function o f pH and potential. These diagrams provide 
a thermodynamic basis to a fundamental study of c e ll reactions, althoxjgh 
their shortcomings and limitations must not be overlooked. Here only Zn,
Cd and Hg w il l  be considered as being particularly relevant to the present
study.
1.If.2.1 Zinc-water system. Figure 7 illustrates Zn-H20 diagram^^ showing 
the zones of corrosion, passivation and immunity. The zone of corrosim is  
defined as one where the activ ity  of metal cations, anions or complexes is  
greater than 10“^gdm"^. Similarly the zone o f iinnunity is  one 'trhere
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a c tiv ity  of natal ions is  less than 10- 6gdm'5 . Here the orides, hydroxües 
eto. are themodynamioaUy unstable with respect to unocmbined metal. 
Sim ilarly the sons o f passivity is  one where a solid  metal compound is 
thetmodynamicaUy stable and is  In equilibrium with leas than 10-6gdm'3 
concentietion of metal ions. The metal would be themodynamically unstable. 
The Pourbair diagrams represent the equilibria between the metal, metal 
ions, so lid  or dissolved oxides and hydroxides fo r  systems in which 
reactants are metal, water and OH' ions. In  real solutions a change of pH 
can be affected only by additions o f acids or a lka lis and in the case of 
the former the anion may have a profound e ffec t e .g . complex formation.
Only iu dilute perchloric acid and to a lesser extent in sulphate and 
nitrate solutions are complexes unliJcely to form. Anions lito  C l", ffl , 
c itra te , tartrate etc. which tend to form soluble ccmplexes may thus extend 
the zone o f corrosion; on the other hand PO  ^ , Oo| , SiO¡^  etc . whxoh tend 
to form insoluble basic compounds, may inoreass the extent of the sons o f
passivity e
Zn is  thermodynamically unstable in the presence o f water and 
aqueous solutions and dissolves with the evolution o f hydrogen in acid, 
neutral or alkaline solutions. The rate may be slow i f  the metal is  very 
pure because then the overvoltage is  high. The attack is  rapid i f  i t  is  
coupled with a metal of low Hg overvoltage such as platinum. In the 
presence of moderately alkaline solutions of jH between 8.5 and 10.5 Zh 
would be covered by a film  o f ZnCCH) .^ Corrosion is minimal in the pH 
range o f 6 to 12 (see Figure 8) . Batteries using Zn anodes cannot tolerate 
contamination from carbonates. Zn(0H)2 is  amphoteric in^mture dissolving
in acid solutions to give bixincate HZn05 or sincate Zn02 ions. Zn(®)a
has been identified  in seven modifications. The solubility products of 
eadi are given below: See also Figure 9.
^-18 *075
i  -Zn(0H)2 ^ ^
inactive ZnO 9*21 x
r-Zn(0H)2 l.h  X 10-^7 = iO-^6-85'^
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tronide, iodide, nitrate, sulphate, ammonium, oyanide eto.5^ In geneial,
oomple» 3  are not very stable. A large number o f cadmium salts are 
sparingly soluble, e .g . carbonates, cyanides, phosphate and sulphides.
Figure 11 sho^s the influenoe of pH on the so lu b ility  o f anhydrous and 
hydrated oxides of cadmium. The upper lim it of the dcmain of s tab ility  
o f practica lly  coincides with the lower lim it of the domain o f
s ta b ility  of water at ambient and atmospheric pressures. This, coupled 
with the higher hydrogen overvoltage of cadmium, makes i t  stable in 
aqueous media. Cadmium can therefore be considered as being at the 
divid ing lin e between noble and base metals; i t  is  less noble than lead, 
appreciably more noble tiian tine and sligh tly  «ore noble than iron. The 
action o f aqueous solutions on cadmium is  qualitatively similar to th e ir 
action on tine, although oadmi» has a s l i ^ t l y  better resistance tc 
general corrosion, i t  is  appreciable only in the presence o f oxidising or 
complexing substances, fo r  exasg-le, ammonia, cyanides. At a current 
density of 1A dm"^  tine has an over potential of 0 .7h®i, that o f Fb 1.090 
and that o f Cd is 1 .U W . In  alkaline solutions cadmium is  covered by a 
film  of hydroxide, the formation o f this film  is  easier at pfl's of 10-13- 
This hydroxide constitutes a passive, protective layer at pfi o f 11. In
other pa mediums i t  is  soluble (see Figure 12) .
1 TM-cure 13 shows the mercury-water system^^Mercurv-^ate r  system. Figure auu«
at 25°C in toe absence c f  ions which form soluble complexes or insoluble
sa lts, the merouric cation Hg^* forms a large number o f complexes which
are often quite stable. The monovalent mercury halides, the chromates
(rod) , the iodide (green) , ato the sulphide (black) are sparingly soluble,
and so are the divalent compounds, toe iodide (red) toe sulphide, and
thiocyanids. The presence o f these would increase the passive none. I t
appears that m erely is  a noble « t a l  since its  domain of thermodynamic
s tab ility  has a large area in < »«o n  with the domain of thermodynamxc
stab ility  o f water. Mercury is  practically unaffected by non-oxidising
aqueous solutions c f a l l  pH's (provided that they are free from oemplexing
30
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Figure 13 . Poteniial-pH cguilibrutm diagram or rod HgO the y<^ r\ ouiMdo
The part of the diagram inside the line log C = 0 mcrcur% per litre 1:00 g I ’ l m ihe form ol Mg; '
this line concerns non-saturated solutions containing . g-at o( dissolved me .
and Hg* *.
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agents notably amsonln and amonium salts) e.g. dilute solutions o f 
sulifaurio and hydiodOoric acids, sodium and potassium hydroxides i f  free 
from oxygen. In  neutral or alhaline solutions mercury is  oxidised 
d irectly  to the mercuric state « i th  the formation of re la tive ly  soluble 
mercuric oxide. For e^mple merarry ie dissolved by n itr ic  acid at 25°C 
to give «rcurous n itrate, i t  is  also dissolved by acid solutions of 
fe r r ic  chloride, i t  becomes covered with in the presence of water and 
solutions containing oxygen. The formation of mercuric oxide is 
very rapid in the presence of ozone or permanganates. The large hydrogen 
over voltage enables many reduction reactions to be effected on the 
surface e .g . as in polarogiaphy. Uercury forms amalgams with many metals, 
smse o f which have reducing properties making them useful in analytical 
applications. I t  is  not yet known whether the red and yellow form of 
mercuric oxide are allotropes or Just d if fe r  in grain s ize . I t  is  an
amihoteric oxide and an oxidising agent. Mercurous oxide does not ex ist? ’  
Figure 14 shows the Influence o f jH on the so lu b ility  of mercuric oxide
at 25*C.
1.4.5 K inetics. This is concerned with the processes taking
place at the electrode electrolyte interface. These processes are respon­
sible fo r  the deviations from the thermodynamic equilibrium pot 
and are referred to a, "over potentials" . The over potential y  is 
related to the actual electrode potential E and the reversible thermo­
dynamic value Er by the equation: = B - Er. ^
an anode where oxidation is  occurring and negative fo r a cathode r^tiere 
reduction takes place. The factors contributing to the over potential 
may bo classified  as follows:
( i )  Activation over potential. The depositxon or dissolution of 
atom involves the transfer o f electrons between ion and atom. The elec­
tron must overcome an activation energy barrier.
A. 'This ia associated witb tbs dscrease( i i )  Concentration over potential. Tnxs is
in the concentration o f reactants and increase in the concentration of 
products at the electrode interface because of the limited rate of 
transport o f these components to and from the interface.
( i i i )  Resistive over potential. This does not include the ohmic 
potential drop due to the hulk solution and electrode phases, hut is due 
to the interface and any film  present on the electrode,
1 .If,3.1 Activation over potentia l. In many c e ll reactions this is  not 
very large, usxxally, and therefore does not contribute so much towards 
the departure of c e ll terminali voltage from the thermodynamic value.
Over potential arising from the irre ve rs ib ility  o f a charge transfer step 
is  one o f the most comnon types of activation over potential.
The activation con^ o^nent is  represented hy the well-loaown Taf e l 
equation:
^  = a -  h log i
where ^ is  the activation over potential in vo lts;
a IS log i^;
h is  ; with the usual notation
anP
The exchange current density ig is  defined as the internal current density
in auiodic or cathodic direction under reversible conditions. The transfer
coefficient a represents the fraction of the potential diffei*ence between
the metal and the Helmholtz plane capable o f changing the
activation energy fo r  the reactions. The transfer coefficient is
re la tive ly  constant over a wide range o f potentials fo r  many processes
provided the Helmholtz layer does not xandergo any major changes. Hydrogen
evolution reaction is  quite eui important electrochemical reaction.
Hydrogen could evolve in two overall schemes:
2J'*’ •♦ ■26 s H2 fo r acid solutions
aigO ■*■26 s H2 + 20H" for neutral and
alVal-lne solutions
The overall reactions can be broken down to a sxaa of individual sub­
reactions consisting of charge transfer, adsorption, desorption, simple 
chemical recombination or electrochemical reduction. Either o f these sub­
reactions may become rate controlling depending upon the conditions of 
reaction. Certain metals for example platinum and palladium have very 
low hydrogen evolution over potential and have high exchange current 
densities of the order o f a few mA. per on^, whereas certain other metals 
fo r example mercury, lead, gallium etc. have high hydrogen over potential 
and very much lower exchange current densities of the order o f a few 
picoamperes per cm .^ Thus hydrogen evolution w il l  be e ffic ien t and 
quicker on platinum auid palladium but much slower and irreversible on 
mercury, lead etc. On zinc and cadmium these values l ie  in between these 
extremes. The overall reaction for hydrogen evolution in alkal ine or 
neutral solution may be wxdtten as 
2H2O + e = 2MH + 2CH"; Ta fe l slope = 0 .1 16V per decadeads
and MHad «Had = H2 + 2 i; ” " = 0.029V per decade
Some evidence also exists in favour o f a more complex electrochemical 
desorption, that is  > e = M  ^ Hg . The discharge step
involves the incorporation of hydrogen ion in the la ttice  of the metal or 
adsorption on available sites on the metal surface. Here again different 
metals ^ow a preference for one or the other depending upon the 
conditions. The practical significance of hydrogen overvoltage can be 
realised irtiile considering zinc deposition and dissolution reactions.
2-
Zn(CH); 2e = Zn -► ;
2H2O + 2e = H2 20H“ ;
E = +1.22V
E = -0.83V,
At f ir s t  i t  may seem that it  is  not possible to deposit zinc from aqueous 
solutions because the reduction potential fo r hydrogen deposition is 
lower than that for zinc deposition, so that cathodic reduction in a 
zdncate solution w ill only result in hydrogen evolution. However, because
Figuro 15 T a fe l plots fo r  hydrogen overvoltage on Zn-Hg electrode 
in i mol dm"^  KDH at 25**C zinc O
5 w/ o Hg-Zn A
7.5 10 12.5  15
M-CH bond energy/lai
17.5
Figure 16 . Oxygen overvoltage data at 25**C in 1 mol dm“  ^ KEH 
at
of this hydrogen overvoltage i t  is  possible in practice to deposit zinc 
from aqueous solution. Diuring zinc dissolution process represented by 
equation
Zn + 4OH = Zn(CH)^ + 2e; E = - i .22V
B*” = -0 .83fflgO 2e = + 2CH ;
The difference of potential as indicated by the above values vrould mean 
that thermodynamically the reaction should be driven by a large e.m .f. 
but this is  not so because o f the high hydrogen overvoltage on zinc th is 
corrosion is  decreased to a considerable extent. Any addition of mercuiy 
shoiild further increase the hydrogen overvoltage as indicated in Pigxare 15* 
Oxygen overvoltage also varies according to the metal. Rhetschi 
ani Delahay^ proposed that the overvoltage variation results from 
differonces in the bond energy o f M-Oi bond. The overvoltage decreases 
approximately linearly with increasing bond energy. The correlation is
shown in Figure i6.
i ./f.3.2 Concentration ro larisation . This is  associated with the mass 
transport o f ions. As an example, consider a conmon c e ll reaction
Zn + 2CH“ = Zn(CH) 2  2e
Hydroxyl ions w ill reach the zinc surface by two mechanisms: migration 
and diffusion. The former is  the result o f a voltage gradient in the 
c e ll ,  the la tter is the result o f a concentration gradient set up at the 
reaction interface. Prom Pick 's law of diffusion the diffusion current 
can be calculated and is given by the equation:
DnP
¿o( i)
x (C^ - C®) , with usxaal notations,
The value of t i  w il l  approach zero i f  the solution contains another type 
of ion which has the same polarity as the ion being discharged. Othenrxse 
w il l  remain fin ite , even though the concentration o f the ith ion 
approaches zero at the electrode surface. The value fo r  the effective
? <
i
thickness o f the diffusion layer 6« depends on the type o f convection and 
the configuration of the electrode. On vertica l f la t  electrodes 6o is of 
the order o f 1 0 '^ . For many simple solutes in aqueous solutions, the 
diffusion coefficients D f a l l  in the range per second. With
forced convection, ¿¡»decreases and is  of the order o f 10 now. 
Increasing the rate o f reaction by increasing the current results in less 
time fo r new dischargeable ions to arrive by diffusion replacing the ions 
used up by the reaction. Thus C* decreases with increasing current.
When the rate of diarge transfer is  much greater than the diffusion rate, 
becomes zero, and we arrive at a maximum diffusion limited current.
^lim ^
D n P _  q'».
S .(l- t i )
The difference in concentration existing between the reaction Interface 
and the bulk of the electrolyte result in a potential and concentration 
gradient. The concentration potential acts in opposition to the 
electrode potential and is  therefore termed as the concentration polarisa­
tion . This is  related to the lim iting current density, i- ,^ by the
equation:
A re la tive ly  large change in the concentration of a component at the 
electrode interface is  required to produce a significant concentration 
overpotential. For example, a tenfold change in the concentration w ill 
produce only t 60mV change in overpotential fo r  a one electron process at 
room temperat\ire.
1.if.3.3 Resistance polarisation. This is  the result o f a potential 
drop due to  sum of resistances o f the electrolyte, oxide films, gas layers, 
separating membranes, contact resistances etc. This component is time- 
independent and is  zero when the currait is zero. The activation and 
concentration polarisation terms are time-dependent and exhibit build-up 
and decay on switching on and switching o f f . This fact may be u tilised
to separate the lineaur and non-linear oon5>onents o f voltage loss 
associated with diemical reaction. I f  an oxide film  is  monolayer thick, 
the distinction between activation overpotential and ohmic oveipotential 
becaaes superficial. Even with films many layers thick, i t  is  d ifficu lt 
to establish adequate experimental cr ite ria  fo r distinguishing between
activation and ohmic overpotentials.
Passivation. I t  occurs under certain circumstances, as the 
potential of a dissolving metal electrode is  shifted to  more positive 
values, the current passes through a maximum and then decreases to low 
values rather than increasing. In the range o f potentials idiere the 
dissolution is negligib le, the electrode is  described as passive.
Passivity is  conferred by a covering of a mono or nailtilayer film  of 
oxide or hydroxide or some similar species. The movement of cations or 
anions through this layer is  very slow even with large potential gradients 
at room temperatures. The s tab ility , adherence, and res is tiv ity  of 
passive films usually depends on minor components and impurities present 
in the metal as well as the solution. Passivation sets an upper lim it to 
the current that can be drawn from a ce ll and has been encountered in 
alkaline ce lls  xising zinc anodes. Passivation is not always an 
undesirable phenomenon in batteries. In dry cells using magnesium anodes, 
the alloying elements and the electrolyte composition are chosen such that 
anodes are passive under open circuit conditions, becoming active rapidly 
irtien current is  drawn. In th is way se lf discharge through anode corrosion 
is minimised.
1.4.5 .5 Chrono-potentiograms and Transition Times
Sometimes it  may be advantageous to apply a current step or galvano- 
static method to study passivation. The principal advantage is the ease of 
measuring the charge supplied. The inherent disadvantage is that the double 
layer charging interferes as i t  proceeds at the same time as the electrode 
reaction. The form of a typical chronopotentiogram is illustrated in 
Figure 1 7 . Sudi chronopotentiograms can be divided into three
•n
Figure 17. A schematic representation of a typical chronopotentio 
gram. Part I is the effect of double layer cnarging. 
Part II is the effect of a slow electrochenxcal step. 
Part III is the effect of onset of passivation.
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parts. The first curve in the beginning shows the effect of doucle 
layer charging, where the potential rises with tine. This is 
completed in a short duration of time, after which the potential 
assumes a steady value. This straight line part represents a slow 
electrochemical step for a simple redox reaction. The third part 
is a steep curve representing a sudden or abrupt rise of potential 
with time, which is caused by the onset of passivity, the passive 
fiLm being a barrier to the diffusion of ions, resulting in tne 
steep rise of potential. The time to passivation or the transition 
time can be measured as the time interval between the tangents 
drawn to the curved parts where the potential is at the rest 
potential and at the part where the potential has attained a value 
such that the curve is now almost a straight line parallel to tne 
potential axis. The transition time is a characteristic quantity 
inversely proportional to the square of the applied current density. 
As stated earlier this relationship can be represented by the 
formula below where i represents the current density associated 
with the electroactive species.
n Ffv D ( ^ - C )
The notation in this formula has the usual meaning, oee the liot 
symbols. With certain electrode confisuration a critical current 
density has been observed below which no passivation is observed.
This fact modifies the above formula to the following:
( i - i^ ) = constant
I,if.if Anodic Behaviour of Zinc. Zinc is tnermodynanically unstable
in air and in many aqueous electrolytes. In air it is covered
a thin oxide layer or tarnish. It is amphoteric in nature so it can
corrode in alkaline, neutral or acidic media by hydrogen evolution
or oxygen reductionwith precipitation of oxide on the surface. 
Depending upon the conditions the latter nay form a passive.protective
layer on the surface thus diminishing the corrosion rate to a great 
extent. The realisation that the rate of deterioration of colls 
u tilis in g  zinc is  closely related to its  rate o f hydregen evolution has 
led a nximber of workers to investigate this problem in detail by means of 
the measurement of the hydrogen evolved in alkaline solutions. Bobker^ 
has reviewed the status of zinc in a lka li system covering the science and 
technology. Snyder and Lander^ found that the amotint of hydrogen 
evolved from commercial amalgamated zinc specimens:
( i )  increased in the presence of zincate ions in the electro lyte,
( i i )  decreased with decreasing temperature,
( i i i )  decreased with increasing a lka li concentration,
(iv ) decreased in the presence of amalgamated mercury.
Riietschi^^ carried out experiments on amalgamated zinc powder in 
potassiTom hydroxide obtaining different results from those found by the 
above authors. He found the corrosion rate to increase with increasing 
a lka li concentration as was also found by Jofa, Komlev and Bogotski.^ 
There was agreement in results over the influence of temperature. Dirkse 
and Trinmer^^ attributed the conflicting results o f these workers to 
the ir method o f obtaining the data. They performed similar experiments, 
but their results wore not in fu ll  agreement with either worker, but 
agjiQad partly with either on the influence of certain variables. Gregory, 
Jones and Redfearn^ conducted their experiments over a few weeks rather 
than over a few minutes or hours. They foxind that the corrosion rate o f 
zinc amalgams decreased rapidly fo r  the firs t  few days and attained a 
steady value over a month. The corrosion rate of zinc and zinc containing 
lead decreased in it ia l ly  with increasing potassium hydroxide concentration 
and then increased with fxirther increase in concentration. The corrosion 
rate from zinc amalgsun was a minimum at mol dm  ^ concentration. In 
zincate containing solutions the rate o f corrosion decreased in it ia l ly  and 
then increased, the minimum being at the same concentration. Vorkapic et 
al^9 carried out volumetric measurements of the rate of hydrogen evolution
and polarisation studies and found that rate of hydrogen evolution was 
dependent upon time and concentration of electrolyte, Moshtev and 
Stoicheva^^ used a spongy a llo y  of zinc and lead, containing 0.2 to 0.5^ 
lead, produced by co-deposition at an appropriate current density. De 
Pauli et al^  ^ using c y c lic  voltaninetiy studied the effect of phosffaate 
ions on th is system. They attributed the observed decrease of zinc 
dissolution rate in  the presence of jhosphate ions to the formation of 
an insoluble conçlex.
Depending upon the applied cvirrent density, temperature, concen­
tration of hydroxyl ions, a complete discharge of a l l  available capacxty 
can be achieved or passivation may occur a fter p artial discharge or at 
higher current drains the anode may passivate with total loss of capacity. 
The passivation has been found to  be a reversible process. The applied 
current density is  inversely proportional to the square root of the time 
to  passivation, i . e .  i t |  * constant for ve rtica l electrede with no 
stirrin g. With horizontal electrodes and stirrin g (i-ie^ tp  = constant,
where i  is  a c r it ic a l  ciirrent density and t  is  time to passivation, 
c *
The S - i  curve shows the presence of two different types o f oxide film s. 
There are distinct signs of two types of anodic films In the absence 
of stirrin g a thick flocculent layer forms. When properly starred a 
tough, transparent, adherent film  forms. During anodic polarisation  
ejqperiaaents conducted at low sweep rates^^ in unstirred solutions, 
hydrogen gas bubbles disrupted the oxide film  exposing fresh metal to 
attack. Passivation occurs at lower voltages with porous electrodes,55 
although peak current obtained is  higher. Nikitina5^ obtained zinc 
hydroxide crystals from spent solution at -15**G, but for higher teaçer- 
atxrres and concentrations of greater than 5 mol dm‘  ^ he found zinc oxide 
on the surface as w ell as in the solution. X ray diffraction5^ and 
electron diffraction5T studies show that the passive surface is composed 
of zinc oxide whereas the non passive state is  con5>osed of epsilon zinc 
hydroxide. ?opova5® and co-workers, during their measurements on
rotating disc electrodes fomd that the current density at the onset o f 
passivation was affected by the zinc oxide content of electro lyte and 
was about 10,000Am“2 in a 10 mol dm“  ^ solution and 3200Am"2 fo r zinc 
oxide saturated solutions. The blackening of the zinc surface often
53observed is  due to the elemental zinc formed by a disproportionation 
reaction as under:
Zn + 2CH' 
2 Zn(CH)2 ‘
zn(ce) + e
= Zn + Zn(CH)
2-
The mechanism o f zinc dissol^ition in an alkaline system is  thought to be
as follows, 55
Zn^ + OH
Zn^ OHa
= Zn^ CH
= Zn(CH)g^  + e
and Zn(OH)- + oh'  = ZnCCH)^  + e
' 1 ’ indicates an atom in the metal la ttice  at a kink site^ a 
indicates an adsorbed ion on the kink s ite . An alternative^^ reaction 
scheme has been suggested when a soluble species forms:
Zn(CH) -*■ 2QH Zn(OH)
2-
i , 4,5 Anodic Behaviour of Cadmium. Cadmium in strongly alkaline 
solutions behaves sim ilarly to zinc except in the jH range 12~1if where 
the passive film  is  not solxible to any s iffiifican t extent. In spite of 
mudi e ffo rt by a number of workers, the reaction mechanism is not agreed 
upon. A dissolution-precipitation mechanism^ and an alternative solid- 
state oxidation mechanism involving ionic transport through the Cd(Cfi)2 
film  have been proposed. Some a u t h o r f o x m d  no evidence o f CdO 
formation but others®^ reported experimental results of cadmium
orido formation. I t  has been suggested^ that cadmium oxide is  formed as 
a primary product before its  conversion to cadmium hydroxide or as a 
result of a secondary reaction that occurs a fter i t  has formed. Some
authors^^»^^ sxaggest that i t  is  the cadmium oxide layer and not cadmium 
hydroxide layer that causes the passivation ^ ic h  lim its the extent of
6lanodic oxidation o f cadmium metal. Using ring disc electrode technique, 
fonnation of a soluble intermediate species has been demonstrated, during
anodic polarisation, thus:
Cd + 30H' = CdCOH)^  2e
Cd(CH)3 = Cd(CH)2 CH"
Lytner et al^^ found that the polarisation curves in the region of active 
dissolution of cadmium had small Ta fe l slopes ( 10- 1210^  per decade) 
suggesting that hydroxide ions irere adsorbed on the surface. Hampson and 
Latham^  ^ used the a .c. impedance method and a double-pulse galvanostatic 
technique to sttidy the diarge transfer reaction at polycrystalline cadmium 
specimens. They found the charge transfer process to be very rapid and 
adsorbed hydroxide or oxide film  present. Bro and Kang^ "^  measured 
dischaurge profiles in porous electrodes by chemical analyses o f thin 
sections and found that the extent o f discharge was strongly dependent on 
current density. Cd(Oi)2 the product of dissolution remained inside the 
electrode and caused eventual choking of the porous structure. Yoshizawa 
and Takehara^S proposed a reaction sequaape as follows:
Cd Cd^ "^  + 2e
Cd^ "^  30H‘ (HCd02) '  + H2O
(HCdOg) h'*’ = Cd(CH)2
When the solution is saturated with (HCdOg) , cadmium oxide forms on the 
electrode surface which dissolves in the electrolyte, i f  the rate of 
formation of CdO is  greater than its  dissolution rate i t  accumulates on 
the surface. The findings of Armstrong et al^^ on porous electrodes were 
similar to those of Bro and Kang. I t  hats generally been concluded that 
anodic passivation proceeds through steps aujd ranges from -0.9 to 1.0 
vo lts . Passivation times are strongly dependent on temperature and
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ctirrent density. Armstrong and West using a linear sweep on the ring 
disc systems into the region of film  formation found, in agreement with 
Okinaka,^'* that a small fraction of the disc current was consumed in the 
formation of a solution-soluble cadmium species. Linear sweeps at 
d ifferen t rotation speeds showed that (within experimental error) a change 
in the rotation speed did not change the i-E relation, indicating that the 
solid-state mechanism was operative, in disagreement with Okinaka. They 
considered that Okinaka's reasons for the dissolution-precipitation 
mechanism could equally w ell he e:q?lained hy a nucléation overvoltage due 
to a solid-state mechanism together with para lle l metal dissolution.
The Role of Mercury. Mercury has been used as a constituent of 
c e l l  anodes since 1828. I t  was generally adopted from 1910. As an anode 
material i t  acts as a rather noble metal. I t  does not get 'attacked* in 
the presence o f base metals such as zinc, cadmium, lithium, sodium etc.
A 0 .60 yf/o sodium-mercury a lloy has been used, as cited ea r lie r . Up to 
10 w/o mercury-zinc a lloy  is used in the alkaline ce lls . In a l l  these 
cases mercury singly acts as a check on wasteful corrosion in the follow ­
ing ways:
 ^ provides a smooth surface that minimises h igh energy points such
as kink, step and dislocation sites, thus reducing the p oss ib ility  of 
wasteful corrosion.
( i i )  Mercury serves as a solvent fo r snail amounts of certain heavy metal 
impurities such as lead, copper and nickel. These metals are then not 
capable of acting as cathodes fo r  loca l galvanic couples at the electrode
surface.
( i i i )  Mercury increases the hydrogen overvoltage above that of the 
unamalgamated metal. Davies'''*^ quotes the following values of overpoten­
t ia l  in aqueous HCl solutions at 0.001 and O.IOA cm 1 .O^ fV, 1.21V, 
exchange current density 6 x 10' cm"  ^ and transfer coefficient 0.50.
Krishtalik^^^ considers the discharge of hydrogen on mercury as a
<
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’’■barrierlesa” process at low current density. The theory predicts that 
fo r  this node, overvoltage shoxold he practica lly  independent o f the 
solution composition and a = 1 and h = 59mV. This is  proved hy a sharp 
in flection  in the corves of log  i  vs. ^  indicating a change from harrxer- 
less to ordinary discharge. These curves were plotted fo r  ac id ified  
solutions of potassium iodide at 25®C. Barrierless discharge is  
independent o f potential and the concentration of hydronium ions.
A change in double layer structure a ffects  the harrierless discharge
strongly.
Data on h .e .r . on mercury in acid solutions is accurate and there
is  agreement amongst w orkers '*h u t that in alkaline solutions is  scarce
and discrepant. Thus in O.i mol dm  ^ KCH at 25 C at 10 cm ^ , 7
11S 116
can he from 0.965 to  1 .15^. *
1 ,5 mVESTIGATIONS AT THE GIIT OP LONDON POLYTEOiNIG
1 ,5.1 Introduction. The sine electrode is  subject to self-discharge in 
aqueous KCH electrolyte aS discussed in section 1.A-.2.1, Hydrogen is 
evolved as a resu lt. The reaction is pH dependent. The rate o f gassing 
w i l l  depend on kinetic factors discussed ea rlie r in section 1.A-3* 
reaction causes a loss in capacity, loss in water from the e lectro ly te , 
and also necessitates incorporating a system to vent hydrogen from the 
c e ll .  These factors inflLuence the shelf l i f e  capacity in service. 
Amal^unation reduces self-corrosion hut i t  increases the c e ll  cost and 
reduces the capacity as zinc is  displaced. Amalgamation with 10 w/o Hg 
is  equivalent to a reduction in capacity of nearly An interest in
these aspects o f c e l l  development led to a programme of research sponsored 
hy the Procurement Executive, Ministry of Defence at the City o f London
Polytechnic to investigate these problems.
The poss ib ilities  o f modifying the nature of the anode material to 
improve its  long term s ta b ility  on open circu it without losing performance
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under normal discharge conditions were particu larly o f in terest. In many 
potential service applications a single discharge mode of operation could
he envisaged.
The f i r s t  investigation started in 1973 when Ramanathan^® studied 
the corrosion properties o f cadmium and gallium plated sheet zinc in 
potassium hydroxide with a view to examining improved 'open-circuit' 
s tab ility  of zinc through the interaction o f a surface coating o f a more 
corrosion resistant metal with a higher hydrogen overvoltage characteris­
t i c .  He also reviewed the literatvire on indium and indium-bisnuth a lloys. 
He conclioded that the rate of hydrogen evolution in potassium hydroxide 
of commercial grade zinc sheet is  both concentration and time dependent.
I t  exhibits a maximum in 3.5 mol dm'  ^ KCH concentration. Cadmium coated 
zinc eA ib ited  a decreased rate o f hydrogen evolution at in it ia l  times 
with increasing KCH concentration. The maximum was at 5 mol dm“  ^
concentration. The presence o f small amounts o f dissolved cadmium in the 
solution markedly increased the corrosion rate o f zinc. The rate o f 
corrosion was lower in concentrations greater than 2 mol dm'  ^ fo r  cadmium 
coated zinc as conqpared to  that o f uncoated zinc. G allim  coated zinc 
yi'ffared from grain boundary eoibrittlement and increased the corrosion 
rate tenfold . Adding dissolved gallium to  the solution increased the 
corrosion rate of zinc. Prom electrochemical polarisation studies 
Ramanathan concluded that zinc oxide formed as a product of anodic 
dissolution, which thickened and spread skimming the surface, was bluish 
blade in colour and peeled o ff leaving a transparent passive film  of 
oxide. The c r it ic a l current density was seen to increase with increasing 
KOd concentration. During cathodic sweep, the peak current was lower and 
the break from passivation occurred at a lower potential. Current 
oscillations observed Just before the onset o f passivation were seen only 
in KHH of h i^ e r  concentrations. R eversib ility  o f passivation phenomenon, 
was eadiibited by the observed current oscillations at the same potential 
during the anodic and cathodic sweep. Prom the review on the behaviour
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of indium Ramanathan concluded that indium dissolved as a triva len t 
species and passivation i»as caused by an insoluble In(CH)2 film . The 
in it ia l  formation o f a soluble triva len t species occurred at arotjnd the 
same value fo r a l l  current densities, vhereas formation o f insoluble film  
occurred at increasingly positive values and at current densities in 
excess o f 8mA. cm'2 disappeared and was followed by oxygen evolution. In
8.5 mol dm"^  KCH, a loose idiite gelatinous deposit o f InCCH)  ^ forms at
which flakes o ff  at potentials between - i  .10V and -1.06V. At more
positive potentials an In203 deposit was formed.
Alloying indiian with bismuth increases its  hardness, counters the
deleterious e ffec ts  of impurities, enables it  to  maintain its  voltage, 
in^Ärts protective properties to the passivating film  and ca\Ases disrup­
tion of In203 deposits. He suggested that performance o f zinc anodes may 
be improved by incorporating a surface coating of cadmium or indium 
imparting superior corrosion resistance. This project was taken up by 
CarewT** who succeeded in producing electrodeposits of cadmium and indium 
on zinc and then studied corrosion properties o f these combinations. He 
concluded that thin, coherent, non-porous deposits of cadmium and indium 
can be plated onto zinc substrates i f  the coating thickness was over 6 pm. 
Cadmium coatings produced by variation of current during deposition, 
showed better s tab ility  and corrosion behavioiur. The rate o f hydrogen 
evolution was sharply lowered, over the test period, fo r deposits o f 
/.p<=^Tn^1l^ ll thicker than 8 pm as compared to that o f pure zinc. Indixaa coated 
zinc showed superior corrosion resistance to that o f jure zinc, pure 
cadmium and coated zinc. He suggested that there was scope fo r
improving the electroplating process so that non-porous, adherent and 
thin coatings were produced and also conducting long term corrosicai tests 
on the corrosion behaviour as opposed to  the short-period testa conducted
so fa r.
Russ^took up these suggestions and attempted to produce better 
electrode posit a on zinc substrates, but he did not succeed in producing
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thin, auSherent and non-porou3 coatings. However, he did conduct long 
term corrosion tests and anodic polarisation studies. His conclusionB 
were as follows: Cyclic potentiodynaiaic scans of electrodeposited cadmium 
on zinc showed that the cadmitim could not he readily dissolved to  expose 
the zinc substrate, due to the h i^ ly  passivable nature of cadmium. I t  is 
not possible to produce porosity free cadmim coating and therefore it s  
protective value is  n il  at thicknesses less than 2-3^m. Hydrogen 
evolution stTodies showed the catastrophic e ffe c t of porosity on the 
corrosion rates. I t  was evident from his investigations that the 
potential benefits in it ia l ly  considered possible in using coated anode 
material in a c e ll  to  improve long term corrosion resistance were uriUkely
to be achieved.
I t  was thought that instead of using a coating, alloying with
would be more benefic ia l. Manohai^  ^ and ShaildaT  ^ prepared zinc- 
cadmium alloys containing 0.2, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0 and 25^ 6 cadmium. They 
conducted long term hydrogen evolution experiments, anodic polarisation 
and galvanostatic discharge st\;diea on those a lloy specimens. A lloy annl- 
gams were also made and sim ilar long term experiments were carried out in 
addition to the electrochemical polarisation. The following conclusions 
werw reached. One thousand hour tests confirmed that an a lloy composition 
of 0.2 to 1.0  i</o cadmium appeared to exhibit the best corrosion resis­
tance. Short galvanostatic discharge tests indicated that a 1.0 yt/o a lloy 
performed as well as a comparable commercial l y amalgamated porous anode 
(ex  Mallory) . Open circu it corrosion potentials are l i t t l e  changed by 
a lloy  composition or temperature. Potentiostatic polarisation at 1mV per 
second shows that the slope o f the active dissolution region is  l i t t l e  
influenced by composition up to 5  ^ Cd or by temperature. The c r it ic a l 
cvirrent density fo r  passivation is  progressively increased by tençerature, 
barely changed by a lloy composition but suppressed by ZnO additions to the
electro ly t e .
These investigations have continued to support the development
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potential of the cadmium-zinc alloys. I t  was suggested that future work 
should include evaluation o f disdiarge perforaance a fte r  long ejspoaures.
i.6  THE OBJECT OP THE IRESENT INVEST3GAII0NS
The present studies represent an extension of the author* s 
previous work from lôiich i t  was concluded that homogeneous zLnc-cadmium 
alloys and th e ir  amalgams could y ie ld  iuqproved anode material as assessed 
"by th e ir self-corrosion ‘behaviour. This work has "been consolidated.
To characterise the electrochemical "behaviour of these thermally 
prepared alloys in more deta il anodic polarisation experiments employing 
a rotating disc electrode aasemhly have been carried out. Some data on 
long term galvanostatic discharge characteristics has also been collected 
and examined. This has been complemented by a study of the hydrogen 
evolution reaction and the associated overdotential phenomena in the same
system.
I t  was also considered desirable to examine alternative methods o f 
preparation o f such a lloys in a form more suitable fo r battery anode 
fabrication. This has led to an investigation of the poss ib ilit ies  of 
ençloying the principles of a lloy electrodeposition fo r  tiie production of 
microcrystalline binary zinc-cadmium and ternary zinc-cadmium-mercury 
a lloys. The conditions necessary to achieve the reqxoired range of 
conçositions have been delineated, the structure of the material has been 
examined and 'by X-ray d iffraction  studies the electrodeposit has been 
proved to be an a lloy and that i t  is  not simply Just an intimate mixture.
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chafter  two
IREPARATION OF ALLOYS
2.1 INTRODUCTION
Alloying additions of cacbaaium to zinc have been found to he very 
promising with regard to the s e lf corrosion and discharge rates of the 
battery anodes These alloys were prepared in the laboratory from 
purity zinc and cadmium rods supplied by lietals Research Ltd. I t  was 
thou^t that amalgamation may also have some additional benefic ia l e ffec t 
and therefore a series o f amalgamated alloys was also produced.
I t  had been fourd. in e a r lie r  studies on the preparation of these 
alloys that other methods had inherent disadvantages. For exançle, 
casting in  a steal or graphite mould increases the risk of contamination 
with iron and carbon respectively. Both these impurities have a harmful 
e ffec t of increasing the hydrogen evolution rate. On the other hand 
approaching the problem from a powder metallurgical rorte by contacting a 
mix o f powders resulted in  a porous electrode. Subsequent sintering at 
200®c gave coarse grain material with considerable retained porosity. In 
view of the natxire of this process there are more diances o f the 
introduction o f contaminants and impxarities and for oxidation to take
place.
To avoid oxidation, ingress o f impurities and contamination vacuum 
induction melting was fin a lly  adopted. This gave a good dean melt. 
Induction heating is based on the fact that eddy currents are induced in 
the work piece i f  i t  is  kept inside a conductor c o il carrying an alterna 
ting current. The frequency of alternating current determines the depth 
of heat penetration in the specimen. Thus a low frequency induces 
heating to a significant depth, whereas a high frequency may heat only
the surface layers.

V : W
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2.2 EXPERIMENTAL
2.2.1 Equipment» A 'Radyne' induction heater model R503 used (see 
Figure 18) . This has a water cooled c o il of an optimum inductance of 
20pH, a power rating o f 50kW and an operating frequency range of 100- 
200 kHz.
2.2.2 Procediore. Special glass tubes were made. The a lloy  components 
were mixed and put into the tubes and the open end was sealed. The tubes 
'^ 0]^ ov’acuated fo r several hours and then the side tube was sealed under 
vacuum. Good coupling between the induction c o il and glass tube was 
obtained by using a graphite tube as a coupler and a narrow diameter 
induction c o i l .  The molten mix o f zinc and cadmium had the tendenpy to 
segregate under gravity, this was minimised partly by the starring e ffect 
o f eddy currents and partly by t\nming the tubes upside down and shaking 
them. The c o il current was controlled manually while observong the state 
o f the melt. Past cooling a fte r  melting was achieved by a ir  blown from a 
¿ jyer, fhen an outer hard skin has formed the tube was quenched in water 
vtpon which the glass shattered and the a lloy  rod was recovered. Two 
master alloys of con5>osition ^  and 10^  cadmium were prepared. Prom these 
alloys of d ifferen t compositions vairying from 0 to cadmium were 
prepared.
The amalgamation was carried out as follows. 0.2g o f Hg(N03)2 *H20 
was dissolved in 100 cm? of doubly d is t illed  water. To help dissolution, 
a few drops o f n itr ic  acid wore added. A clear solution was thus obtained. 
Specimens o f cylindrical shape long and diamete r  7 »l^ mm were cut
from the a lloy rods. A fter cleaning (see below) the specimens were 
irsaersed completely fo r  about th irty  minutes, by that time there was a 
v is ib le  mobile layer o f mercury on the surface. At roan temperature it  
takes a long time for the surface mercury to penetrate the in terior o f the 
s p e c i m e n s . F o r  th is reason a "homogenisation" operation waa carried a it, 
örtlich consisted o f keeping the specimens in an a ir  circulatory oven
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maintained at 50®C. To avoid oxidation the specimens were ind iv idm lly  
sealed in  small evacuated glass tubes. The tubes were removed a fte r  72 
hours, which was found to  be an j^le time to allow mercury to  diffuse into 
the in terio r o f the specimens. The specimens were recovered by breaking 
the glass and were polished using standard metallographic techniques. 
Cleaning prior to amalgamation was carried out as follows:
(a) a preliminary wash in dilute n itr ic  acid and methanol mixture,
(b) four or fiv e  rinses in methanol.
(c ) a fter amalgamation, four or fiv e  rinses in water followed by two 
rinses in acetone,
(d) dry over s ilic a  gel in a desiccator for several hours.
2.3 ANALYSIS
Zinc, and mercury which belong to the same group of
periodic table, have very sim ilar physical and chemical properties, so 
that they form analogous chemical compounds and often coexist in many 
natural materials, fo r  exajai^ ple, cadniim can replace zinc in sphalerite 
and other naturally occurring ores. They also replace each other in 
b io log ica l systems.®*' In these investigations i t  was necessary to 
determine simultaneously the amount o f the metals in one sanple, not 
j^ad ily  carried out by conventional chemical analysis. Neutron activatior^^ 
and polarography®^"®^ have been employed. The former is superior as far as 
high sensitiv ity  and low interference are concerned but is  less satisfac­
tory fo r reproducibility.
2 ,3,1 Colorimetry. Colorimetric methods, usm lly superior in repro­
du c ib ility , are lik e ly  to suffer from mutual interference of the three 
metals reducing se lec tiv ity , because the method is  based on the formation 
o f complexes. This is  usually overcome by seqtiential extraction. The 
method adopted is  duo to Kayoko Nakamura and T. O z a w a . First the 
anionic halides are formed and selectively  extracted in a sequence by 
tribenzylamine.
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2 .3 ,2  Expriment a l . Instruments fo r  the measurement o f the selective
absorption o f radiation by solutions are kno-wn as oolorimeters, absorption 
meters or spectrophotcaaeters. The term colorimeter is generally restricted 
to  the simpler visual and j^otoelectric  devices fo r  the v is ib le  region. 
However, no sharp demarkation line is  drawn to distinguish between them. 
A l l  forms must have certain features and components in canraon e.g.  a 
source of radiation, an intensity control, a wavelength control, a sample 
holder, a photomultiplier and a pen recorder. A I^e-Unicam SP I 8OO u ltra-
V
v io le t v is ib le  spectrophotometer, covering the waveleni^ range 190n* to 
yoOnm was used. A schematic optical system of the instrument is  shown in 
Figure 19 .
A l l  diemicals used were o f analytical grade. A series o f reagent 
solutions were made as indicated below.
( i )  Standard cadmium stock solution, concentration 1000 ppm, was made 
by dissolving 1g cadmiiim metal of 6N purity in 50 cm^  o f 10 mol dm"^  
n itr ic  acid. Nitrogenous oxides were e:q)elled by boiling and the solution 
then diluted to Idm^  with red is tilled  water.
( i i )  Standard zinc stock solution, concentration 1000 ppm, was made by 
dissolving 1g zinc metal of 6N purity in 50cm^  o f 10 mol dm”  ^ n itr ic  acid. 
Nitrogenous oxides were expelled by boiling and diluted to Idm^  with 
red is tilled  water.
( i i i )  Standard merctiry stock solution, concentration 1000 ppm was made 
by dissolving 0 .8lg  o f hydrous mercuric n itrate in red is tilled  water, 
ac id ified  with n itr ic  acid and diluted to Idm^, standardised by titration  
with EDTA.
( iv )  Pre-équilibrât ion of tribenzylamine with hydrobromic acid was done 
by shaking lOOcnP o f 2.5^ t rl.benzylamine solution in chloroform with lOOcm^  
o f 0.5 mol dm”  ^ hydrobromic acid and the aqueous layer was discarded.
(v ) Dithizone solution was prepared by dissolving 0 .25g of dithizone in 
500cm^  o f carbon tetrachloride, and filte r in g  throxagh medium p>ore f i l t e r  
paper. The f i l t r a te  was shaken with four 50cm^  portions of pure
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O.i mol dm”  ^ aqueous ammonia solution. The oombined aqueous solution was 
washed with chloroform twice with 10cm^  portions, and neutralised with 3 
mol dm"^  HCl. Dithizone was extracted with chloroform twice using 125cm^  
portions« This solution was stored while covered with sodium bisulphite 
solution in a brown bottle im a refrigerator.
(vi) The washing solution was prepared by dissolving 8.4g of potassium 
iodide and 0«5g of sodium hydrogen su lfate  in lOOcnP of 0.15 mol dm"^  
sulifaiiric acid. This solution was used to wash the organic phase after 
extraction of cadmium iodide.
2 .3.3 Procedure. A solution was prepared by mixing qxiantities equiva­
lent to 1 - 30pg 1 - 25pg Cd^ '*' and 10- 250pg Zn^ "*" ions from the standard
solutions prepared as above. This was taken in a 100cm^  separating 
funnel and aqueous solutions o f KCH and KBr were added. The pH was 
adjusted to  if, i f  necessary, by adding drops o f d ilute HNO .^ The bromide 
concentration was also adjusted to 0.05 mol dm“^. This mixtxire was w ell 
shaken with 8cm^  o f O.O88 mol dm"  ^ o f TBA.HBr to extract mercuric bromide. 
When the two layers had separated, the organic layer was transferred to a 
25cm^  glass stoppered tube. A 2cm^  portion of 1 x 10“  ^ mol dm"^  dithizone 
in chloroform and 10cm^  o f alkaline EIDTA solution (5 x 10"^mol dm" t^DTA in 
1 mol dm"^ K0H) was added. The mixtxnre was shaken vigorously by hand, and 
the absorbance was measured for the organic layer fo r  mercury against 
chloroform at if90nm. (~f?Cli1^m\'t)Wi3 the ra tio  o f the in tensities of the 
emergent and incident beams.)
To the aqueous solution free from mercxiry, 1cm^  each of 1C^  sodium 
hydrogen sulphite, 6 mol dm*^  potassi\mi iodide, and 1.5  mol dm“  ^ sulphuric 
acid was added. This gave a jfl of 1.5 and an iodide concentration of 0.5 
mol dm“^ . The addition o f sodium hydrogen sulphite prevented the oxida­
tion  o f dithizone by iodine. This solution was shaken with 8cnP o f O.O88 
mol dm“^TBA.HBr fo r 3 minutes to extract cadmium. The organic layer was 
transfeiTod to a 23cw? glass tube and 2on^  o f 1.0  x 10“  ^ mol dm"^  d ith i­
zone in chloroform and lOcnP of 1 mol dm^ M^CH were added. The mixture was
í-*'
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shaken vigorously by hand, and the absorbance of the organic layer for 
against chlorofoxia was measured at 3*10nm.
2 .3 .if Results. The calibration graphs shown in Figures 20 and 21 were 
obtained by the procedure described above, with standard solutions of 
mercury and cadmium. The graphs show a good linear relationship with 
relative standard deviation of 0 .7^ and 0 for cadmiim and mercury 
respectively, for ten replicate measurements.
Table 3: Standardisation of mercury •
ppa
€d Absorbance
ppm
Hg
Absorbance
1 0 .17 0 1 0.110
2 O.2Ì4O 2 0.150
3 0.320 3 0.180
if 0 .3 75 if 0 .2 15
5 0.i«45 5 0.250
6 0.500 6 0.275
7 0 .570 7 0.330
8 0.630 8 0.360
9 0.709 9 0.380
10 0 .7 7 5 10 O.iflO
Table if: Cadmia analysis for binary alloys
Nominal 
Coo^sitlan 
V© Cd
Dilution
Ratio
Absorbance Actual Composition (avg.of 10 measurements) 
V o  Cd
0.05 100 0.if50 0.05
0.20 1000 0.180 0.2if
1.00 1000 0.760 0.96
2.00 2500 0.6if2 1.9 6
5.00 25000 0.250 if.96
10.00 25000 0.398 10.50
25.00 50000 0.if90 28.00
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Table 5: Analysis o f eiroalgaiaa 
Mercury Analysis
Alloy Dilutionratio Absozbaace
w/o me; 
avg. of 10 mi
pire zinc 250 0.260 2.60
0 .0^  Cd-Zn 250 0.250 2.k0
0.20 " 250 0.260 2.60
1.00 " 250 0.250 2.50
2:00 " 250 0.250 2.50
5.00 " 250 0.250 2.50
10.00 •• 250 0.265 2.55
25.00 " 250 0.265 2.60
pure cadmium 250 0.265 2.60
Table 6: Analysis of amalgams
pure zinc 250 0.352 9.5
0.059& Cd+Zn 250 0.358 9.6
0.20 250 0.365 9.9
1.00 " 250 0.360 9.7
2.00 " 250 0.368 10.0
5.00 250 0.361 9.8
10.00 " 250 0.368 10.0
25.00 " 250 0.381 10.5
pure cadmium 250 0.398 11.0
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The analTsis o f the zinc and cadmium rods as supplied "by Metal Research 
Ltd. was as follows.
Table J: Analysis of as received TnA
Element Zinc xod 
w/o
Cadmium rod 
w/o
Magnesium O.OOOi 0.0001
Aluminium 0.0001 0.0001
Iron 0.0002 0.0002
Nickel 0.0002 0.0002
Copper 0.0020 0.0020
Silver 0.0001 0.0009
Cadmium 0.0100 99.9567
Tin 0.00 AO 0.0028
Lead 0.0430 0.0320
Zinc 99.9403 0.0050
These results were obtained by emission spectroscopy. X-ray fluorescence 
and atooiic absorption spectrometxy.
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2./f ATOMIC ABSC3RECION SPECTROSOOPr
2,if.1 Introduction» Atomic absolution spectroscopy or flame spectroscopy 
is  a versatile  analytical to o l. The flame serves e ffe c t iv e ly  as a source 
o f atomic emission lines and also as an absorbing medim fo r  these lin es.
In  the presence o f su ffic ient available energy -  say a very hot flame -  
the matal atoms are raised to  a higher energy le ve l upon whidi a charac­
te r is t ic  radiation is  emitted. However, only a veiy  small fraction of the 
metal atoms o f the entrained sa lt becomes activated, the rest remaining in 
th e ir  ground state. The unexcited atoms are able to absorb radi ation from 
EUA external source and this absorbance is  measured and correlated to  the 
concentration, as indicated in Figure 23 by the ra tio  F/Fq.
2.4.2 The Instrument. A Ferkin-Elmer X90 series 103 single beam 
instrument was available fo r  use. This early model suffered from lanp and 
detector fluctuations. There was also a delay time involved of up to  ha lf 
an hour due to warming up o f the hollow cathode las^. This instrument 
provided modulation by chopping the ligh t beam with a rotary shutter and 
by siJ^lying the lamp a pulsed current. Figure 22 shows a schematic 
diagram o f th is instrument. Figures 23(a) , (b) and (c) illustrate the 
theoretica l princip le.
2.4*3 Frocediire. A standard stock solution o f 1000 ppm zinc was prepared 
by dissolving 1g o f pure 6N zinc in a minimum volume o f 1>1 HCl and 
diluted to  1 dm^  with 1 v/o HCl. Working solutions of 10, 5, 3, 2 and 1 
ppm were prepared by appropriate dilution of the stodc solution*
Cadmiun stock and working solutions wore prepared sim ilarly. The instru­
ment was set up as follows.®® A fter switching on the power, a ir , and 
acetylene supplies, in that order, the flame was l i t  and adjusted to  a 
lean bluer flame. This was achieved with oxygen supply control vernier knob 
at 182.5 and acetylene knob at 398. The s l i t  width required was 0.7nm.
The wave length used fo r oadmiiJBn absorption was 229 nm, fo r mercury
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absorption 25/*nm and for zinc it was 21i*nm, The absorbance scale was 
frequently diecked and set to zero witìi blank solution (triply distilled  
water) being sucked through the flame.
2,k»k Results. ÀS this method of analysis required cooqjarison with a 
standard a calibration curve was plotted for the \mknown metal by feeding 
known concentrations of metal ions throu^ the flame. The graph in Figure 
2k shows a linear relationship up to a concentration of 5 Ppm» At greater 
concentrations the relation is  non linear. Ten replicate measurements 
were made. The sensitivity for the standard conditions is about 0.025 PPm 
for absorption.
Table 8; Calibration of Cadmium Content
Amount of Cd 
ppm
Absorbfjice
1 2 k 5
0.17 0.33 0 .6 1 0 .7 6
Table 9 : Cadmium Analysis of Binary Alloys
Nominal 
mmosition 
V o  Cd
Dilut ion 
Ratio
Absorbance
Actioal 
Caq>osition 
w/o Od
0.05 1 0.08 0.05
1.00 2 0.58 1.08
2.00 3 OUiO 1.95
5.00 7 0 .7 1 k.io
25.00 200 0.2k 27.00
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PigLii« 2U- Calibration curv« prepared by measuring absorbance 
o f standard knoim concentrations of cadmium by 
atomic absorption spectrometry.
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2.5 ATOMIC YAPOPR ABSORPTION SPECjTROMSrRr
2 .5.1 Introduction. This technique can he en5>loyod when i t  is  possible
On
to produce a vapour o f metal atoms by means other than a flame.^ Thus i t  
is  possible to  deteimine very minute concentrations o f the order o f a few 
nanograms. In th is respect, th is technique provides a quiick and easy way 
o f determining an alloying consonant, and is  beyond doubt quite extensive^ 
en^loyed. In  the case o f mercxaiy, at veiy low concentrations, i t  is  
possible to produce "vapo\ira" in solution, thus minute q\xantities of 
mercury reduced from the ionic state are not v is ib le  as metal l ic  particles 
and have been shown to bo in a "vapour*' state. This 'vapour' can be 
aspirated into the stream o f an inert carrier gas such as Argon; leading 
to  a transparent glass tube whore the concentration can bo estimated by 
measuring absorbance at 25A^^ resonance line emitted by a quartz lamp. 
Other metals may be treated in a sim ilar way by means o f an e lec tr ic  dis­
charge at radio froq\joncy5Q or a fte r  vaporisation by a laser beam. "^*
2 .5.2 Auuaratus. A FIB-UHIGAM SP90, singLe beam atomic absorption
instrument was used. This instrument needed to be switched on h a lf an 
hour ea r lie r  to allow the mercury l amp to s tab ilise . I t  miffered from the 
drawback that with time there was a pronounced d r ift  in the source, -rtiich 
showed up on the chart recorder as a positive shift in the zero base lin e . 
An allowance was for this when measuring the absorbance from the diart
recorder tracings. Caiw was taken that under no circumstances water 
entered the absorption tube, which render's the instrument inoperable until 
dismantled and cleaned.
2 .5.3 Procedure. A stock solution o f mercury o f 1000 ppm concentration 
was prepared as described ea r lie r . A working sol\ition containing 1 ppm 
mercury was prepared by a thotasand fold dilu tion . Prom this 50, 100, 150, 
200 and 250 pdm^  were withdrawn each time and transferred into a 200 cm^  
conical flask containing 15cm^  d is t ille d  water. Before applying the flask
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Pigiare 25
absorbance o f knownCalibration curve prepared b j  loeasurlng 
standard concentrations of mercury by vapour atonic 
absorption spectrxmetxy.
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to  the instrument, of stannous diloride was added and quickl y  covered
hy a Dreschel cap and shaken well and carefully fo r  about 3 minutes. The 
flask  was pressurised by admitting water from a tap, th is action displaced 
the mercuiy (irtiich was in ' vapour' form a fte r  reduction by stannous 
chlorido) , into the absorption tube o f the spectrometer. This procedure 
was repeated xmtil reproducible results were obtained. A plot o f absor­
bance against loiown mercury concentrations is  shown in Figure 25. 
Representative samples from the ternary alloys were cut and dissolved in 
Just enough dilizte n itr ic  acid to make up 1 dm^  by adding doubly d is t illed  
water. A dilution o f 500-1000 times was found necessary in order to bo 
able to  keep the absoxbeLnco in the linear region o f the calibration cxanre. 
Mercury concentration could thus be read o f f  the curve from the absorbance 
value thus obtained.
2.5.^ Results.
Table 10; CaJLibration for mercxuy (p lotted in F ig .25)
100 150
ng
Absorbance
Concentration q cq 
of mercxary 
0 0.13 0.31 0.49
200 250 
0.64 0.77
Table 11; Analysis o f amalpam series
A lloy w/o H g w/ 0 Hg
Pure zinc 2.50 9.50
0.05 v/o Cd+Zn 2.60 9.70
0.20 n 2.it0 9.80
1.00 n 2.45 9.50
2.00 n 2.50 10.00
5.00 It 2.50 10.00
10.00 If 2.50 10.00
25.00 N 2.60 10.50
Pure cadmium 2.60 10.75
T-!
The results of the chemical analysis show that the intended 
oon^xjsitions were achieved within close limits. Some of the alloy samples 
were also checked hy the same technique for the presence of heavy metals 
like iron and lead, hixt these were not found in any detectable amounts.
2.6 MKTATXDGIUHIY
2.6.1 Introduction. The purpose o f metallograihy is  to reveal the 
strustiare o f transparent or opaque substances. I t  can also be used fo r  
many other purposes in electrochemical and corrosion research. For metals 
and alloys i t  is invariably necessary to "etch" them with a chemical or a 
mixture of chemicals ehich attack the various constituents at different 
rates or are selective in nature. Etching solutions are thus in  use which 
attack one constituent to  a greater extent than others or leave i t  un­
attacked. A ft1 railar e ffec t may sometimes be obtained without resorting to
chŒxical or electrodiemical e t c h i n g , b y  simply polishing so that the
hard and soft constituents or phases stand out in r e l ie f  having been 
abraded to d ifferent extents.
2.6.2 Procedure; The specimens were selected from the centre o f the rods 
so that they were a representative sample. The specimens wore about 6-Smm 
in diameter and about 10-12mm long. Those were mounted in a cold setting 
epoxy resin "Mot set SW" typo obtained from Metaserv Ltd. Although the cold 
setting reaction is  exothermic, the resultant heat release was rather small 
and did not raise the temperatxire o f the system appreciably. Thus there 
was no risk o f chauiging specimen structure in contrast to the risks with 
thermosetting rosins. The cold setting resin was allowed to stand fo r  j6 
hours a fter idiich time the motilds were ejected. The castings were deburred 
and bevelled. Polishing93 was carried out mechanically on wet emery papers, 
water was used as a coolant and lubricant so that overheating did not occur 
during abrasion. Starting from the coarsest grade 320, polishing was done 
in opposite directions a lternatively throxigh W ,  500 and 600 (I7^m) grades.
■-Ki
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Further polishing was carried out on motorised lapping ^ e e ls  covered with 
chamois leather, using 6^ m, and fin a lly  Jpm diamond paste, care "being 
taken not to use high speeds and pressures. The specimens were degreased 
in Teepol and rinsed with cold water and fin a lly  w e ll rinsed with d is t ille d  
water. The specimens were observed under the microscope at various magni­
fica tion s . Chemical etching was carried out when necessary. Pure zinc, 
cadmium and alloys low in cadmium needed etching but alloys high in cadmium 
hardly needed any. A dilute solution of n itr ic  acid in alcohol ( 2-5^  N ita l) 
was used as an etchant. For the amalgams dilute hydrochloric acid (1^) 
gave good results.
2 .6.5 Results and Discussion. Hiotomicrograiha o f pure zinc and cadmium 
(see figures 26-37 incliisive) show th e ir polyciystalline natixre. Some 
micrographs show polishing artefacts. In  zinc and cadmiian O^ oth o f Ihoso 
have hexagonal close packed crystal structure) deformation by ’ s lip ' is  
lim ited to  Ihe basal planes. Both the metals recrysta llise on deforming 
at room temperature. The recrystallisation  temperatxare is  between 0.4 snd
0.5m.pt.(K) . This gives rise to some trouble during metallographic examin­
ation, idiere mechanical polishing produces spurious recrystallised surface 
structures. Mechanical twins are also sometimes v is ib le . Figure 38 shows 
the phase diagram o f the cadmium-zinc binary a llo y  system. This is  clearly 
a simple eutectic system. The two metals are completely miscible in the 
liqu id  state, biit as the a lloy  cools, a zinc rich phase (irtiich is  rea lly  a 
solid  solution of cadmium in zinc) separates out. The two metals are not 
miscible in  the solid  state. This equilibrium diagram is  valid for very 
slow equilibrium cooling rates. Faster cooling rates bring about different 
composition ranges than predicted by the diagram. About 3 zinc 
dissolves in cadmium and about 2,i5 w/o cadmium dissolves in zinc at the 
eutectic ten5>erature. On rapid cooling th is quantity of elements can remain 
in solid solution, but i f  very slowly cooled (so that the equilibrium is  not 
disturbed) , then as the solub ility is almost n il  below 150®C, the metals
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Figure 27 Fhotomicrogi«.ph of 0 .05 ▼/o Cd-Zn ‘baraiy 
a lloy  in as cast condition. Etched with 
55^  N ita l fo r  60s to reveal the structure, 
Magnification 200 •
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Figure 29» Phot omioro graph o f i «0 "ff/ o Cd-Zn hinaiy 
a lloy  in as cast condition« Btchsd ■with. 2^  
N ita l fo r 70s to reveal the structure. 
Magnification 200.
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Figure 30. Pilotoniicrograph of 2 »0 o Cd—Zn hina.ry 
a lley  in as cast condition. Etched with 
2^  N ita l fo r  1-j minutes to reveal the 
polygrain structure. Eutectic at the 
gx*ain houndaiy appears as a dark phase 
— preferentia lly attacked "by the etchant. 
Kagnificaticn 200.
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Figure 53 Photcmicrograph of 5 »0 "^Zo Cd-Zn "binary 
a lloy  in as cast condition« Btciied witli 
^  N ita l to reveal the struct\ire.
Kagpiif ication 200.
The structure shows very fine grains due to 
c h ill casting in graphite moulds. Showing 
fin e r  grains and eutectic at the grain 
"boundarie s •
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Figure 33» Photomicrograph of 5 «0 o Cd-Zn hixiaiy 
a lloy  in as cast condition. Etched with 
^  N ita l to reveal the structiire. 
Uaghi^ication 200.
The structure shows very fine grains due to 
d i i l l  casting in graphite moulds. Showing 
fin e r  g r ^ i and eutectic at the gram  
'boundaries.
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Figur« 36. ihotcmicit)graph o f 10 w/o Cd-Zn binary a lloy  as made by 
ccmqpaotion of powder at high pressure. Etched with 2  ^
N ita l fo r  15s. Magnification 250.
Figure 37• Photomicrograph of 10 w/o Cd-Zn binary a lloy  as made by 
compaction of powder at high presaxare and then sintered 
at 2 0 0 f or  3 hours. Etched with ^  N ita l fo r 15s. 
Magnification 250.
/
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Figur« 36. PhotcmiciDgraph of iO w/o Cd-Zn binary a lloy  as made by 
ccmpaction of powder at high pressure. Etched with ^  
N ita l fo r  15s. Magnification 250.
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Figure 37• Photomicrograph of 10 w/o Cd-Zn binary a lloy  as oade by 
ccmpaotion o f powder at high pressure and then sintered 
at 200**C fo r  3 hours. Etched with 2^  N ita l for 15s. 
Magnification 250.
■ ••k'.
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Figure Z4O. Hg-Cd equilibrium iiiase diagram.
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separate out as confirmed "by the decreasing slope o f the so lu b ility  lines. 
The eutectic composition at the equilibrium cooling rate is  26.5 The
alloys used in these investigations do not contain more than 25 w/o cadmium. 
However under certain cooling conditions, they can show the equilibrium 
structure. The e ffec t o f cooling rate becomes clear when micro structures 
o f slowly cooled and fast cooled (cast in  graphite moulds) alloys are 
compared. Past cooling brings out smaller grains and does not allow enou^ 
time fo r  the constituents to separate out completely, as would happen during 
slow cooling. Slow cooling also allows time fo r  grains to grow and henoe 
coarser grain sire w i l l  be obtained. Increasing the amount of cadmium in 
the a lloy  would maan more p oss ib ility  fo r  eutectic phase to separate out 
as i t  is  present in larger amounts. The 25 w/o a lloy (which is  the
larg®3  ^ amount of cadmium added) , i^ows the Zn rich solid  solution embedded 
in  Cd rich so lid  solution because the former so lid ifie s  ea rlie r  than the
la tte r . Tiucr^
Figures M to  if5 show photographs of amalgams of zinc-cadmium
alloys and zinc and cadmium metals. With pure zinc mercury forms amalgams 
Trtiich can be liqu id  at room tenperatxjre i f  merc\iry is  in excess, as it  would 
be on the surface of the specimen being amalgamated. As the mercury 
diffuses through the specimen the amalgam becomes poorer in mercury and 
r id ie r  in zinc. The main dissolution and incorporation is at the high 
energy areas such as grain boundaries. At a certain distance from the 
surface a so lid  solution of fornula Hg2Zn3 or HgZn2 that is intermetallic 
oonpounds are formed. About 2 w/o Hg is  completely soluble in zinc at ¥)®C. 
Any excess mercury would separate out i f  an equilibrium cooling rate is 
allowed to take place. However, in  the case of cadmium about 50 w/o Hg is 
soluble in cadmium at around W®C. Any excess mercury would separate a it 
as CdjHg an intermetallic compound o f stoichiometric composition containing 
37 »3 V® Hg. See Figures 39 ®nd W) fo r Zn-flg and Hg-Gd phase diagrams. 
However comnercially so much mercury is not used because of the high cost. 
This fo r  the alloys means that there would be more mercury in the cadmium
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PigUTB M*-« Hiotomicrograpli 25*0 w/o Cd-Zn amalgam 
taxnaxy a lloy . Etched in HCl to show 
presence of Hg. Dark areas are Hg rich.
Magnification iOO.
> i
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Figure if5* Hiotomlcrogra][ii of pure Cd amalgam at 200 
magaification. Etched with HCl to reveal 
the presence of mercury. Compared with pure 
Zn, cadmium has much more a ff in ity  fo r  Hg 
than Zn as evidenced in the above picture. 
Dark areas are mercury.
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r id i phase and lass mercury  in  the zinc r id i  phase. This is  home out hy 
the micro photographs and la te r  hy the electronmicrographs.
2.7 SCANNIN[1 ET.RCTPQN MICSIOSCOFY AM) ELSCTBON MICROPROBE ANALYSIS
2 ,7 ,i Introduction. In terest in using characteristic X-rays fo r  chemical 
analysis arose as a result o f  Moseley's work in on the relationship
between an element’ s characteristic wavelength and atomic number. The 
electron microprohe has heen engineered as an analytical X-ray instruBoent 
incorporating up to  four or f iv e  wavelength spectrometers for the 
aifflultaneous chemical analysis o f several elements. Electron beam scanning 
is  added to  the microprohe to  fa c ilita te  faster specimen surveying fo r 
element distributions and higher point to  point resolution hy detecting 
hackscattered electrons. I t  has the advantage of having a greater depth of 
f i e ld  (20 times) and higher resolution (iOO-500 times) than the optical 
(ligh t ) microscopje and without the elaborate sp)ecimen preparation as 
required fo r the transmission electron microscope.
2 ,7 ,2  Equil*»**nb. The instrument can ho divided into three parts, each
with a distinct function:
(a) electron beam forming,
(h) specimen handling,
(c) signal detection and recording.
The f i r s t  part consists o f an electron gun generating an electron 
beam of su ffic ient current and potential in  a vacuum better than 10  ^ torr. 
This beam can be used in two modes, stationary (point) or scanning. The 
use o f a stationary beam is  fo r  quantitative elemental analysis. 
Approximate element concentrations are calculated by comparing the 
specimen’ s d iaracteristic X-ray line in tensities with those o f standards o f 
known composition. The operating conditions can be generalised as;
(a) an accelerating potential between 5-30k7, which is  about 1.5-2 times 
the c r it ic a l excitation energy of the measuring lin e,
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produces topographic features such as cracks, holes, ridges etc. and has 
good depth o f f ie ld .  The hackscattered electron image is  composed of 
e la s tica lly  scattered electrons from the specimen's atomic nuclei and 
therefore have high energy as opposed to  the previous case làiere electrcns 
were produced from inelastic  collisions with electrons in  the specimen 
atoms.
Characteristic X-rays are produced when the incident "beam excites 
electrons from K, L, M, N etc. shells a fter 'trtiich atoms return to their 
normal state. This provides the basis fo r  quantitative chemical analysis. 
However, a background X-ray radiation is also unavoidably obtained which 
lim its the TninnTmim amount o f an element that can be detected. Pigur*e 
is  a diagrammatic representation o f a scanning electron microscope.
2 ,7,3 ResTilts and Discussion. Figures 47"52 show electron micrographs 
of some selected a lloys . The badcscattered secondary electron image fo r 
the pure metals, allpys and amalgams resembles the optical photomicrographs 
The mercury, zinc and cadmium X-ray images indicate the degree o f inhomo— 
genity of these a lloys. There is more mercxsy associated with cadmium and 
less with zinc. Sim ilarly zinc rich solid solution is  embedded in the 
cadmium rich eutectic. This is  so because the former has a h i^ e r  melting 
point while the la t te r  has a lower melting point.
2.8 OONCUJSION3
Prom the chemical analysis o f the bulk material i t  can be inferred 
that preparation o f alloys was a successful operation. This was double 
chocked by colorimetric and atomic absorption spoctrophotometrlc techiiques, 
However, metallography and electron microscopy revealed that, in spite o f 
the care taken, the distribution o f cadmium and therefore mercury was fa r  
less homogeneous than Idea lly  desired. Mercury formed continuous solutions 
with either metal upon amalgamation. Interm etallic compounds HgZn^  and 
Cd^Hg have also been detected by X-ray d iffraction . Cadmium dissolves more
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mercuiy than does zinc and the so lub ility  o f mercury in the former is  30 ^  
as compared to 2 w/o in liie la tte r  at the same temperature. This 
inevitably resiolts in mercury r id i areas in the eutectic phase containing
cadmium.
The zinc-cadmium equilibrium diagram is  a simple eutectic type.
The two metals are cocqjletely miscible in the liqu id state, but not in the 
solid state. This is  why, when the two are mixed in different proportions 
to make alloys, unless the cooling rate is  extremely fast, the solid 
solution phase rich in zinc w i l l  separate out from the cadmium rich 
eutectic because the former freezes f ir s t  having a h i^ e r  melting point. 
The eqtiilibrium phase diagram also makes i t  possible to understand the 
fact that these alloys do not lend themselves to a "homogenising treatment" 
as would other systems, because of the ir lim ited mutual so lub ility .
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Figure 53. Corrosion cell for hydrogen evolution studies.
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figure 54. Edwards high vacu\jra pump with central glass stem
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Carew. This essentia lly consists of a sealed bulb 20cm long and 2.5cm in 
diameter with a graduated metric scale side arm capillary, 25oQ long.
This design has several advantages. I t  is  simple to  make by normal glass 
blowing techniques, leak proof, allows easy monitoring of the gas evolved 
without cumbersome calculations. The cap illary internal diameter was 2nm 
to  .5mm. Each cap illary was calibrated fo r  volume by in jecting a known 
amount of liqu id  through a syringe and noting the height. The c e lls  were 
cleaned with doubly d is t il le d  water and acetone and dried in an a ir  oven 
at 80°C. One specimen was introduced into each c e ll ,  which was then marked. 
The open end was then sealed using a glass blowing torch. Experiments were 
conducted in  batches of ten . Ten ce lls  were fixed at a time to the central 
evacuation arm (see Figure 55) attached to an Edwards high vacuum rotary 
diffusion punp unit, as shown in Figure 5^. High vacuum silicone grease 
and pressure tribes were used at a l l  the Joints to  prevent leaks and fo r  
ease during the f i t t in g  and removal of the c e l l  to the central arm. With 
only the rotary pump switched on, the ce lls  were evacuated down to a 
pressure of 10"^torr. The c e lls  were then flamed twice with a gas torch to 
remove any adsorbed gas adhering to the glass walls of the c e lls . The 
diffusion pun^ ) was then switched on and the ce lls  evacuated to a pressure 
of i0 "^ o r r .  The pressure measurements were carrxed out using a conven­
tional Pirani-Penning vacuum gauge. The diffusion pump was kept running 
fo r  over six hours a fter the gauge had registered a pressure of 10 H orr to 
ensure complete evacuation of the c e lls , necessitated owing to the possible 
reduction in effic iency of evacuation due to the long capillary am. The 
electrolyte used was 6 mol dm*"^  KDH saturated with zinc oxide. The 
solution was prepared by dissolving accurately weighed amounts o f Analar 
grade KCH pelle ts  in doubly d is tilled  water, in a vessel with a narrow 
opening covered by a stopper to minimise absorption of carbon dioxide by 
the yoH solution. The solution was cooled to 25*0;saturated zinc oxide 
solution was prepared by dissolving small quantities o f oxide at a tame, 
\axtil such time that no more would ga into solution. This process took a
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couple of days. The operation was carried out in a closed vessel to 
prevent ingress of a ir . S tirring vras carried out by a magnetic follower, 
the vessel being placed on a magnetic hot p la te. During the dissolution 
the solution was bubbled with argon and a positive pressure of argon was 
ijjaintained on the surface of the solution.
Specimens 3mm thick were cut from 6m)ndiameter rods and cast into 
cold setting rosin. The fin a l casting was machined to  5nim or less thick 
and 10mm diameter. Sach casting was marked by a label inserted in the 
resin. Resin was allowed to set at room temperature fo r  72 hours.
Polishing was carried out on wet emeiy papers, using plenty of free 
running water, on 320, W)0, 500 and 600 grades successively. Further 
polishing was done on lapidiary wheels using diamond paste. Specimens 
were finished at The specimens were washed, degreased tiioroughly,
washed in double d is t illed  water, dried in acetone and hot a ir  and stored 
in a desiccator ready to be inserted in the ce lls .
The evacuated ce lls  were f i l le d  with solution presaturated with 
hydrogen gas to  minimise any in it ia l  error associated with the so lub ility  
of the gas evolved diiring self-d ischarge. The f i l le d  ce lls  were placed in 
the therraostated water bath maintained at 25°C iO.I^C. The tubes were 
from side walls by specially made clamps. To reduce evaporation 
the bath was covered with -j" diameter polyethylene hollow spheres. Topping 
up of baths was done from time to time by using quantities of water brought 
to 25*C. I t  was ensured that ce lls  were always immersed in water. The 
ce lls  were allowed to equilibrate overnight in the bath and the readings 
were begun by zeroing each capillary arm. Fluctuations in the ahnospheric 
pressure were taken into accomt by incoirporating a blank c e ll  f i l le d  with 
the solution. The experiments were carried out in duplicate and for a 
duration of 1100 hours.
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3.3 HSSQLTS AMD DISCUSSION
The amoxmt o f hydrogen gas measured every day at the interval of 
twenty four hours,was corrected fo r  pressure and converted to volume per 
unit area o f the specimens. The cumulative amomt was plotted against 
time fo r 2.5 w/o Hg amalgams and 10 w/o Hg amalgams. The rate of gas 
evolution was also plotted separately fo r  the two amalgams. The se lf 
corrosion rates are tabulated fo r  both the amalgams at intervals o f 1C0 
hours. Table 12 l is t s  some ea r lie r  results. Table 15 l is t s  present 
re stilts and Tables lif and 15 l i s t  the rates of corrosion on amalgamated
alloys.
Figures 56—63 show the data in plotted form. The amount of 
corrosion and the rate of corrosion have been plotted against time. 
Information extracted from these curves has been presented in Tables
12 - 16 .
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Table 12. Comparison of hydrogen evolution data f or Zn-Cd alloys .at...2^ _C
Hydrogen evolved 
ml
Alloy Composition w/o cadmium
Conditions Dura-t^on Zn 0.05
0.2 1.0 2.0 5.0 25.0 Cd
6 mol Im'^ KCH 200 1.80 1 .65 1.35 0 .7 5 0.80 0.85 2.10 0.42
AOO if.90 ^.72 2.60 1.50 1 .6 9 1.80 4 .3 5 0 .4 4
800 10. W) 9.80 5.70 3.90 3.99 4.2) 7 .9 5 0.46
6 mol dm“ K^CH 200 6.80 if.91 0.10 0.35 0.1 0.70 0.68 0.20
saturated w 11.00 8.10 0.20 0.65 0.20 1 .75 1 .6 0 0.23
with ZnO 800 16.20 12.22 O.V) 1.20 0.40 3.70 3.30 0.25
6 mol dm'^ KQH 200 0.60 0.53 0.35 0.35 0.38 2.80 1 .30 0.21
1;;^  Hg amalga­ W 1.70 1 .6 2 1.45 1 .2 5 1 .38 4.90 2.80 0.24
mated specinens 800 3.85 3.58 3.20 2.65 3.08 8.75 4.85 0.26
Hjrdrogen evolved 
ml cm"^
Alloy Conqposition in w/o cadmium
Conditions Dxjra-
tion
h
Zn 0.05 0.2 1 2 5 25 Cd
6 mol dra'^ KDE 200 0.95 0.22 0.33 0 .5 1 0.6 2.75 1.4 0.10
saturated with 400 1 . 8 4 0.42 0 .7 3 1 .0 7 1.45 4.75 2.4 0 .15
ZnO; 2 Hg 800 3 .5 0.83 1 .2 7 1.6 2.35 7 .1 4 .1 0 .1 7
6 mol dm'^ KCH 200 0 .65 0 .1 5 0.27 0.4 0.5 2.65 1.0
0.10
satxirated with i|00 1.1 0 .1 7 0.43 0.66 0.9 4.53 2.0 0.13
Zn0;105fc Hg 800 1 . 7 5 0.37 0.8 1.02 1 .35 7.08 4.0 0 .15
■ 4
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Table 1A-. Comparison of hydrogen e v o lu ti on ra te s  fo r  _10 w/q
amalg^^« in 6 mol dm K^CH satxirated w ith 2n0_
Rate of H2 evolu tion  
ml cm"  ^ X 10“ ^
A llo y  composition in  w/o Cd
atio n
h
Zn 0.05 0.2 1 2 5 4 Cd
100 3.25 0.69 0.79 1.67 2.98 13.5 7.6 0.917
200 2.9 0.67 0.75 1 .4 2.78 11 .1 6.7 0.917
300 2.2 0.56 0.7 1 .2 2.08 8.04 5 .4 0.917
400 2.0 0 .if3 0.58 1 .0 1.6 7 .7 4.2 0.917
500 1.67 0.34 0.46 .83 1.25 6.25 3.9 0.917
600 1 .5 0.34 0.46 .83 1 .1 5.87 3.75 0.917
700 1.4. 0.34 0 .46 0.83 1.1 4.86 3.5 0.917
800 1.25 0.34 0.46 0.83 1.1 4.58 3 .4 0.917
900 1.25 0.34 0.46 0.83 1.1 4 .4 3.2 0.917
1000 1.25 0.34 0.46 0.83 1.1 3.75 3.2 0.917
Table 15. Comparison of Hp evo lu ti on ra te s  fo r  2.5 V o  Hg amalgams 
a t  2S°C in 6 mol dm^ K^CH saturated w ith ZnO
Rate o f evolution  
ml cm“  ^ b “ *' X 10"^
A llo y  conqposition in  w/o Cd
•ation
h Zn 0.05
0.2 1 2 5 25 Cd
100 4.2 0.83 1.7 2.3 3.-I 14.6 8.6 2.17
200 3.9 0.79 1.5 2.1 2.9 11 .2 7.6 1.05
300 3.13 0.75 1.45 2.08 2.5 9.8
6.8 0.42
400 2.5 0.73 1.36 1.3 4 2.3 8.3 5.6 0.375
500 2.0 0.66 1.25 1.25 2.08 7 .7 5.0 0.375
600 1.8 0.66 1 JO 1.25 1.9 6.25 4.8 0.375
700 1.5 0.66 0.98 1.25 1 .7 5.3 4.2 0.375
800 1.25 0.66 0.83 1.25 1.7 4.8 3.8 0.375
900 1.25 0.66 0.83 1.25 1.7 4.5 3.5 0.375
100 1.25 0.66 .83 1.25 1.7 4..0 3.5 0.375
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At the end of the tests spent e lectro lyte was collected from each c e ll  
and was analysed fo r  the presence of mercuiy and cadmium. No detectable 
amount of mercuiy was found in any of the solutions. Cadmium was found in 
various amoxints ranging from 2.5 PP®  ^ PP*’^  tabulated below.
ppm
Cd
Cell ppmCd
2.5 10 Hg 5 Cd 3.8
2.5 2.5 Hg 25 Cd 5.0
3.0 10 Hg 25 Cd
3.0 2.5 Hg Cd 6.0
If.O 10 Hg Cd 5.8
Table 16. Analysis of * spent* e lectro ly te  
Cell
2.5 Hg i Cd 
10 Hg 1 Cd
2.5 Hg 2 Cd 
10 Hg 2 Cd
2.5 Hg 5 Cd
5 w/o cadmiijm- zinc amalgam produces more hydrogen at any time, and at the 
end of the te s t, than any other a lloy amalgam or pure zinc amalgam. Pure 
zinc amalgam (l0  w/o Hg) produced nearly a quarter o f the gas produced by 
5 w/o Cd a lloy  ftmalgram in ZnO satxorated KOH solution, whereas 2.5 Hg 
pure zinc amalgam produced nearly half o f the gas produced by the 2.5 V®
Hg 5 V o  cadmium a lloy  amalgam. The least gas was produced in both the 
cases by the cadmium amalgam (2.5 and 10 w/o Hg) . The alloys can be put 
in the increasing order o f gas evolution as fo llow s:- Cd ^  0.05 w/o Cd 
<  0.20 w/o Cd <  1.0 w/o Cd < 2.0 w/o Cd <( Zn <  25-0 w/o Cd <  5-0
w/o Cd.
The in it ia l  corrosion rates were very high fo r 5 w/o, 25 w/o Cd 
alloys and zinc. For the other alloys, the in it ia l  corrosion rates were 
comparatively low. The rates f e l l  o ff as time passed. A fter i+00-500 hours 
the rate leve lled  o ff; 0.05 and 0.20 w/o Cd show the least inxtia l 
corrosion rates which were approximately l/lOth o f that o f 5-0 w/o Cd alloy. 
At the end of the test duration a l l  the alloys were corroding at uniform 
rate. The amount of corrosion suffered by the 0.20, 1.0 w/o Cd alloys is
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nearly half that sxiffared by zinc amalgam, but tha fin a l rates were not 
much d iffe ren t, the in it ia l  rates were s ligh tly  more d iffe ren t. A 
compariscn between 2.5 w/o Hg and 10.0 w/o Hg shows that the higher amal­
gam is  s ligh tly  better. When the costs are compared th is advantage w i l l  
be marginal. A coii5)ari3on between various conditions \mder which se lf 
corrosion is  conducted, fo r  example with and without ZnO in the e lec tro ­
lyte and with or without amalgamation of the specimens indicates that se lf 
corrosion is  least when amalgamated alloys are used in ZnO saturated 
solution. I t  is  widely accepted that cadmium is  more corrosion resistant 
in strong a lk a li than zinc because of the much lower so lub ility  of the 
passive anodic film . This is  generally considered to consist of a thin 
continuous film  o f the oxidation products, that is  cadmiima oxide and 
hydroxide. Amalgamation halves the corrosion rate and so does additxon of 
ZnO to the e lec tro ly te . Employing both expedients reduces the corrosion 
rate to one quarter o f what i t  would otherwise b e . The general reduction 
in the corrosion rates o f Zn-Cd alloys may be expected because the Tafel 
slope fo r  hydrogen evolution (as discussed in Chapter 5) on the alloys is  
nearer in value to that o f cadmium, and exchange current densities are 
nearer to  that o f zinc, but in any case much higher than that fo r  cadmium 
which is  8-9 X 10“'’ A m"^. Thus the actual corrosion rates may be similar 
to that o f cadrai\mi, the cumulative values are h i^ e r  than that o f cadmi um
and lower than that o f zinc. Additionally the s ta b ility  o f the passive
%
film  changes as cadmium is  added as an alloying element to  zinc. This 
e ffec t explains why alloys should be better than either pure zinc or 
alone. However, with a 25 w/o Cd a lloy, the duplex structure 
results in a consequential increase in the corrosion rate. Amalgamation 
and ZnO additions individually and in concert seem to be very e ffective  in 
redxicing se lf corrosion of zinc and the a lloys. For primary ce ll 
applications up to 10 w/o Hg is benefic ia l. Mercury raises the hydrogen 
overvoltage to about -2.0V with respect to the normal hydrogen electrode.
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This means s e lf corrosion is  slowed down considerably. The mercury 
surface layer also covers impurity s ites  in the electrode thereby 
reducing loca l galvanic action. However, amalgamation produces grain 
boundary embrittlement and consequent disintegration, thus reducing the 
fabrication capability. However, cadmiiam alloying produces no such 
adverse mechanical disadvantage.
3 .if OONCaiJSIONS
( 1) 1000 Hour tests confirm that an a lloy  composition 0.20 to 1.0 w/o Cd 
appears to exhibit the best corrosion resistance.
( 2) These tests confirm the development potential o f a binary and 
ternary a lloy  system as primary battery anodes.
( 3) Amalgamation alone or addition o f zinc oxide alone hahre the corrosion 
rates. Both together reduce it  to a quarter.
(if) The to ta l cumulative corrosion and the rate of corrosion are tame 
dependent.
(5) In it ia l  corrosion rates are high, they decrease as time goes on and 
stab ilise to a constant value a fte r  approximately 500 hours.
( 6) Highest corrosion rates and amounts are exhibited by two phase alloys. 
These are nearly double the values exhibited by pure zinc.
( 7) 0.20 and 1 .0 w/o Cd alloys show hsdf the amount of s e lf corrosion 
shown by pure zinc.


Bandwidth 
Rise time 
Slew rate 
Open loop ^ in
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Potentiostats. The basic potentiostat consists of three units,
( i) , ( i i )  and ( i i i )  ment ioned above .
Potential Control Am plifier. This unit is  not caily capable of 
supplying constant stabilised potentials but can also be used as a 
constant current source. Figure 65 gives a block circu it diagram o f the 
instrument. The specifications are as follows:
Mfl-TTumim output ±WV , ±i .2A 
Power 25W
Input impedance 10^  ^ ohm
Input bias current A
3 MHz
2 X 10"^s and 2 x 10” ^s 
10V ^s"'' and IV jis“ “'
5OOK
1 .^2A . 2 Voltage Scan Generator. This is  capable o f delivering a voltage 
ramp, a single triangle or a periodic triangle. Scanning rates available 
range fran 0.1 mVs"“' to 1.0 kV per second. Po larity  is selectable. Very- 
low scanning rates permit the recording of stationary current vs potential 
characteristics. Potentiodynamic investi^ tions can be accomplished in 
the faster ranges. Transient responses are recorded in the high speed 
position o f scanning ra te .
Specifications: S tab ility  ilmV
D rift
Signal to  noise ratio 80 dB
Output resistance 1 ohm
A.2.1.3  Precision Potential Ifeter. This high impedance precision 
instrument is  intended for measviring potentials at electrode-electrolyte 
interface using a Luggin probe. The low input currents prevent polarisa­
tion or potential drops at the electrode.
Specifications: Input impedance 10^  ^ ohm
-12Input current 10 A
1^0
Figure 67« Sectional view of the PTFE electrode holder.
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Some comment on the hydrodynamic restrictions imposed by a rotating 
electrode system w il l  he appropriate here. The theory of the rotating 
disc was, s tr ic t ly  speaking, developed for an in fin ite  volvnne o f solution. 
The hydrodynamic conditions near the surface o f the disc remain v ir tu a lly  
xonchanged by placing a stationary solid body at a distance of a few 
centimeters. For precise measurements, ce lls  o f not too small dimensions 
are reqiiired. Moreover a small volume of solutimi may result in errors 
connected with the decrease o f reactsint concentration during e lec tro lys is . 
S im ilarly other items such as thermometer, gas bubbling f r i t  should also 
be a few centimeters away from the r.d .e . The Luggin capillary cannot be, 
however, kept that fa r away from the electrode surface. The proximity o f 
a Luggin probe is  tolerable i f  i t  does not disturb the hydrodynamic 
boundary layer. Zhalixdev and Stender^^ suggested that the counter e lec­
trode and reference electrodes be placed on two opposite aides of the disc. 
Theoretically, due to the non equipotentialities o f the disc (see Figure 
68) , surface potential measurement at a given point does not represent -Uie 
exact potentials at a l l  other points. Experimental evidence suggests that 
i t  is  enou^ to place ihe tip  o f the probe 1ma away from the surface 
ve r t ica lly  along the rotation axis.
if.2.3 Electrode Holder. The working electrode is  a specimen of button 
^ape of 8-iOmm thick and 7*14mm diameter and is  embedded in a synthetic 
polymer. The beat choice is  the non-stick PTFE which is  a white opaque 
and chemically resistant polymer. I t  is iner*t up to 200^0 to practically 
a l l  aqueous chemicals. I t  is re la tive ly  soft and needs vexy ligh t 
fin ishing cuts during machining to achieve good tolerances and a smooth 
fin ish . Use o f force f i t s  or shrink f it s  avoids crevices which could 
a ffec t the results adversely. A sectional drawing o f the electrode holder 
is  shown in Figure 67. The following considerations helped in^^ designing 
its  shape and the dimensions. In practice the diameter of disc, Tq, 
should bo at least an order of magnitude o f the thickness of the
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Figure ¿9* A nomograjn fo r  calculating Reynolds 
x*otation speed and electrode diameter
number fo r  a given
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hydrodynamic boundary layer • Tbe diameter of the electrode holder 
should be raudi greater than 2 A practical size is  between 1 and 10m. 
E arlier workers^^ used large discs o f up to 10cm diameter. Another 
important factor requiring consideration in relaticn to the choice o f the 
disc diameter and range o f rotation speeds is  the necessity of maintaining 
lAm-inoT» conditions o f liquid flow. Refer to the nomogram in Figure 69*  
The transition to  turbulent-flow occurs, for a w ell centred disc with a 
smooth surface, at a Reynolds nuid>er
Re = ^
■where ro is  the disc diameter, m is the disc rotation speed in radian per 
second, 9 is  the kinematic ■viLscosity (m^s"^) of the e lectro lyte. The 
shape of the holder should be chosen to minimise the additional stirring
caused by the rotation. Riddiford et a l96,97 carried out a special stud^ y
aimed at optimisation of the shape o f the holder (re fe r  to Figure jd) •
They en^loyed discs of diameter and holder diameters of 13~30mvn..
Flow stream lines were observed by using coloured e lectro lyte . I t  was 
shown that lim iting currents closest to the theoretical vsQ.ues were 
ob'tained with electrodes of shape B. Therefore th is shape was adopted, 
^pes A and C gave a large deviation and type D and B were imsatisfactory. 
A rig id , demountable and leak-proof electrode was designed.
if.2 .if Maintaining an inert a-bmosphere. OoQrgen from the atmosphere is  
chemically reactive with many substances and electrochemically reducible. 
I t  must be excluded from the system of reactants. This was achieved by 
purging the electrolyte with a flow of nitrogen, argon, or hydrogen. 
•Whitespot* nitrogen from British 0:çrgen Company was used. This usually 
has less than 20pFm oxygon, which is sufficient to take part in reactions 
and therefore must be removed. Argon, hydrogen and helium are available in 
very h i^  p^lrity. Argon being denser than a ir  also covers the solution 
with an inert blanket. Residual oxygen can bo remo-ved from 'irtiite spot'
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nitrogen "by bubbling throu^ an aqueous solution of vanadous or chromous 
ions contained in a scrubbing colucan.^^^ The reducing ions are contin­
uously regenerated through contact with amalgamated zinc. The amalg^ is  
prepared by inxaersing 170s zinc granules in a solution o f acidi f ied 
mercuric n itrate (4.5g per 250 cnP) . A fter fifte en  minutes with occasional 
stirring with a glass rod the soltition can be drained o f f .  The zinc amal­
gam rinsed thoroughly in d is t illed  water a fte r  which the granules may be 
transferred into a Nylox scrubber column. A chromous sulphate solution was 
fresh ly prepared by dissolving JOg hydrated diromous sul]gAiate salt in 
150ml doubly d is t il le d  water acid ified  with 8ml of concentrated stilphuric 
acid. Two or three drops of Teepol were added to the solution to increase 
it s  surface wetting power and flow. This solution shoxild be poured into 
the scrubber without delay and the scrubber sealed a ir  tight to prevent 
a ir  ingress as th is w i l l  eventually deactivate the solution. Connections 
of the gas train shoxild be made with thick walled pressure tubing as thin 
wall FVC tubing is  h ig^ y  pezmeable to gases. Xt is  estimated that up to 
0.8 ppa 03^ gen may get in throu^ permeable txibing. A common practice is  
to saturate the purified, oocygen-free, gas with solvent in a gas disper­
sion Dreschel bo ttle  that is f i l l e d  with a solution identical to the test 
solution. This avoids the evaporation o f the solvent or the d iffe ren tia l 
evaporation o f a vo la tile  constituent of the test solution that would 
otherwise accompany the continuous purging of the system. The other 
Dreschel bottles are simply f i l l e d  with d is t illed  water, or any reactant 
to remove a specific ion such as lead acetate fo r removing sulphides.
The arrangement described is shown in Figure 7'' •
¿f.2.5 Reference Electrode.39
4 .2 .5.1 Systems. Reference electrodes are non-working ainciliary 
electrodes used in characterising the levels o f electrode potentxal of 
the working electrodes in electrochemical measurements. The practical 
applications of reference electrodes in alkaline electrolytes is  limited
’ t v -' -r ‘
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Figure 71 • Arrangement o f apparatus fo r  removal 
of residual oxygen from gases
• '» y ”
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to a few systems. In general, the material used fo r a reference electrode 
should he a stable oxide of low so lub ility  in the alkaline e lectro ly te .
The tendency of metals such as zinc and cadmium to react with oxygen makes 
them unsuitable fo r  measurements where oxygen is  present. Hydrogen 
bubbling over platinraa has been used as a prime reference, but suffers 
from several disadvantages such as being bulky, non-portable, prone to 
ccntamination etc. Mercuric oxide-mercury system has been used in th is 
work. Although mercuric oxide is  very s ligh tly  soluble in a lk a li, i t  has 
never been reported that the working electrode was amalgamatedi this may 
be due to a good design and construction of the electrode. This electrode 
has the advantages of a highly reproducible standard state fo r  the 
m etallic phase and complete freedom from any distuibing e ffects due to 
variable valency o f oxide. The differences between red and yellow oxide 
forms is  thermodynamically insign ifican t, and the potential over a wide 
range o f temperatiure and electro lyte concentration has been well estab- 
liahed.^^ A summary of thermodynamic data o f this electrode is  as follows; 
e.m .f. at 25®C 0.92587; dE/dt at 25®C 0 .000288Vper ®C 
A G  ^ 10.2 kJ A s r - 13.27 e.u.
Table 17. Potentials of HgO-Hg reference electrodes vs. W  
at 2 5 in KOH solutions
V o  KDH PotentiaO/7
18 +0.929 i  0.001
26 +0.931 i  0.001
35 +0.936 t  0.001
Table 17 l is ts  potential of this electrode with d ifferen t concentration 
of electrolyte.^^
4*2.5«2 Construction. The blank glass tube closed at one end where a 
2 Oft long platinum wire 2' mm diameter is sealed in is  f ir s t  cleaned in 
aqua regia for 5 minutes, thorou^ly washed with d is tilled  water and then 
with acetone, being fin a lly  dried in hot a ir at 80*C. Purified meroiry
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in an incompressible flu id , in a non-turbulent ajid stationary state, the 
thidoiess o f the hydrodynamic boundary layer is  identical over the entire 
surface of the electrode and is  given by
6, = 2-8(2)^ =
where V is  the kinematic v iscosity m^s"”' , o) is  the rotation speed or 
angular ve loc ity  in radians per second. Thus fo r  aqueous solutions i t  is
2.8 mm at u) = 1 rads 'S  i .1 ran at iO rads” '*; O.36 mm at iOO rads"'' and
0.i1 mm at iOOO rads“^. The flu id  flows at right angles to  the surface of 
the disc at a constant ve loc ity , at a large distance from the disc. Refer 
now to Figure 72» At a certain distance from the surface o f the disc the 
flu id  begins to be carried tangentially, it s  angular ve loc ity  increases 
with decreasing distance from the sxrrface, and at the surface of the disc 
equals it s  tnaTfirmira value. The mode of flu id  flow may be characterised by 
various dimensionless quantities, one of them is  the Reynolds number,
Re = tt) Tq^/t)  . At a certain c r it ica l value the flu id  flow changes 
gradually from laminar to  turbulent throxigh a transition state. First the 
edge o f the disc is siffected by tuibxilence, which spreads to the centre.
A c r it ica l value is  of the order o f 10^. Another extreme occurs at Re st 10, 
whence the thickness o f the boundary layer is conparable to the dimensions 
of the disc and natural convection sets in . Under laminar flow conditions, 
ignoring ionic migration, the thickness o f the diffusion boundary layer is 
given by
¿0  = 1.61
The Sdamidt ntimber relates the thicknesses of the hydrodynamic and 
diffusion boundary layers. Thus (So -  0.5<5h/Sc^ 3; where Sq = V/D. 
Normally the Schmidt number is  10^  fo r  aqueotis solutions. Thence typical 
values for diffusion boundary layer are 15O pm at 1 rad s'"“' , 50 pm at 10 
rad a"'*, 15 pm at 100 rad s” “' and 5pm at 1000 rad s"'*. The rotating disc 
electrode is  particularly suitable fo r  studying various electrochemical
À
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problems because o f uniform accessib ility  of the disc surface. An 
expression fo r the diffusion lim ited current density has been developed 
using Eukens^^ analysis.
i^ = ±0.620 nP  ^ = IS Ü?.
where n is  n\iiriber of moles of electrons taking part in the reaction,
--iP is  Paraday constant, 9650O coloumbs mol ,
D is  diffusion coeffic ien t, ,
y is  kinematic viscosity, m^  s"'' ,
0) is  rotational ve loc ity  radians per second (2 x f),
0  ^ is  bulk concentration of the species.
The current is  proportional to the sc^ uare root of the rotation ve lo c ity .
liore rigorous treatment 100.101 by taking into account higher terms in the
expansion may be achieved. The difference between the two values amounts 
to about 5-5^, Tdiich is n u llified  to a large extent by a number o f other 
error factors such as edge e ffe c t , contribution ftrom natural convection, 
local non^uniformities, and migration o f species. The significance o f the 
correction increases fo r  Schmidt numbers in the interval, 10 <  <  100,
where the difference reaches up to 17%»^®  ^ The flux of a species towards a 
rotating disc under laminar flow can be expressed by the dimensionless
quantity called the Sherwood number, Sh 0.62 Re'^sdÓ. I f  charged ions
are present, the migration crai5)onent contributes to the mass transport. 
Using the Buken^  ^ procedure, the solution in terms of lim iting current
density is;
P
z+
1 .61 D
Resistive voltage drop appearing in the v ic in ity  of the rotating disc elec­
trode is  a linear function of the distance frcm the disc. The potential 
distribution close to a disc held in an insulating holder was calculated by 
Newman.^ 03 The equipotential planes under the electrode were experimentally 
determined by Angell^O^ (see Pigure68) • The current density is not uniform
on the disc surface .*’^3-109
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i^.2 .6.3 Description. The salient features o f the assembly a re :-
( i )  the main frame,
( i i )  the shaft,
( i i i )  the hearing housing,
( iv ) the coupling,
(v) the slipring and brush assembly,
(v i) the d rive ,
(v i i )  the controls.
( i )  The main frame. The main frame •was constructed from 38 angle 
iron welded together and subsequently painted. This frame was suitably 
fixed by nuts and bolts to the wall and the bench. An aluminium plate ^  
thick and 65O x 38O mm was fit te d  onto the frame. The aluminium plate was 
suitably d r illed  with appropriate holes at several locations to take up 
the assembly components. Subfraioes were constructed from aluminim plate 
to hold "various components such as control units, e lec tr ic  motor, shaft, 
blower etc.
( i i )  The shaft. The main featuio of the assembly is  this carefu lly 
machined s"tainless steel shaft made from a hollow tube of outer diameter 
"12 mm and inner diameter 4* mm» One end of the shaft •was 'tapered to take 
the demountable FIFE electrode holder, the other was fixed to a flex ib le  
rubber coupling a t^tached to  the e lec tr ic  motor. The "tapered holder provided 
an easy means of interchanging and centering the electrode • The run-out of 
the electrode t ip  was measured by a micrometer d ia l gauge. I t  was ea^  to 
achieve an accuracy of ±0.0005 inch. A small aperture was machined in the 
shaft to bring out the e lec tr ica l connections from the electrodes and 
connect them to the brush terminals. The shaft rotates inside two light 
self-centering ba ll bearings accommodated in a bearing housing.
( i i i )  The bearing housing. This "was machined out from an aluminium rod 
of if5 outer diameter. The ends "were machined to take t"wo lightweight 
self-aligning b a ll bearings. A through hole was d r illed , this was big 
enough to allow the shaft to rotate freely . The ends of the housing were
1
k.
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fit te d  with end caps. The housing was fixed to  the frame hy a hracket 
mounted on rubber pads to absorb vibrations.
( iv )  The flex ib le  coupling. The driven shaft was coupled to the drive 
shaft of the e lec tr ic  motor by a flex ib le  rubber coupling. This has two 
merits. F irst i t  can take up slight misalignment, i f  ary, and second,being 
made of solid rubber, e le c tr ica lly  insulates the driven shaft from the 
motor. The rubber piece is  ^  in diameter and two inches long, f it te d  with 
alumini\mi caps which take up the respective shafts.
(v ) The S lioring and brush assembly. Brushes were made of s ilve r plated 
s ilv e r  graphite ccmposite and mounted on springy bronze strips. The slip- 
rings were made of s ilv e r  plated copper. The Kdiole assembly was fu lly  
enclosed with only the connecting terminals coming out. The outer casing 
of the assembly was screwed to an angle bracicet fixed to the main frame, to 
stop i t  from rotating along with the shaft. Figure 73 shows an engineering 
drawing o f the vn it.
(v i )  Drive \mit. The motor and control unit was supplied by Chemical 
Electronics L td ., B irtley , Washington, U.K. The e lec tr ic  motor is aD.C- 
shunt wound type capable of providing a raaadmum torque of 1000 g“cm, fit ted  
with an integral tachogenerator for constant speed control. The tacho- 
generator signals are fed back to a d iffe ren tia l amplifier in the control 
unit where i t  is compared with a reference voltage and the difference, i f  
any, appears across the f ie ld  windings of the motor correcting its  speed. 
The stabilisation accuracy is  about 1^ o. The motor was mounted on a 
bracketed aluminium frame ^ ic h  was bolted to the main frame on rubber pads«
( v i i )  Control imit and frequency meter. The control unit consisted of a 
d ia l indicator fo r rotation speed in r.p.m., and speed selector push 
buttons. The control unit circu itry generated sufficient heat to warrant 
an a irb low er to be fit ted  siibaequently to cool i t .  The frequency meter is 
a d ig ita l xmit indicating the speed in r.p.m. and was constructed from 
components bought from Radio Spares L td ., and circu it supplied by the 
electronics department. The instrument is based on the stroboscope
- T ' . .  * U■ » ’ A, . wV
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fit te d  with end caps. The housing was fixed to  the frame hy a "bracket 
mounted on rub"ber pads to absorb vibrations.
( iv )  The flex ib le  coupling. The driven shaft was coupled to the drive 
shaft of the e lec tr ic  motor by a flex ib le  rubber coupling. This has two 
merits. F irst i t  can take up slight misalignment, i f  any, and second,being 
TTiat^ A of solid rubber, e le c tr ica lly  insiilates the driven shaft from the 
motor. The rub"ber piece is  ^  in diauneter and two inches long, f it te d  with 
aluminium caps which taJce up the respective shafts.
(v) The Slinring and brush assembly. Brushes were made of s ilve r  plated 
s ilv e r  graphite composite and mounted on springy bronze strips. The slip - 
rings were made of s ilv e r  plated copper. The ^hole assembly was fu lly  
enclosed with only the connecting terminals coming out. The outer casing 
of the assembly was screwed to an angle bracket fixed  to the main frame, to 
stop i t  from rotating along with the shaft. Figure 73 shows an engineering 
drawing o f the unit.
(v i )  Drive un it. The motor and control xmit was sxipplied by Chemical 
Electronics L td ., B irtley , Washington, U.K. The e lec tr ic  motor is aD.C. 
shunt wound type capable of providing a maximum torque of 1000 g-cm, f it te d  
with an integral tachogenerator for constant speed control. The tacho- 
generator signals are fed back to a d iffe ren tia l amplifier in the control 
unit where i t  is compared with a reference voltage and the difference, i f  
any, appears across the fie ld  windings of the motor correcting its  speed. 
The stabilisation accuracy is  about 1^ o. The motor was mounted on a 
bracketed aluminium frame idiich was bolted to the main frame on rubber pads«
(v i i )  Control unit and frequency meter. The control unit consisted of a 
d ia l indicator fo r rotation speed in r.p.m., and speed selector push 
buttons. The control unit circu itry generated sufficient heat to warrant 
an a irb low er to be fit te d  stibsequently to cool i t .  The frequency meter is 
a d ig ita l xmit indicating the speed in r.p.m. and was constructed from 
components bought from Hadio Spares L td ., and circu it supplied by the 
electronics department. The instrument is based on the stroboscope
,• .* ' r,
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Figure Schematic circu it diagram of interface bet-eeen the
photo diode and the counting c ircu it.
14T
i r  cj-' t
• • V'- ‘
3 ^
PIN VIEW
Figure 75. Plan and elevation views of the photo-
i
sensitive diode used to measure rotation 
speed.
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princip le. A slotted disc fit te d  to  the drive shaft, at the upper end of 
the motor revolves within a pair of optical diodes which change the varying 
ligh t intensity into a voltage signal, this is  interfaced with a revolution 
co -^inting circu it Zn 1040 B microchip capable of d ig ita l read out. This is 
interfaced with an oscilla tor circu it capable of summing the counts over 6 
seconds, 6o seconds or 6 minutes. See Figures c ircu it deta ils .
4-,2.7 Pre-electrolysis of the solution. Pre-electrolysis of the e lectro-
lyte prepared by dissolving Analar grade chemicals in doubly d is t ille d  water, 
is  carried out to remove heavy metal impurities. This is  done simply by 
using a two compartment c e ll provided with gas dispersion f r i t s ,  connected 
to a stabilised direct current power supply with an ammeter to measure the 
electro lysis current. The heavy metal impurities deposit on to a large 
platin’wim cathode. This solution is  emptied aind used when needed. A 
continuous stream of inert gas keeps oxygen out. The c e ll is f la t  bottomed, 
made of glass. The t'wo compartments are separated at the top by a glass 
f r i t  of very fine porosity preventing free intermixing of anolyte and catho- 
ly te . The electrolysis is carried out fo r several, days at a low current
3- 6 mA. The capacity of anolyte compartment was 100 cm^  and tliat o f catho- 
lyte compartment was 2000 cm .^ In the pre-electrolysed solution lead and 
iron coiald not be detected at a l l .  Figure 77 shov/s the arrangement of the 
apparatus.
4- 3 ANCDIG POLARISATION
Prio r to the experiments the glass c e ll was cleaned by steeping over­
night in freshly prepared solution of chronic acid. I t  ’«as then washed 
thorotighly in doxibly d is tilled  water and dried. I t  was then f i l le d  with 
700 cm^  of inert gas saturated, pre-elect rolysed solution. The zinc oxide 
saturated solution was made as follows. About 36 g of zinc oxide Analar 
grade was dissolved in 1000 on^  of pi^-electrolysed 6 mol dm''^ ACH by adding 
b it by b it  at a time. In it ia l ly  the dissolution rate was fast, but as the
V. ->. '■ » X/. it
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saturation point drew nearer i t  took longer to dissolve a given quantity.
The process took two or more days. During this period a tigh tly  f i t t in g  
l id  was used on the vessel, i t  was continually purg6<i with nitrogen 
purified as described previously and stirred by a magnetic follower. The 
electrochemical c e ll  was sim ilarly purged at a l l  times, except during the 
actiaal e^ q>eriment. The temperature was maintained at 25 ± O.i C by a water 
bath. The specimen was a disc of ’J•‘\W nm diameter, shrunk f i t  into the 
holder, polished to a 0.25 fin ish . The specimen was thoroughly degreased, 
cleaned u ltrasonically, dried and fit ted  onto the shaft. The polarisation 
curves were recorded on the X-Y chart recorder. To observe the surface of 
the specimen during the experiment a plane mirror at an angle was placed 
below the c e ll fo r  observations on selected occasions.
Zf.4 RESULTS
The i"E curves thus obtained are shown in Eigures 'JS—AQB attached. 
Tables 18 aind 19 summaxàse the data contained in the airves. The curves
clearly show the following features;*"
( i )  A region o f active dissolution, an in it ia l  steep rise in potential 
and current showing an exponential relation (Tafel bdiaviour) .
( i i )  Region o f the onset of passivity, where the current rises slowly with 
potential and then decreases suddenljT to a very low value.
( i i i )  Passive region, where the current is more or less constant at this 
low value while the potential is raised.
The visual changes occurring have been observed. In the active region 
uniform dissolution takes place, forming soluble species end resulting in sn 
etched surface because dissolution depends on the crystal face e:q>osed to 
the solution. Nearer to the point of maximum current density nucléation of 
insoluble oxidation products takes place. Those form clumps and grow until 
the surface is  covered. This sometimes occurs in a "skim" e ffe c t, the film 
spreading from one comer to cover the entire surface area. Colour changes 
occurring are as follows: the brigjitly polished surface changes to light
À
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Table 1^. R.D.iZ. ar.!>5.ic pclarisation data for 2 o  v-'/o h~-Ci-Zr. temar’s’’ alloys
Electrolyte
Alloys
Rotation 6 raol dm K^OH 6 taoi dm ZnO to satiiration
¡peed -  
id s"^ Rest 
P o t. 
-3lV
Pass.
Pot.
-mV
Break: 
P o t, 
-nV
Peak
C.D.
10^ Am‘ 2
Passi­
vation
C.D.
Am”^
Rest
Pot.
-TiV
Pass. 
P o t. 
-ir.V
Break, 
P o t.
Peak
Cd).
IC^An"^
Passi­
vation
C.D.
0 1425 540 1020 4.75 90 1535 930 1035 4.40 50
10 1410 850 1000 6.00 145 1335 875 1030 5.30 75
5c 1410 640 980 10.50 180 1365 670 1000 9.50 140
100 1410 470 980 13.40 230 1385 490 990 12.30 i75
0 1410 920 960 3.88 60 1375 520 9S0 3.70 40
10 1410 900 950 4.46 60 1375 390 970 4.50 30
50 1410 640 930 8.00 150 1575 650 96c 5.20 150
100 1410 520 920 9.66 210 1375 500 950 10.50 250
0 1395 930 930 4.15 70 1370 910 920 3.70 40
10 1595 860 900 4.90 100 1370 830 910 4.00 50
50 1395 620 880 8.00 200 1370 670 890 1.11 100
100 i395 480 860 9.60 250 1370 530 880 9.50 150
0 1385 520 1020 4.80 30 1365 940 950 3.90 40
10 1385 885 980 5.60 100 1365 880 930 5.00 50
50 1385 640 900 9.50 150 1365 650 920 8.50 100
100 1355 510 870 11 .25 200 1365 51c 900 10.00 15c
0 1390 890 950 4.33 40 1360 950 9o0 4.60 45
10 1390 850 940 5.30 60 1360 900 56c 6.00 60
50 1590 770 930 3.65 80 1360 790 950 9.50 SO
100 1590 690 920 10.33 110 1360 680 930 11 .50 90
0 1390 630 960 4.00 50 1355 1000 1000 3.90 40
10 1390 850 930 4.70 60 1355 980 990 4.30 50
50 1390 670 910 7.^5 110 1355 900 970 5.00 60
100 1590 580 900 8.25 130 1355 690 950 3.00 90
0 130O 940 980 3 .60 45 1350 1000 1000 3.75 35
10 1380 950 960 4.15 60 1350 980 960 4.25 40
50 1380 800 930 7.60 75 1350 850 960 7.40 60
100 1380 750 930 9.00 30 1350 730 950 9.00 70
0.05
0.2
1.0
2.0
25.0
^3^
PiguTB Anodic polarisation cturves fo r  Zn".05 Cd-2»5 Hg a lloy
in 6 mol KCH on a stationary electrode.
Note: In the follov/ing Figures Nos. 7o to 185 the abbreviation 
EP/V along the ordinate denotes the "E lectrode P o ten tia l 
vs Hg/HgO reference electrode in vo lts " 
f . s .  stands for'Torward sweep" 
b .s . stands fo r  "baclcv/ard sweep"
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Figure 79» Anodic polarisation curves fo r  Zn-.05 Cd-2.5 Hg a lloy 
in 6 mol KC3H at 10 rad s"'' rotation speed.
1>7
Figure 8 l . Anodic polaxisation curves fo r  Zn-.05 Cd-2.5 Hg a lloy
in 6 mol dm"^  KOH at 100 rad s“ '’ rotation speed
k
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Figure 83, Anodic polarisation curves fo r  Zn-.2 Cd-2.5 Hg alloy 
in 6 mol dm"^  KOH at 10 rad s“ "' rotation speed.
1bO
Figure 8Zf. Anodic polarisation curves fo r Zs\-*2 Cd-2.5 Hg a lloy 
in 6 mol KDH at 50 rad s"  ^ rotation speed.
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Figure 87« Anodic polarisation curves fo r Zn-1 Cd-2*5 Hg alloy 
in 6 mol dm'^ KCH at 10 rad a“ '’ rotation speed.
Figur« 88« Anodic polaxisation ctirves fo r  Zn-1 Cd-2.5 Hg a lloy 
in 6 mol dm”  ^ KCR at 50 rad s“ "* rotation speed.
166
PlguTB 90. Anodic polarisation curves fo r  Zn-2 Cd-2.5 Hg alloy 
in 6 mol dm"  ^ KjOH on a stationary electi*ode.
-167
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Figure 91 • Anodic polaurisation curves fo r Zn-2Cd-2.5 Hg a lloy 
in 6 mol dm"^  KCH at 10 rad rotation speed.
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Figure 92. Anodic polarisation curves fo r  Zn-2Cd-2.5 Hg a lloy  in 
6 mol dm  ^ KCH at 50 rad s“ "* rotation speed.
- v ; . .
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Figure 93. Anodic polarisation curves fo r  Zn-2 Cd-2.5 Hg alloy-
in 6 mol dm"  ^ KQH at 100 rad s"^ rotation speed.
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Figure 96. Anodic polarisation curves fo r Zn-$ Cd-2 .5 Hg a lloy 
in 6 aol dm"^  KCR at 50 rad s"^ rotation speed.
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Figure 97« Anodic polarisation ctuves fo r  Zn-5 Cd-2.5 Hg a lloy 
in 6 mol dm"^  KCH at 100 rad rotation speed.
17^
Figure 98. Anodic polarisation curves fo r  Zn-10 Cd-2.5 Hg alloy- 
in 6 mol dm"  ^ KCH on stationary electrode.
À
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Figure 100. Anodic polarisation curves fo r  Zn-10 Cd-2.5 Hg alloy- 
in 6 mol dm'  ^ KCH at 50 rad s " ' rotation speed.
1
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Figure 101. Anodic polarisation curves fo r  Zn-10 Cd-2.5 Hg alloy- 
in 6 mol KOH at 100 rad s'1 rotation speed.
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Figure 104* Anodixs polarisation oirves fo r Zn~25 Cd“2.5 Hg 
a llpy in 6 mol KOH at 50 rad rotation,
speed.
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Figure i05» Anodic polarisation curves fo r 2in-25 Gd-2 »5 Hg
alloy in 6 mol dmKDH at 1CX) rps rotation speed.
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Figure 107 . Anodic polaidsation curves fo r  Zn-.05 Cd-2.5 Hg
alloy in ZnO saturated 6 mol dm"^  KDH at 10 rad s  ^
x*otation speed.
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Figure 111. Anodic polarisation curves fo r  Zn-0.2 Cd-2.5 Hg a lloy  in 
ZnO saturated 6 mol KOH at 10 rad s  ^ rotation speed
189
Pigiire 1 1 3 . Anodic polarisation curves fo r  Zn-0.2 Cd-2.5 Hg a lloy in ZnO 
saturated 6 nol dm  ^ KDH at iOO rad s“  ^ rotation speed.
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Figure 116 . Anodic polarisation curves fo r  Zn-1 Cd-2.5 Hg a lloy in ZnO 
saturated 6 mol dai-  ^ KOi at 50 rad s*^ rotation speed.
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Pigxare 1 18 . Anodic polarisation curves fo r  Zn-2 Cd-2 .5 Hg a lley  in 
ZnO saturated 6 mol dm**^  KüH on a stationary electrode,
195
Figure 119 . Anodic polarisation curves fo r  Zn-2 Cd-2.5 Hg a lloy In ZnO 
saturated 6 mol dm*’  KCH at 10 rad s-^ rotation speed.
196
Figure 120. Anodic polarisation oirves fo r  Zn-2 Cd-2.5 Hg a lloy In
ZnO saturated 6 mol A «-’  KCH at 50 rad s*'' rotation speed.
197
Figure 121. Anodic polcrisatlou  curves fo r  Zn-2 Od-2.5 Hg a llo y  in ZnO 
»tu re ts d  6 mol dsi-5 KOB at 100 rad s-1 ro ta tioc speed.
198
?isure 122* Anodic polarisation  oxrres fo r  Zn-5 Cd-2.5 Hg alloy  in ZnO 
saturated 6  mol KOH on a stationary electrode.
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Figure 127 . Anodic polarisation cxunres forZn-10 Cd-2.5 Hg a lloy in ZnO 
saturated 6 mol dm'  ^ kDH at 10 rad s*'» rotation speed.
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Figure 130 . Anodic polarisation cxirvos fo r  Zn-2.5 Cd-2.5 Hg a lloy in 
ZnO satxorated 6 mol KCH on a stationaiy electrode.
208
Pigar« 132. Anodic polarisation curres fo r Zn-25 Cd-2.5 Hg a lloy in
ZnO satuxuted 6 mol da'^ KOH at 50 rad rotation speed.
A
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Pigare 133. Anodic polarisation curves fo r  Zn-25Cd-2.5 Hg a lloy in
Znû satuiuted 6 mol da'^ ÆH at 100 rad rotation speed.
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Figure 136. ànodio polarisation curves for Zn-.05 Cd a lloy m 
6 mol ckn'^  KOH at 50 rad s"'* rotation speed.
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Figxire 1M . Anodic polarisation curve fo r  Zn-.02Cd a lloy in 
6 mol dm'  ^ KEH at 1C» rad s'^ rotation speed.
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Figure 14if. Anodic polarisation ctirres fo r  Zn-i Cd a lloy in 
6 mol KOH at 50 rad rotation speed.
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Pigure 1Î+8. Anodic polarisation curves fo r Zn-2 Cd a llpy ni 
6 mol 3m-5 KDH at 50 rad s ''' rotation speed.
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Figure 156 . Anodic polarisation curves fo r  Zn-10 Cd a lloy  in 
6 mol dm“  ^ KDH at 50 rad a“ *' rotation speed
233
Figure 15 7 . Anodic polarisation curves fo r Zn-10 Cd a lloy  in 
6 laol dxn“  ^ KOH at 100 rad rotation speed.
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Figu i« 159. Anodic polarisation curves fo r  the Zn-25 Cd a llpy 
in 6 mol dm'  ^ rJOH at 50 rad s"'’ rotation speed.
256
Figure 160. Anodic polarisation curves fo r  the Zn-25 Cd a lloy  
in 6 inol dm“  ^ KOH at 100 rad s"^ rotation speed.
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Figure 167. Anodic polarisation curres fo r  Zn-.2 Gd a lloy  in ZnO
saturated 6 mol dm'^ KCH at 50 rad 3'^ rotation speed,
i
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P iga i» 168. Anodie polarisation curres fo r  Zn-.2 Cd a lloy  in ZnO
saturated 6 mol dm'’  KCH at 100 rad s"'' rotation speed.
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Figure 17 1 . Anodic polarisation curves fo r  Zn-1 Cd a lley  in ZnO
saturated 6 mol an'^ KCH at 50 rad s 'l^  rotation speed.
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w .g «i» 17 3 . Anodic p o lijr i»»t ion  eurres fo r  Zn-2 Cd a lloy In ZnO 
aaturatod 6 raol dm"’  KCH on a stationary electrode.
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Wgux» 175. Anodic poXarioation ouives fo r  Zn-2 Cd a llq r  1«
Miturated 6 mol dm'3 KH at 50 rad a-l rotation speed
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Figure 178. Anodic polarisation cuives fo r  the Zn-10 Od a lloy 
in ZnO satuiated 6 nol dm'^ KCH on a stationary
electrode
256
Flgur« 180.- Anodic polarisation curves fo r  Zn-10 Cd a lloy  in ZnO
satvcrated 6 mol dm'^ KCH at 50 rad s"^ rotation speed.
258
Pigure 182. Anodic polarisation curves for Zn-25 Cd a lloy  in ZnO
6 mol KCH on a stationary electrode.saturated
À
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Figure 183 . Anodic polarisation curves fo r  the Zn-25 Cd a lloy  m ZnO 
saturated 6 mol àsT  ^ KOI at 10 rad s-l rotation speed.
260
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Piguire l81f. Anodic polarisation curves fo r  the Zn-25 Cd a lloy
in ZnO saturated 6 mol dm 
rotation speed.
-3 KDH at 50 rad s-1
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Figure 185. Anodic polerimation ounree for the Zn-25 Od aLl<?r «  
ZnO saturated 6 mol tan*’  5 «  at 100 rad s'"' rotation
Speed.
265
Figure 18^. Relationship "between peak cxirrent density and the
rotation speed o f rotating disc electrode o f fla red  
shape. V erifica tion  of LevieW theory.
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l^ .,3 PISCOSSION
In the active dissolution region unhindered dissolutxon of the 
a lloy  takes p lace. This can take place up to a certain current density 
whid», in corrosion-ielated contexts, is  often referred to as the o r it ic s l  
current density fo r  passi^ition. When th is  peak value is  exceeded, the 
insoluble products of corrosion begin to  form on the surface. These f i r s t  
nucleate at suitable points, then grow gradually into clumps, f in a lly  
forming a continuous film  up to iOO nm th ick. This film  is  many molecular 
layers th ick . This acts as a b arrier layer, through vrhioh the dissolving 
sine and cadmium ion trave l in one direction and the hydroxyl ions in the 
other. Thus the rate o f dissolution and hence the current diminishes 
considerably fo r  a given applied poten tia l. Prom here co, even i f  a 
higher potentia l is  applied, the current is  s t i l l  very low. A fte r  a 
certain value o f potential the current increases suddenly, idiere oxygen 
evolution reaction takes place. The passive U yer is  formed by adsorption 
of the hydroxyl ions, which is  d ireoU y formed on the a lloy  electrode 
surface, once a c r it ic a l potentia l and current is  reached. Further 
dissolution o f the electrode is  then determined by the tiiidaiess and the 
rate at idiidh transport processes can occur within th is  layer. The 
thickness o f th is  layer decreases with the increase in the rotation speed 
and so does the resistance of the film . The rate controlling step is  the 
d iffu s ive  transport o f the cadmate and zinoate ion into the bulk of the 
e lec tro ly te  and not the transport o f ions across the surface film  under 
the action o f the loca l e le c tr ic a l f ie ld  existing across the film . In  the 
case o f  the plain KCH e lec tro ly te  the rate controlling step is  the 
d iffu s ive  transport of the hydroxyl ion. The absence o f oscilla tions in 
the case o f amalgam electrodes and zinc oxide saturated electrolyte shows 
that the nature and conductivity o f the film  does not change. Osoillaticms 
in current are observed in the plain e lec tro ly te  with seme a lleys , 
indicating that the nature and conductivity o f the film  is  changing 
resulting in dissolution and reformation o f the insoluble corrosion producu.
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Figure 187. Plot o f *"Vs. at - i  »kO V.
-11. Zn in KDH slope h2 mV dec
2. Zn-Cd a llq ys in KCH slope 33 mV dec
3.
• -  saturated with ZnO slope 30 mV dec'
" " slope 26 mV dec*"^
» •» saturated with ZnO slope 20 mV dec
-1
,-1
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ico = níSbC®
or = c® = (?% *P [ (E -e") n P A l ]
Tolere is rate constant fo r  the reduction reaction,
C® is  the concentration at the electrode surface.
See reference 121.
A plot o f !'■' -vs-V“^ ahovdd give an intercept of l/ioo ^
o f 1(0 mH dec"'’ fo r Zn-Cd a lloys and 25 mV deo*'’ f o r  Zn-Cd-Hg alloys in 
plain e lec tro ly te ; idiereaa in ZnO saturated e lec tro ly te  fo r  Zn-Cd alloys 
30 mV deo-l and 18 mV dec"' fo r  Zn-Cd-flg a lloys. A test o f the^above 
equation is  shown in Figure 187 i*e re  i " '  is  plotted against «*5 . These 
values are indioated by the Zn-Cd a lloys in plain and ZnO saturated KCB 
and also by Zn-Cd-Hg a lloys in plain KCH within the lim its  o f experimental
error.
In  the active and passive regions the dissolution current is  found 
to he a function of rotation speed. Thus the reaction is  reversible under
2- Thediffusion control. The d iffusing ions ' o re  CH' and Zn(CH^ )^ 
passivating film  is  monomolecular over a considerable range o f potentials 
and at most up to 10 nm thick (several layers) , which is  the stable form as 
there is  always a balance between formation and dissolution. Long term 
galvanoatatic discharge studies (see chapter 6) indicate that i f  su fficient 
time is  allowed a thick film  eventually dissolves to leave a transparent 
film  o f thickness not more than 70 layers or of the order o f 10 nm thick. 
The passive film  has appreciable electron ic conductivity. The growth of 
the film  from a monolayer to many molecular layers probably follows a 
parabolic law,^2 from ^ ic h  deviations are observed when a crack, fo ld  or 
fissure occurs. The parabolic growth law is  consistent with the assumption 
that the necessary electron transfer process in the growth of cadmium and 
sine hydroxide occurs at the metal oxide in terface. Jletal ions go into 
solution and la ter deposit on the metal surface as an hydrated hydroxide,
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oxides or hydroxyl anions and metal cations. The passivation process 
involves the fonaation o f a new phase, in steps that include adsorption as 
an important intermediate stage. Here metal dissolution is  most respon­
sib le fo r  the magnitude of the current represented by a reaction o f the
type:
U = + ne
Formation o f an anodic film  may be represented by any of the follow ing
types o f reactions:
M + H2O = MO + 2H'*’ + 2e
M+HgO = MQH+H'*’ + e 
1£ + X HgO = X H2O + ne
H + (xrr)H20 = rM(CH)j * ne
The presence o f water is  a necessary factor fo r  the appearance o f passivity.
The CE’ /^UzO ra tio  at the in terface is  s ign ifican t. At low ratios the
electrode may behave according to the appropriate Pourbaix diagram (see
section  ^.A.2) . At higher ra tios  anodic brightening occurs
The passive films may be ^laracterised by th e ir  thickness, conposi*
tion and structure, and cond\ictivity. Film thidmess increases with both
time and potentia l, depends inversely on the dissolution current and
electron ic conductivity o f the film . Coulcmetrio and ellipscm etric
evidence'’23 sxiggests that the thickness varies from a monolayer in the
active region to up to  10 nm in the passive region
Purtheimoro, in the present programme of investigations the
application of the rotating disc technique siiggests that the passivation
process is diffusion dependent, udiich implies that a dissolution-précipitât ion
medianism is  operating. The passivation is  partly because of coverage o f the
electrode surface by anodic products and partly because o f their adverse
e ffe c t on the kinetics of the anodic dissolution o f the metal. The anodic
products are non-stoichiometric, e lectron ica lly  condvictive and non-protective
but nevertheless -bring about a sign iiioant decrease in the dissolution current
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x-ray pofwder d iffraction  carried out on a i vr/o Cd-Zn binary a lloy  
yielded information on the composition o f the passive film . The film  was 
composed o f metal dissolution products such as CdO, Zn(0H)2, 2n0 and Cd(0H)2 
The hydroxide o f zinc and oxide o f cadmium were present in la rger quantities 
compared to  that o f oxide o f zinc and hydroxide o f cadmium. Cadmium being 
in small quantity in the a lloy  metal, i t  was present in a proportional 
amount in the anodic products.
i f ,6 CONCLUSIONS
The follow ing conclusions can bo drawn from the anodic polarisation
studies described above.
if .6.1 In the active and passive regions the current is  dependent on the
rotatiOTi speed. As the speed o f rotation increases the criticaJ/p«8Lk 
cxurrent required fo r  passivation also increases.
i f .6.2 This rotation speed dependence of current indicates the processes are 
under diffusion control.
i f .6.3 The ions involved in diffusion are (H ' and Zn(OH)¿j. and cadmate, 
but in it ia l ly  Zn ”^*" and Cd^ "*" cations are involved.
if .6.if The active region Ta ie l slope varies frcxn 18 to i*0 mV with an
experimental error o f ±5 mV. This difference in T a fe l slope is  an 
indication of a change in the value of the transfer coe ffic ien t 'a ' 
and therefore o f a change in mechanism. The interpretations given 
by others workers have not led to a clear understanding of the 
phenomena.
if .6*3 Passiv ity  is  due to the formation of a i^iase monolayer on the elec­
trode surface. The reversible potential o f film  formation is  about 
100 mV more anodic than the Zn/ZnO electrode.
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4 .6 .iif Since the film  thickness does not va iy lin ea rly  with the potentia l 
one can assume a constant film  to solution potentia l difference and 
an independence of the free energy o f activation ( fo r  the passage 
of zinc ions through the film ) on the potentia l. The qualitative 
physical meaning of th is  is  a tightening of the monolayer film  on 
the surface with increase in the anodic poten tia l.
4 .6.15 Duo to  re v e rs ib ility  of film  dissolution the steady state current 
the film  thickness are functions of the convective conditions
at the electrode surface.
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CHAPTER FIVE
HYDROGEN OVEKPOTENTIAL ON THE ALLOYS ALKALINS SOLUTIONS
5,1 nnaicDUcgioN
Data on hydrogen overvoltage on the anodes of the alkaline 
battery is  both of theoretica l as w ell as practical importance. Despite 
th is , the s c ien tific  litera tu re does not contain much information. 
Zhoulodev and Stender^^O measured hydrogen overvoltage on a number o f 
metals in 6 mol dm'  ^ sodiirm hydroxide in an open vessel. Jofa and co- 
workers^^ measured th is on a zinc surface in d ifferen t concentrations o f 
potassium hydroxide solutions, Vorkapic and co-workers^^ measured th is 
on pure and- amalgamated zinc in concentrated potassium hydroxide solutions 
by gslvanostatic polarisation . T.S. Lee^'*^ measured this on pure zinc, 
zinc containing a known amount of impurities and some zinc a lloys fo r  
example zinc-lead, zinc-iron e tc . in 9 mol dm'  ^ potassium hydroxide. The 
purpose of th is  -work is  to report measurements o f hydrogen overvoltage on 
zinc-cadmium alloys in 6 mol dm“  ^ potassium hydroxide solution.
5.2 EXPERIMENTAL
The c e l l  used fo r  these experiments is the same as that used fo r  
the anodic polarisation studies. The c e l l  is a closed system with a 
s ligh tly  positive gas pressure to prevent a ir entry. Anode and cathode 
have separate compartments. A stream of high purity gas is  bubbled throu^ 
both the compartments. The com ter electrode was chosen from a largo 
p la tinm  gaxize. The working electrode was prepared as described ea r lie r . 
The experiments were carried out with the rotating disc electrode apparatus 
A mercury-mercuric oxide reference electrode was used, as b e fo re . The 
method of e lectro lyte preparation and a lloy preparation is  as previously 
described. The electro ly te was pre-electrolysed fo r  several days before 
the actxial measurements were carried out. To eliminate the risk o f 
dissolution of active metal into the e lec tro ly te , the working and counter
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eleotrodea were ooimeoted to the potentiostate hefore the entry. 7/enlcmg 
polariaation aaeenibly described ea r lie r  was used as a source o f oonbtant 
potentia l fo r  potentiostatio reasurements and as a source o f constant 
current fo r galvanostatic measurements. The potentials were meamrred with 
a S inc la ir d ig ita l voltmeter DBIfSO and the currents by Avo Meter Model 8 . 
The measurements were carried out frcm the high current density end to the 
low current density region and back again, th is process was then repeated. 
The steady potential was recorded at each current density fo r  galvanostatio 
measurements and steady current was recorded fo r  each potentia l, in 
potentiostatio measurements. Variations of a few m illiv o lts  were observed 
in steady potentials in each d irection . However, these were reproducible. 
Experiments were repeated u n til reproducible data was obtained. This 
required an average o f three runs. The temperature o f the c e l l  was
maintained at 25**C t  0#i C.
Zino oxide saturated e lectro ly te  could not be used in these 
experiments because the hydrogen evolution and zinc deposition potentials 
p ractica lly  coincide, thus current drawn would mainly be due to sine 
deposition, masking the current due to hydrogen evolution.
5.3  RBSTILTS AHD DI3O1SSI0M
The electrode potentials and the logarithm o f current density p lots 
fo r  Zn, Cd and their a llqys in 6 mol dm-^ KOH at 25“c are shown in Figures 
188-196. The transfer coe ffic ien ts  o , and the exchange current densities 
io , fo r  the hydrogen disdiarge reaction were obtained from these p lo ts .
These parameters are lis te d  in Table 20. Figure 197 shows the Ta fe l curves 
(lin ea r  regions) of the hydrogen evolution reaction curves fo r the metals
plotted together on the same paper.
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Table 20
Uetal
Zn
0.05 ^  Cd
0.20 It
i .0 n
2.0 ft
5.0 tt
10.0 tt
25 .0 ft
Cd
Electrochemical parameters fo r  the hydro^Q^  ^ evolutijm 
process in. 6 mol <im at 23 _Q
Potent iostat ic  Method Galvanostat ic  Method
b a 0^ b a
mV dec"^ Am'^ mV dec”
115 0.51 1 ,1  X 10^ 120
0.49
115 0.51 2.7 xIO^ 120 0.49
115 0.51 1 .4 x 10^ 120 0.49
120 0.49 4 xIO^ 125 0.47
125 0.47 4 xIO^ 130 0.45
130 0.45 2 xIO^ 135 0.A4
135 0.44 4x10^ 1/+0 0.42
li»-5 0.42 2 X 10^ 150 0.39
145 0.41 8 xIO“ ^ 150 0.39
Am'-2
9 3c10-1
The overa ll raaotion fo r  the hydrogen evolution process in 
alkaline medium may be written as;
2H2O + 2e<— ►  H2 + 20H
I t  is  w e ll known that th is is  a multistage process. As a f i r s t  step, 
water moaecules accept an electron to breakdown into hydro^ l ion and an 
hydrogen atom. The hydrogen atom being very reactive bonds on to a metal 
atom, forming an M-H bond, and is  said to be adsorbed. Thus
HgO + e = Ce + Hads
Hers i t  is  obvious that the adsorption energy of hydrogen on metal, the 
electron work function of the metal, the metal to  solution potential 
d ifference, and the V+; potential are important parameters. Loss of 
hydrogen from H2O molecule involves stretching of the 0-H bond. The 
hydrogen ion or the proton behaves, not in a c lassica l manner, but its  
behaviour is  essentia lly of quantum mechanical in nature, 'ilie hydrogen
2S7
ion can not exist as H* in the aqueous solutions. I t  is  surrounded by 
four HjO molecules, idiidi occupy comers o f a tetrahedron, H* being in the 
centre. The least complicated, acceptable structure is  H3O+ vrhidi repre­
sents a weak hydrogen bond. On metals read ily adsorbing hydrogen, the 
absorption occurs practica lly  instantaneously. Such metals are arsenic, 
stee ls , P t , Pd, e tc . The adsorption energy would be exotheimxc m  nature. 
For metals adsorbing hydrogen poorly, the adsorption energy would be endo- 
theimio, and aotiwation energy required would practica lly  be equal to the 
adsorption heat, and the activation  energy o f the recombination would be 
close to zero. The nature of the metal and the solution are c learly  
•important factors e
The desorption of adsorbed hydrogen atoms can take place v ia  tvo 
routes. The diemical desorption, in which two adsorbed hydrogen atoms 
combine together to fonn an Hs molecule because the f i r s t  shell is  stable 
^ e n  there are two electrons with opposite spins. A fte r a l l ,  hydrogen 
atoms cannot ex is t, but molecules can and are more stable; the combination 
releasing an exothermic bond energy. The reaction can be written as:
2Had: H2
This is  mor  ^ lik e ly  with metals whose M-H bond energy is  very low, ^ e r e  
the discharge activation energy is  independent o f electron work function 
of the metal. BxEtmples of such metals are P t, Pd, Rh, etc.
The recombination can also take place by electrochemical desorption
X ed •
Hads +■ e + H2O Hg + OK
Electrochemical desorption is  most lik e ly  to occur fo r  metals with lowest
adsorption heat e .g . Zn, Cd, Hg, Pb, Sn, Ga etc.
The mechanism of hydrogen evolution at very negative overpotentials
(than their equilibrium values) depends not so much on the ratio of 
exchange currents as on the ra tio  of reaction rate constants. The depen­
dence of the la t te r  on the hydrogen adsorption heat wuld be determined by
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the e ffe c t  o f adsorption heat on the activation energy. Rate constant 
r ises  with ris in g  bond energy fo r  discharge but fa l ls  fo r  the desorption 
and recombination. The ra tio  of the rate constants fo r  slow discharge and 
electrochemical desorption is  talcen as a criterion  fo r  the choice o f rate 
determining step. For metals liJce Zn, Cd, Hg and amalgams a slow b a rr ie r­
less discharge with electrochemical desorption is  a most l ik e ly  mechaniau.
A. ,r-°n amount o f Gd in Zn does not change the slope 'b ' or io  much 
one way or the other. As the Cd content increases, these parameters change 
to values approaching those o f Cd.
The hydrogen evolution through anodic dissolution, on the other hand, 
depends on the corrosion current in the region o f active dissolution. Thus 
the rate o f hydrogen evolution w i l l  be a measure o f corrosion current.
Upon increasing the potential rn a positive d irection , passivity sets in  
when precip itation  of insoluble anodic products hinders tire kinetic 
dissolution of metal and the corrosion current fa l ls  to  a constant low 
value, which is  independent of the potential. This is  reflected in the
rate o f hydrogen evolution.
The anodic reaction of zinc dissolution in alkaline solution can be 
represented by curve • a* , which w i l l  not vary under a given condition.
The cathodic reaction o f hydrogen evolution can be represented by curve -b* , 
which w i l l  vary depending on the metal surface i . e .  whether i t  is Zn-Cd 
a llo y  or Zn-Cd-«g a lloy or pure Zn etc. Thus a family of curves can be 
drawn. The intersection of curves ’ a* and 'b* defines corrosion potential 
and corrosion current. Thus lower slope of curve ’ b’ or sh ifting xt to 
the l e f t  w i l l  result in  a decrease in the corrosion current. The MnOa and 
HgO depolarisers and amalgamation do this. Additions o f Cd also have th is 
same e ffe c t  as found through the present investigations. This is  
illu stra ted  in Figure 19&.
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chapter
CONSTANT QUHHEtg? DISCHAEG-S BEHAVIOI3R
6.1 TNTRODUCnON
The previous work^^ carried out by the author in th is direction 
consisted o f applying a current step and studying the potential-tune 
behaviour of the a lloy  (see section ^.k.3•3) . The chronopotentiograms *«ere 
obtained fo r current densities ranging from 30 A m"2 to 2100 A fo r  
approximately tv7o minutes. These experiments were carried out at d iffe ren t 
temperatures namely 25, 35 and A5®C. The chart recorder used was a Bryans 
X-Y 26000/A-A with a time base fa c i l i t y .  The time base could provide 
various sweep rates. At the la ^ s t  sweep rate the maximum time in terva l 
available was 12 minutes. The specimens were repolished a fte r  each nm,
i . e .  each chrcnopotentiogram obtained was on a fresh surface. The working 
electrode, during these experiments, was held v e r t ic a lly  at the w a ll o f the 
electrochemical c e l l .  I t  is  because of these differences that s tr ic t  
comparison of th is work with the present studies has severe lim itations.
In  assessing the results o f th is series o f experiments, i t  was realised that;
a) The tests  were not carried out fo r  a su ffic ien tly  long period o f time.
b) The current densities used were very high. This was so because o f a very 
short test duration of 2 minutes. Only high current densities could lead
to a transition time o f th is order.
c) Long tern tests with electrodes, remaining in constant contact with the 
e lec tro ly te , should be able to simulate the c e ll  performance more closely 
in the conditions under which c e ll  electrodes discharge. The work 
described below was undertaken to extend the range o f assessment of th is 
anodic discharge behaviour, bearing in mind the lim itations outlined
above.
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(^)
figure 199 D9ta U 3 of oonstruotion of parts required fo r  the 
chronopotent iometris experinents.
(a) Perspex mounting plate.
(b) E lectrolyte reservoir holding Hg-HgO reference 
electrode.
(c) Polarisation c e l l  assembly showing nickel co’jn ter 
electrode, specimen, and Luggin probe in position
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acted as a reserro ir o f e le c tro ly te . The le v e l o f e lec tro ly te  inside the 
electrochemical c e lls  was controlled hy adjusting the h e i^ t  of the 
container with respect to  the c e lls .  By p a r t ia lly  opening or closing the 
atopcocsc the pressure o f the inert gas, ccming through the other end. was 
dianged to obtain additional help in controlling the le v e l of e lec tro ly te  
in the c e lls .  The nitrogen supply was distributed to individual o e lls  
through a main glass tube with several side arms sim ilar to the one shown 
in Figure 55, but much smaller in s ire . Figure 19B-b shows the drawing o f
th is  container #
The electrochemical c e lls  were mounted on a thick circu lar Perspex 
plate made to the drawing shown in  Figure 199 '» •  The c e lls  were arranged 
along the periphery o f a c irc le  250 mm diameter. A maximum of ten c e lls  
could be acoomnodated. The p late was 5i0 mm in diameter. A circu lar hole 
60 mm in diameter was out through the centre to take up the e lec tro ly te  
reservoir. The c e lls  sat in recessed holes o f 30 mm diameter. The p la te- 
stand was f it te d  with four legs o f suitable length made out of Perspex rods 
o f suitable diameter. The legs were glued on by Ter.sol cement, and between 
an adjacent pair a perspex plate was fixed . This plate served as a mount 
fo r  a two gang single pole single throw switch used to connect each c e l l  at 
a time to the galvanostat. The experimental set up described is  shown m
Figure 200.
The reference electrode was connected d irec tly  to the galvanostat 
because i t  was common to a l l  probes. The counter electrodes were connected 
to one gang of poles and the working electrode leads to  the second gang.
The c e lls  and the poles were marked fo r  id en tifica tion . Thus at each 
position o f the switch only one of the oeUs was connected to the galvano- 
etat, the others being on open c ircu it. There was an "o f f"  position in which 
a l l  the ce lls  were on open c ir c u it . The ’.Tenking fa c i l i t y  was used as a 
galvanostat. An Avometer itodel 8 was used to measure currents and a S incla ir 
Model DU A50 d ig ica l voltmeter was used to  measure potentials. A Bryans 
28000 x-t chart recorder was used to record the chronopotentiogrems.
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Experiments *ere  conducted at regular in tervals when the c e lls  were d is -  
drarged ^ Iv a n cs ta t ic a lly . For the rest of the time they were le f t  on open 
c ircu it. In  these e:^eriments the area of the electrodes was O.W 
the volume o f e lec tro ly te  used was 11 , therefore the ratio  of volume to
area was 35
The apparatus and pieces o f equipment were assembled and connected.
The c e lls  were purged with nitrogen. The reservoir was f i l l e d  with the 
e lec tro ly te  and the le v e l in eadr c e l l  was adjusted by the means described 
ea r lie r . S tirrin g or bubbling with gas was avoided in order to  simulate the 
quiescent conditions o f a battery c e l l .  The chart recorder time base was 
selected to  give a suitable chart speed and the measured poten tia l o f the 
working electrode was applied to  the x-axis. Thus when a given current was 
supplied by the galvanostat a drronopotentiogrem was recorded on the chart 
recorder. The chart recorder was capable o f measuring a wide range of time 
in terva ls , thus passivation time " V  and therefore transition  time could be 
determined fo r  various values o f current densities. This was not possible 
on the chart recorder used previously, where the maximum time in terval that 
could be measured was 12 minutes. At very high current densities the passi­
vation is  very fa s t . On the other hand, at very low current densities the 
passivation time may be so long that i t  is  not practicable to measure i t  and 
i t  could be said that the specimen does not passivate. The values o f current 
densities selected were such that they were neither very h i^ ,  nor very low 
bufmoderate- so that the passivation times obtained were more r e a lis t ic . 
These •moderate' current density values would also be more near to the values
encountered in practical battery usage.
Potential-time curves were recorded over a range o f current densities
u n til the electrodes passivated. Only ten alloys could be used fo r  these 
experiments. Because of lack of time and the problems encomtered with 
lealage in the electrochem i^l ce lls  while the experiments were in progress 
more work could not be undertaken. To extend the time scale of these 
experiments a new design o f ce lls  (such as one incorporating sealed glass 
Joints) with freedom from leakage would be
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required. In view o f the aggressiveness o f concentrated KDH solution, any 
new design should be proved f i r s t  by running du iw  tests  before actual 
experiments could begin. This was not possible due to shortage of time 
ava ilab le . Experiments had to be tem inated when su ffic ien t data of 
significance had been obtained on the ten a lloys , four o f which were 2.5 
w/o Hg amalgams.
6.3 RESUI'TS AKD DISCUSSION
Figures 201-208 represent the chrcnopotentiograms obtained ea r lie r  
on fresh, clean and v e r t ica l surfaces at 25®C in 6 mol dm'  ^ KOH saturated 
with ZnO under quiescent c o n d i t i o n s A s  can be seen from the time axis 
these tests  were fo r  a short duration and therefore transition  times could 
only be measxired at h i ^  current densities, where th is was less than or 
equal to  two minutes. Figures 209-21-  ^ represent chronopotentiograms fo r  
ten a lloys, including four amalgams, used during the present experiments. 
Here the electrodes were horizontal, facing upwards and the surfaces were 
always in contact with the e lec tro ly te . The e lectro ly te  used was the same 
as be fore , namely 6 mol dm”  ^ KCH saturated with ZnO.
Table 21 l is t e  the ralues o f steady state electrode potentiala at 
various current densities fo r  these a llqye as obtained from the ohronopoten- 
tiogiams. The data in Table 21 is  plotted in Figure 215. la  this p lot, in 
the interest o f c la r ity , the 0.2 V o  Cd and its  2.5 w/o Hg analgsm have been 
represented by the same symbol. The same is  true fo r  1.0 w/o Od and 2.0 w/o 
Cd alloys and th e ir  2.5 w/o Hg amalgam. This is  so because the plotted 
points are almost coincidental to each other. D ifferent symbols could, 
however, be chosen fo r  5.0 w/o Cd and it s  2.5 w/o Hg amalgam because the 
p lots are quite d is tin ct. For 0.05 w/o Cd, 0.2 w/o Cd, 1.0 w/o Cd and the ir 
amalgams the points at in i t ia l  current densities are crowded together and 
therefore fo r  the sake o f c la r ity  these have been displaced horiaontally and
ve r t ic a lly .
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Table 21 Values o f steady state electrode potentials fo r  the 
a lloys at various current densities at 25 G foi* h öri­
gen ta l electrodes facing upwards and in long tern 
contact with émoi dra"*^  KOH saturated with ZnO
A llo y Steady state p o te n tia l, negat
ive vs .Hg-HgO reference/V
V
w/ 0 Cd
Current Density A ;
J
nominal 150 300 éoo 9C0
1200 1500
0.05 1.520 1 . 3 1 0
1 .290 1 . 2 7 0 1 .2 50 1 . 2 3 5
A
> 0.20 1 . 3 2 0 1 . 3 1 0 1 .2 9 0
1 . 2 6 5 1 .21*0 1 . 2 3 5
1
1 .00 1.320 1 . 3 0 0 1 . 2 9 0
1 . 2 5 0 1 . 2 3 0 1 .2 2 5
4 2.00 1.515 1 . 3 0 1 1 . 2 7 5
1 .2 5 0 1 .220 1 . 2 1 3
1
5.00 1.307 1.29if 1 .2éA
1 .2 3 6 1 . 1 9 6 1 . 1 8 0
25.00 1.295 1 . 2 7 8 1 .21*3
1 . 2 1 8 1 . 1 8 0 1 . 1 6 8
0 .2+2.5 V  0 Hg 1.325 1 . 3 1 5 1 . 2 9 0
1 .2 6 5 1 . 2 3 5 1 .230
■f
1.0+2.5 Hg 1.325 1 . 3 1 0 1 . 2 9 1
1 .2é0 1 .229 1 . 2 1 7
* 2.0+2.5 w/o Hg 1 . 3 1 5 1 . 2 9 8
1 . 2 7 2 1 .2 5 0 1 .220 1 .21A
4
5.0 2.5 V o Hg 1 . 3 1 0 1 .2 9 2 1 .2é0
1 . 2 3 0 1.200 1 . 1 8 0
The slopes of ouives in Figure 21S* have been compared with the slopes 
o f potentiodynamio our.es reported in Chapter I.. These values are set out 
in Table 22. This shows that although electrode configuration, mass trans­
port conditions and the electrode area to  electrolyt® ’ »I™® 
d iffe ren t, the values o f tha slopes are oonparaole.
-1 .i6i
-1 .-iS
.2G
.22|
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-0
-1 .21 .(T
-i .26
-1.26'
- 1.30
-1 .32
2CO 2+00 600 SOC 1000
current dens it  7/A
1200 12+00
Figure 215 . Derived potential-current density curves fo r the allo/s in 6 m 
an-5 KDH saturated with 2n0 at 25°C. on horizontal electrodes.
■ 5 Gd
2 Gd 02 Cd + 2.5 Hg 5 Cd
> A 25 Cd
1 Cd • 0.05
1 Gd + 2.5 Hg •
0.02 Cd
0.2 Cd + 2 .5 Hg
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Table 22. Cooparison of the slopes o f the i-E curves
A lloy  
w/ o Cd 
Nominal
Potentiodynamic *G-alvanostatic G-alvanostatic 
method method method
horizontal horizontal
face down face up
vertica l
electrode
Table 23-
A lloy 
w/ o Cd 
nominal
Values of steady state electrode potentials fo r  the alloys 
at various current densities at 25°C fo r  ve rtica l e lec ­
trodes using fresh surfaces in 6 mol dm  ^ KOH saturated 
with
Steady State Potential, negative vs.Hg-H^ reference/?
current density/A m
30 150 300 6C0 900 1200
1500 1800
1.33^ i .320 1.310 1.294 A.21k 1 .254
1.234 1 .204
1.328 1.3iT 1.308 1.292 1 .272 1 .255 1.234
1 .204
i .326 1.316 l.30if 1.290 1 .268 1 .248
i .220 1 .180
i.32if 1.313 1.300 1.286 1 .264 1.243
1 .218 1 .190
1.324 1.310 1.298 1 .212 1 .246 1.216
1 .180 1 .184
1.324- 1.308 1.292 1.262 1 .230
1 .ISO 1.167 1 .180
k:
12C0
900
a 800
7 0 0
600
500
ifOO
ri
2 500
200
100
Figure 216
316
0 .05 V  o Gd
0.20 V o  Cd +
1 .0 w/o Cd X
2.0 w/o Cd
5 .0 w/o Cd
25 .0 w/o Gd A
iO 11 12 13 1^
t X 10-
P ^
.  plot of applied current density v s . inverse of s^ axe root 
of passivation t l t e  on horizontal electrodes facin g upward 
at 25°C in 6 mol KCH sat..orated with ZnO.
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I t  should be noted thnt the electrodes in these experiments were horizontal 
faoing upwards, thus the natural oonvection was assisted by th is  configura­
tion . The variation  o f slopes and the distribution o f values is  quite 
scattered as the values were obtained experimentally and therefore su J 
to experimental errors and the e ffe c t  of long term contact with the
e lectro ly te .
Table 25 l i s t s  calculated transition times fo r  the a lloys fo r  some 
current densities at 25°C on v e r t ic a l electrodes sunder quiescent conditions. 
This data was obtained from previous worlc.'?'  ^ The transition  times obtained 
experimentally 'rere at very h i ^  current densities so that a l l  values r «re  
leas than 2 minutes. These measurements represented single experiments on
fresh, vertica l surfaces.
Table 25. Calculated values of transition time fo r the alloys on 
vertica l electrodes with fresh surface, at 25°C, at 
various current densities”^ ^
Transition tirae/ s
A lloy  
w/o Cd
Current
density
A
300 600 900 1200 1500 1800
2100
0.05 2if50 625 287
152 100 7^ kS
0.20 3850 1100 566 330
198 ^kk 110
2.00 1011 236 lOif
62 39 30 20
5.00 2750 216 356 20k
126 83 59
25.00 ¥)0 97
46 26 18 V .short V .short
This data has been plotted in P i^ r e  2i7 . The transition time v^as calculated j 
ass,ming that i t  is  inversely proportional to the square o f the current 
density. The curves pass through the origin  fo r  this reason. I t  was assumed| 
that the concept o f a "threshold- current density does not apply in the case | 
of gravity balancing the natural convection in the case o f vertica l
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allowed su ffic ien t time fo r  the thick passive film  to redissolve so that 
the surface became bright again covered only with a transparent anodic 
film . In th is state the electrodes regain th e ir  a b il ity  to repassivate 
at a higher current density and a fte r  a longer time. The electrode 
potentials are not a ffected  by these factors to any significant extent.
6 .If CONCLPSIONS
6.lf.1 At low and moderate current densities the electrode potentia l 
assumes a steady state value a fte r  a very short time.
6.if.2 At high current densities the electrode potential becomes more
anodic continuously un til passivation sets in, whence the potential
rises very steeply.
6.if.3 At lower current densities the transition time is  longer and at 
higher current densities the transition time is  much shorter. A 
plot o f i  vs . t “^  resulting in a s t r a i^ t  lin e confirms the re lation­
ship mentioned in section i.if»3 »5 «
For horizontal electrodes, where convection assists ionic movement 
in the electrolyte, the electrodes do not passivate helow a certain 
"threshold” value o f current density.
6./f.5 For low cadmium alloys the transition times are much longer than 
those fo r  h i ^  cadmium a lloys .
6 A .6  Higher cadmium alloys passivate at lower current densities than do 
low cadmitan a lloys .
6.if .7 The presence o f mercury does not make any difference to the 
passivation properties o f the Zn-Cd alloys.
6.i f .8 For a given current density, electrode potentials become less 
negative or more anodic with increasing cadmium content.
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éA .9  ííith  increasing ouïrent density the electrode potential increases 
in the anodic d irection . The tendency to passivate increases with
increasing cadmim content.
6.1 .^10 The anodic slopes of i-E curves obtained hy either the potentio- 
dynamio or galvanostatio net hod are comparable. Thus the 
differences in the electrode geonetiy, mass transport conditions 
and the e lec tro ly te  volume to electrode surface area ra tio  does 
not seem to have much e ffe c t  on this parameter.
6.4.11 For low Cd contents the slopes of i  vs. tp "^ straight lines are
lik e ly  to be sim ilar to that c f Zn, while at l^w/o or higher Od  ^
content tire slopes decrease from 100 A m  ^ s  ^ to  60 A m s 
and probably approach values closer to that fo r  Cd. This modifi 
cation by Cd is  corroborated by the RDE studies where a secondary 
passivation peak is  observed at higher Cd contents.
6.A.12 A change in slope o f these lines could be indieative o f a change 
in meav^ism or of a sign ificant influence cf presence of Cd to 
change the value o f c r it ic a l concentration o f anodic products at
the surface required fo r passivation.
6.A.13 The straight lines o f i  vs. tp i plot do not sho^ v any connection 
between the Cd content and the slope. This may be due to the 
s ligh t inhomogeneity of the thermally prepared a lloys.
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chapter seven
STUDIES ON ET.EGrRQDEPOSiriON OF Zn-Cd. Zn>Cd-Hg ALK)YS
7.i INTRODUCTION
To study further the electrochemical properties o f the zdnc-cadmium 
alloys i t  -Vías considered worthwhile to pursue the p o ss ib ilit ie s  o f using 
material in powder form comparable to existing commercial practice, e .g . 
Malloiy products. Prospects with gas blown powder froa  molten state as 
practised with the production o f powdered zinc, were not promising with 
these a lloys . The powder partic les when examined under the microscope were 
shaped likre a "frozen fa l l in g  drop" - an elongated pear shape with a very 
smooth surface. An a lternative proposal to prepare material by e lec tro ­
deposition was thought to be a more viable prospect. I t  was known that 
Crompton-Parkinson makB an encapsulated sealed Cd-HgO ceU  on a commercial 
scale in -?diich the cadmium electrode is  electrofom ed on a n ickel gauze. I t  
was also established that the principle o f the electrodeposition o f a lloys
by a simultaneous discharge o f the cations of two or more metals on a
117
suitable substrate was w e ll documented.
7.2  fracjical considerations m  alloy la.TCCTaoDEPOsirioN
7 .2 .1  Themodim«m1r tspecta. The standard reduction potentials of zinc,
cadmium and mercury are “  "^*763 7. BcdS+yo^ “ •O.if05 V and
/Hg -  +0-789 7, a l l  measured with reference to  the standard hydrogen 
eleotrode. However these can he taken only as a rough guide to predict the 
p o ss ib ility  o f code position o f two metals. These values are based on thermo 
dynamic equilibrium, whUe in practice electrode polarisation causes these 
values to  sh ift in the negative direction, lihen complex ions are used more 
negative potentials occur. Therefore methods are required fo r  bringing 
potentia ls closer together. Static standard potentials can be brought 
together by dianging the concentrations o f the salts in the solution or by
52^
using complex ion formation. However d ilu tion  does not result in sufficxent 
change in potentia l fo r  most pairs o f metals to make co-deposition p rac ti­
cable. The equilibrium potentia l at an a c tiv ity  a>^+ of dissolved ions o f 
valency ’ n' at 298 K is  given by the Nemst equation:
B = log ( V * )
(with usuad meanings fo r  the notation)
A hundredfold decrease in  the concentration o f a divalent salt of the more 
noble metal would make the potential o f the electrode only about 0.06 V more 
negative. Purthemore, the use o f a d ilute solution o f the more noble metal 
in an a llo y  bath is  impraotioable because vdien the concentration o f the more 
noble metal is  less than 1;^  that o f the other, the concentration changes so 
rapidly during deposition that a lloys o f reproducible ccmposition cannot be 
obtained. However, th is method o f varying the ra tio  o f ions is  suitable when 
the equilibrium potentials o f the metals being deposited are in it ia l ly  
comparable, whence i t  is  used to control the composition of the a lloy  being 
deposited and is  commonly employed fo r  th is p\irppse.
7.2.2. homolex Formation. A much more e ffe c t iv e  method o f displacing the 
equilibrium potentials of metals in order to bring the deposition potentials
closer together is  by the method o f complex f  ormat ion . Thus
Zn(CN)^” + 2e = Zn + min" . = - i .26 V
Zn02 + 2H2O + 2e = Zn MH » E"  ^= -1 .2i6 V
Cd(CN)^’  2e = Cd + ¿»-Cli , s *■= -1.03 V
and Hg(GN)^' 2e = Hg + . E'*'= -0.57 V .
The potentials can be brought together ^ h e r  by e ither using d ifferen t 
complexes fo r  each ion an4/or by increasing the concentration of free
complexing ligand.
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Figure 2^S
Influence o f cathode current density on the 
oo-deposition of Zn and Cd. Uncoireoted values
a j  ^ / are indicated,
o f -Cd^VCd
(A fte r Vagramyan '^*®)
5 2d
■j .2.5 Tnfluence o f rinrrent Penalty. The simultaneous deposition o f two 
d ifferen t metals can be achieved by using the lim iting current attained fo r  
the more noble metal, ka the cathode over potentia l of the electrode 
increases, the discharge o f ions o f the less noble metal hecases possible. 
Figure 21ft shows the re lation  between current density and cathode potential 
fo r  a 2 mol dm'^ Zn SOj,, and 0.1 mol dm'^ Od solution. The lim iting 
current density under these conditions fo r  cadmium is  about 25 A m'^ a fte r  
which simultaneous deposition o f Zn and Cd begins. However the practical 
application o f th is does not always give good resu lts , because the quality
of deposit may be unsatisfactory.
7.2.1f Addition Agents. D ifferen t surface active materials may have a 
marked e ffe c t  on the rate o f discharge o f ions retarding or accelerating 
the discharge rate o f cne ion while having no e ffe c t  on other ions. This 
behaviour makes i t  possible in some oases to achieve the simultaneous 
discharge o f ions o f metals having widely d iffe ren t normal potentials.
This phenomenon can be explained on the basis o f adsorption of the surface 
active material on the cathode. Thus addition agents can bring about oo- 
deposition by bringing the deposition potentials closer. Small concentra­
tion  changes o f addition agents can produce large changes in the composition 
o f the deposits. The concentration o f an addition agent required to produce 
an appreciable e ffe c t is  much smaller than that o f a complexing agent. In 
the presence o f an addition agent the composition o f the deposit may 
rapidly approach a lim itin g value. Addition agents are usually most 
e ffe c t iv e  in simple ion baths, the content o f the less noble metal being 
increased by the incoiporation of the addition agent.
7,3
7.3.1 and Circuit Diagram. The apparatus used consists of a
100 V D.C. power supply which could supply up to 10 Amps. A 500 ohm, 2 Amps 
rheostat was used as a potential d ivider to give a controlled voltage and
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bath composition over long periods -which could be achieved by using two 
soluble anodes o f d iffe ren t areas o f immersion controlled independently by 
two c ircu its  or by adding metal sa lts  in a fijced ratio  at regular in tervals.
Bath Composition. A composition based on the sulphate bath is  given 
below in Table 26.
Table 26. A t-ypical Zn-Cd a lloy  ~bath
Constituent
Zn SOi^  . 7 H2O 
3Cd . fiHgO 
Al2(S0|^3 . I 6H2O 
Gelatin
Concentration 
g dm"^
ileta l ion 
concent rat ion 
g dm"^
Jfi of-bath 5 .6- 3 .8 , temperature 25°C. current aensity 100-500 A 
depending upon the type of deposit required, increasing current density 
leading to  coarser c ry s ta llin ity , »h ile  low current density gives rise to 
f in e , coherent, bright deposits. To observe the influence o f bath composi­
tion  on the composition o f the eleotrodeposited a lloy , the cadmium content 
o f the bath was varied ^ i l e  the zinc content was kept constant.
)le 27 . Variation : 
Zn-Cd bath ratios
Concentration of Concentration
Ratio
3 Cd SOi^  . 8H2O of cadmium Zn:Cd
g dm"^ g
5 2.19
7.25:1
if 1.75
9 .08:1
3
12.1A:1
2 0.88 18.07:1
1 0 .Mf
36. 1if:1
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Since the deposit required should he in the form o f coarse crystals i t  was 
not essentia l to resort to  cyanide baths or employ a va rie ty  o f addition 
agents. For ternary alloys a further modification is  indicated in Table 28
below:
Table 28. A typical bath composition f or Zn-Cd~Hg a i l o ^
Concentration 
g dm"^
70
concentration 
g dm"  ^
i5.50 
0.88 
i .0
Constituent
Zn SO  ^ . 7H2O
5 Cd . ^ 2 ^
ngCNOj) 2 • ^2^
1 1 2 ( 302^3 . '»& 2O 
ge la tin
The tenperature of the bath «aa^maintained at 25 °C. The current 
density ir.ay be varied frm  100- 50ofdrpending upon the type and composition 
of the deposit required. The mercury content is  varied as indicated in 
Table 29, eh ile  zinc and cadmium contents are kept constant
Table 29. ’.larcuT'  ^ conoentratron in Zn/Cd oai.h
Concentration of 
Hg(N03) 2 • ^20 
g
0,k21
0.65^
. 281'
Uerojiry
concentration
g
0.25
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Figure 220. Calibration curve fo r  the chemical analysis o f cadmium 
by atomic absorption spectrcmetry.
L
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•,.5.5 Analvaia of Rlactrodeposlted A llo ys . Zine-oadmium alloys do not 
lend themselves to the conventional analytical techniques because o f th e ir  
almost identica l chemical nature. However i t  is  possible to analyse the 
alloys by oolorim etiy using dithizone as a complexing agent. This is a 
lengthy process. A much simpler technique is  atomic absorption speotrometiy. 
A representative sample of the aUoy is  dissolved in dilute HCl and the 
volume made up to one l i t r e .  A fte r  calibrating the instrument with standard 
solutions of known concentration, a known amount o f the a lloy was dissolved 
in a minimum quantity o f i w/o HCl acid and the volume was made to 1-0 Jm .^ 
This solution -aould be fa r  too concentrated to be used in measuring 
absorbonoes. This was therefore diluted u n til such time as i t  gave 
absorbance reading within the lin ea r region of the curve. By using th is 
procedure the metal content o f an unknown sample was calculated. The 
technique is  quite accurate except fo r the errors involved in d ilu tion .
The measurements were repeated several times until reproducible results were
obtained. Fisuves 22.0 - i i x  SVuau Ko culCbratAvr, cuvves use a to  anaLjse
vx-n k.'AoWTi sawvy>\es.
7 .if RESULTS
Influence o f Addition Agent. Using a bath containing 70 g dm ^
Zn SO,, . TA^O, 5 g dm-3 3 Cd SO,, . SR^O. and 30 g am'  ^ Al^CSO,,), . laisO, 
i . e .  a Zn to Cd ra tio  o f approximately 7:1 and a soluble anode o f zinc f o i l ,  
a deposit o f 17 to 20 V o  Cd was obtained at current densities o f 300 A m'^ 
and over. T«hen 0 .2^ .25  g d«‘  ^ g^l-^in was added the same bath composition 
gave a 7 to  8 w/o Od-Zn a lloy . I f  the amount o f addition agent (gelatin ) 
was varied the deposit composition varied accordingly. This is  illu strated
in Table 50 •
j
35^
«'ig’ore 223. Variation of cadmiiAra content in the deposit with the 
variation in the gelatin content of the hath.
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’Pa'ble 30. VarisL'tioii of ~th6 deposit conipo3i.tion vn.'tli 
p;e la tin  content o f the bath
Gelatin content 
g dia"^
w/o Cd in the deposit
0 20.0
0.1 16.1
0.2 10.2
0.5 7.9
O.A A.O
Figure 223 depicts th is  relation  graphically.
Influence o f current density;. A series o f plating experiments 
carried out at various current densities whilst the hath oonposition, 
temperaturs and the pH were maintained constant. The data are reported m 
Table 51 and the progressive variation  of composition with current density
is  evident.
Table 3 1 . Influence of  current density on the, cempositagi 
o f the deposit
c.d./A
yr/o Cd in 
the deposit
Figure 22,4 depicts th is relation graphically. Figure 229 shows the 
influence o f current density on the mercury content in the deposit, fo r  the 
electrodeposition o f the ternary a lloys containing Zn, Cd and Hg. See
section J .L ,6,
7 .4.5 influence of rH. Another series o f experiments was carried ~ t  to 
establish the influence o f hath jH on the composition o f the deposit while 
maintaining other factors such as hath composition, temperature and our 
density constant. This data is  shown in Table 32, from which i t  is  seen 
that pH influences the composition only s l i ^ t l y  over the pH range o f 1 to 5.
100 200 300 hOO 500 600
700
3.70 ^.^0 if.80 5.10 5.50 6.20
6.80
Table 32. Influence o f pH on the composition  o f the depq3_:U
1 »0 2.0
w/ O Cd i .0 1 »0
3.0 if.O 5.0
1.1 1.2 1.5
This is  expected because the simple ions, used here, are not sensitive to 
pH variations. The irtate of the chemical combination of the simple ions is  
not a ffected by the changes in jH . Figure 225 is  a graphical représentât icm 
of the pH dependence o f the deposit composition.
7 .1 .^4 Influence o f l-'etal Content o f Bath. Cadmium is  a fa r  more readily 
depositahle metal than sine. As the Cd content o f the hath increases the Cd 
content o f the deposit also increases as shown in Table 35.
Table 33. Variation o f the deposit  ecniposition with Cd 
content o f the bath
w/o Cd in the bath 0 O.IA 0.88 i .3i i -75 2-19
w/o Cd in the deposit 0 1.30 2.85 A.75 5.é0 7"5
A clear rec tilin ea r re lation  is  evident between the two parameters indicating 
a 3.2A w/o Cd in deposit per 1 w/o change in Cd of the bath. This is  shown 
in Figure 226. The re lation  between the Cd content of the deposit with to ta l 
metal (Zn^* f  Cd^*) content o f the bath is  depected in Figure 227. This 
curve features a narrow band o f the bath metal content in which the deposit 
composition is  more or less constant. As mentxoned la ter on Figure 
the e ffe c t  of Hg content in the bath on the Hg content o f the deposit fo r  the 
electrxxieposition of the ternary alloys containing Zn. Cd and Hg.
7 .4.5 influence of Temperuturw. I t  was found drat both the binary and 
ternary deposits could be obtained sa tis fa c to rily  at ambient temperatures 
of 12-25°C. This feature is  very •aeloome from an economic point of view, 
since i t  is desirable fo r any process to be performed sa tis factorily  at room 
temperature so that savings in energy and therefore money could be made, 
some experiments were performed at elevated temperatures. The general
Z T>7
Figure 22A. Influence of current density on the composition of the 
deooait.
0 .¡4.382 0.876V 1.311*6 1 .7528 2.1910
w/o in the bath
2.5692
?iS.are 226. Halation bet,«en cadnixra content of the bath and 
the cadmiuni content of the deposit.
PiguT« 228. E ffect o f aercuiy content o f the hath on the 
composition o f the deposit.
Figure 229. Influence of
current density on the deposit composition.
3^2
effec t of temperature rise wee to  enhance the rate of deposition, hut the 
quality «as not a ffected to any extent. Two experiments were performed at 
h i^ e r  temperatures, one at w “c and the other at SO^C. These showed that 
there was a decrease in the zinc content - a l l  other factors heins constant.
7 .1^ .6 T„f1nence o f mercur-r ion concentration and the current density on
denosit comoosition fo r  ternary baths. A series o f experiments
eere conducted to  find out the influence o f changing concentration of mercury 
in the hath and the applied current density on the exposition  of the depo­
s it .  The results are plotted in Figures 228 and 219. I t  is  clearly evident 
that a direct relation exists between these parameters and the composition
o f the deposit.
7 .5 X-RA.Y DIFFRACTION glUDISS
7 .5 .1  General. Atomic absorption spectrometry proved that the powders 
obtained by electrodeposition contained the desired elements. To decide 
whether an a lloy  or Just an intimate mechanical mixture was obtained. X-ray 
d iffra c tion  studies -aero carried out. These studies helped to determine the 
size of c rys ta llites  deposited and proved that an a lloy has been obtained
rather than an inthnate mixture.
A Ph ilips X-ray powder diffractometer was used to obtain the
d iffraction  patterns by counting the d iffracted intensities point by point. 
The measurements o f these p ro files  with m iffioient precision fo r  crysta llite  
size calculations taxed the capabilities o f the spectrometer fo r  several 
reasons, including: ( 1) the weak peak intensities encountered in this work,
( 2) the re latively  high background counting rate,
( 5) b/B ratios are too large to give good precision.
Adjustment of tiie instalment fo r good resolution was possible by employing 
1 » divergence s lit  and 0.025= receiving s l i t  and correcting for the dead
t  -rtLM- beam size is 2 on X 1 cm. For more 
time of the Geiger counter. X ray beam a
, _ , n AliminiSi't6 scsittsring d.u6
accurate work an evacuated camera can be us
A  J
54“
C2) Other in tensities are much lower than those given in the 
indisx card.
( 3) The ' d* values are in excellent agreement.
Using the Bunn charts and reoheoking the results through the use o f the 
fonnulae sin=9 ^dV^a^) (h= .  hk .  k?) and X = 2 d sin 9,
c/a ra tio  was oalculated to he 1.857 which ocmpares with the lis ted  value
1 .856. The other lis ted  values fo r  zinc are;
hexagonal close packed structiire 
a = 2.6585 X 10'^ nm 
c = k.33k2 X iO'"' nm 
c/a 1 .856
The c rys ta llite  size it&s calculated on the (iOi) reflection .
N101 = Q X 57 *3Bi cos 0 
S
0.89 X ,^5h2  ^ X 57 
0.185 X cos(^3*2^2)
If6 nm
Pure
electrodsposited c a d » i «  gave the following d iffraction  result,
presented in Table 35
Table 35 Mooe^irement« from X-rav d i f f r a c t o g r ^
20
31.85 
3ÎÎ-.75 
38e¥) 
if7.85 
6i .20 
62.35 
71.80 
73.25 
75.60 
82.10
I/ Io  d = V 2 sin 0
50
100
12
10
k5
17
17
10"  ^ nm 
2.808 
2.580 
2.3^5 
1.899 
1.5i5 
l.if90 
l.3 i6
1.290 
1 .258 
1.17^
Reflection
(hkl) 
(002) 
(100) 
( 101) 
( 102) 
(103) 
( 110) 
( 112) 
( 200) 
( 201) 
( 202)
3 ^
aeoarfcs:- ( l )  Zn (101) plane gives the naximum re flected  intensity.
(2) Cd (101) plane gives a maximum reflected intensity which is
half that of zinc.
(5) ’d’ values when compared with those for pure elements
indicate that neither pure zinc nor pure cadmium is present. 
The "distortion" in the values has heen confunned "beyond
doubt.
(h) The maximum intensities dc not occur for the same crystal 
planes as they would in pure components.
(5) Corresponding reflection intensities have decreased
considerably.
(6) Application of Vegard’ s Law suggests that zinc and cadmxum 
are in a state of combination that is  crystalline in nature
The crystallite size was calculated for the (iOO) reflection,
iOO _ 0.89 X .13^2 X 37.3,
^alloy " 0.302 cos 3^ *9^5/2
= 27.6 nm
forbid] reflection:
„101 0.89 X 0,^3h2^  X 37«1
Nalloy = -0.305 co s  Zf3 . 167/2 
= 27*7 nm
Table 37 below lis ts  the values 'o ' , 'a ' and ratio  ' q/a' fo r  some alloys. 
Corresponding values fo r  Zn and Od alone have also been lis ted  fo r the sake 
of comparison. These values were calculated using the equaticn 
sin^e + hk + k^) + (xV tc2 )l2  observing that fo r  oertam
reflections h = k = 0 and 1  = 1 , and also h = k = 1 . and 1 = 0. thus 
allowing 'o ' and 'a ' to  be calculated from a single equation.
1ble “^ 7. Cry!
3^7
îtalloaraphic data fo r some Zn-Gd alloys
w/ 0 Cd a c c/ a
in Zn nm nm
0 0.26585 0 .A93^ 1 .856
100 0.2973 0.5606 1.886
0.60 0.25156 0.lf8855 2.1098
1.00 0.23150 0 . if 9571 2.1if30
A.oo O.23OM 0 .if 9510 2.1522
The increase in cy^ a ratio indicat es a svibstitvit ional
type of alloying.
7 .5.5 Discussion. X-ray d iffraction  provides a means of measuring 
changes in la ttice  parameters taking place due to the presence of a sub­
stitutional element in the matrix o f another element. In this case the 
variation is  linear with the proportion of the atoms of the substituting 
metal. In some instances the deposit showed a preferred orientation with a 
crystal axis aligned with that o f the substrate metal. However this 
epitaxy was confined to f i r s t  few molecular layers. A thick deposit did 
not show such an orientation. The preferred orientation is indicated on 
the count p ro file  by a coincidence of the maximum intensities of the sub­
strate and the deposit. Thus i t  was found that Cd (110) deposited on Cu 
( 111) preferentia lly . This preference was also revealed in the Debye- 
Scherrer photographs by the lack of uniformity o f the rings. I f  a random
orientation exists then the rings are of uniform intensity.
The X-ray d iffraction  measurements thus prove that electrodeposited 
alloys have been produced which are homogeneous and of very fine size and 
therefore of large surface area.
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7.6 v.T.-^ .rJHQN MICROSCOPY
The electrodeposited alloys were examined under an optica l micit)- 
scope but i t  was not possible to obtain a weU defined imge because of 
extienie depth of f ie ld  required. A scanning electron microscope provided 
better resolution and w ell defined images. The specimens were out from 
the plated substretes of size 6 x 6 nm and glued to aluminium stubs which 
act as specimen holders. An a ir  setting conducting s ilv e r  'paint' was 
used as a glue. This provided a current conducting path fo r the electron 
beam impinging on the deposit. The accelerating voltage was 15-20 keV.
The beam current was 1.5*2.0 x W '^A. A lithium fluoride crj-stal at M ¡t2' 
was used to detect zinc; a mica crystal at 25®01' was used to detect 
cadmium; and a lithium fluoride crystal at 35°5V was used to detect
mercury.
The electron images show the topographical features of the deposits. 
The deposits are either crystalline or nodular. Electron mioroprobe 
analysis and the distribution pictures fo r zinc, cadmium and mercury 
indicate clearly that the individual elements are uniformly distributed.
The distributions were also recorded using a chart recorder and a line scan 
photograph. These show that distribution is uniform (a fte r  allowing fo r  the 
non-smooth surface of the deposit) . Figures 2J1-235 represent some o f the 
photographs obtained during electron microscopy.
7.7 DISCUSSION
The investigation of the variables for producing Zn and Cd electro­
deposits has indicated that a satisfactory procedure based on a mixed 
sulphate bath may be optimised by the use o f a suitable addition agent,
selection of pH and choice of current density.
There are a few suitable addition agents specific to cadmium 
derosition such as liquorice, oaffeln , aloin and gelatin . Of these, aloin 
and gelatin were found to be better, whereby an improvement was obtained 
by using small quantities o f the compound. The improvement was in terms 
of the appearance, quality and the composition of the deposit, .iithout the
3^ 9
(a) (b)
(c) (d )
Figure 23“' • Scanning electronmicrographs o f Zn-Cd binary a lloy 
electrodeposited in the absence of gelatin in the bath
(a) Backscattered electron image at x iOCX) at a current
density o f i+00 A
(b) Backscattered electron image at x 2000 at a current
density of ¿+00 A
(c) Backscattered electron image at x 1000 at a current
density of JOO A m"^
(d) Backscattered electron image at x 5000 at a cxirrent
density of 700 A m"^
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(a) (^)
- / ■  ^
fc. -  / * f
(o)
'• ^ i f '^
f ^ '(  ( ,
t  ,  '  '  '  /
(d)
Figure 23k-’ Seaming electronmicrographs of electrodeposited Zn-Cd-Hg 
ternary a lloy . Current density 300 A Bath
containing 0.2 w/o gelatin .
(a) Backscattered electron image at x 1000
(h) Backscattered electron image at x 2000
(c) Backscattered electron image at x 5000
(d) Backscattered electi'on image at x 5000 of a central area
3
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aadition agent the dejosit eas alirays high in oadmkm. The use of an 
addition agent helped the aim o f getting a low Cd deposit. Alom elimin­
ated gassing to a greater extent at the cathode than did gelatin , hut 
whereas gelatin  haths kept longer without deteriorating, the aloin hatha 
suffered froB decomposition manifested hy a gradual change in colour, 
prohahly associated with the anodic oxidation of aloin. The value of 
addition agents is  well recognised in practical electrodepcsition techno­
logy, and th is especially so with respect to sine and cadmium oodeposition 
from simple ionic salt haths. Small additions o f gelatin produced a 
welccme decrease in the cadmium content o f the deposit. Without an 
addition agent th . hath would require, fo r a given deposit casposition, a 
mudi lowar cadmium sa lt ooncentration than is  p ractica lly  dssiiahle.
Another important parameter o f the process o f elsotrodeposition is 
the current density. The Influence of a given current dm sity is  reflected 
in the rate o f deposition and the physical and diemical characteristics of 
the deposit. With th is  work the effect o f current density on the coaposi- 
tion  o f the deposit was of principal interest. There is  a preferential
deposition with l i t t l e  sine codeposition helow the lim iting current 
density, which is  a function o f metal salt concentration and the ac tiv ities  
o f the ions. I f  the applied current density exceeds this lim iting value, 
then increasing amounts o f sine codeposit. As the current density increases 
heyond th is point the cadmium content o f the deposit also increases grad­
ually. For the range of current densities Investigated there is a direct
relationship between these tffo parameters.
The influence of the to ta l metal ion content of the bath and the
zinc to cadmium ratio  is also similar. Since cadmium is  a fa r more readily 
depositable metal than sine, any increase in the ameunt of cadmium salt in 
the bath would naturally increase the amount o f cadmium in the deposit.
The deposition process and the deposition rate was adequate at room 
temperature. Both the binary and the ternary deposits could be obtained 
in an an ien t temperature range of 12-25'o. Elevation of temperature to
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h i^ e r  values sudi as up to 80°C caused a slight increase in sine content 
of the deposit. There would not he any econonio advantage gained hy 
heating the hath because any increase in the rate of deposition and 
improvement in the quality o f the deposit w ill  have to  he o ffset against 
the additional cost of heating the hath and replenishing the water lost 
through evaporation#
Variation of the pH does have a slight e ffec t on the composition o f 
the deposit, hut this is not significant. As the sulphates o f Zn and Cd 
are acidic the pH o f the prepared hath was always below I .^O. Uercuric 
n itrate was added to the hath fo r deposition of ternary alloys. This 
lowered the pH to 1.0 because acidification was required to  dissolve the 
mercuric n itra te. As eicpected. the sieple ion baths were only sUghtly 
sensitive to  the change, in iH because the state o f chemical combination 
of metal ions in solution is  not altered. In contrast to this i t  is  iciown 
that the pH has a significant e ffe c t on the composition o f allqys deposited 
from baths in rdiich the parent metals are present as cemplex ions with
large inatab ility  constants.
With the standard plating c e ll arrangement i t  was not easy to 
investigate the influence of stirring thoroughly. To establish the 
diffusion dspendenos o f the process of elsctrodeposition of sdno-oadaium 
alloys redesigning of the apparatus would he required involving a new c e ll 
and cathode in the form of a rotating disc electrode. Two types of stirring 
methods were used, namely using a magnetic s t irre r  - follower at various 
speeds end the to ard fro motion of a g la s ^ e f lo n  rod in front of the 
cathode. Medium to high speeds o f .mgnetic s t irre r  were found to he detri­
mental. Low speeds and glass rod stirring, at best, helped to dislodge gas 
hubbies from the surface of the cathode. On the whole i t  can he said that 
th is  kind of stirring did not produce any remarkable difference.
A further evidence o f the optimal conditions was obtained hy 
examining the deposit under the electronmioroprohe analyser, imeie the 
electron images would d ifferen tiate between a fine crystalline deposit and
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CEAPTER EIGHT
dtscussion .c t  conclusions
In the previous chapters of th is  th esis, opportunity has been 
taken to  discuss and draw conclusions from individual aspects of the 
experimental progranme. The pun>ose of th is  concluding A ap ter is  to 
summarise in a more general way the overall investigation, to  draw 
sp ecific  conclusions and to make reoosnendations for future work.
In Chapter 1 a survey of the h isto rica l background to  the develop­
ment of primary c e lls  and to  the literatu re on the basic electrodiem istiy  
of the system en^hasised the importanoe of the sin o -a lk a li system A io h  
has been subject to  continuous impravenmnt. Zinc anodes function quite 
successfully in primary c e lls  as evident from th eir  use in a variety of 
systems. The se lf corrosion during storage and the tendency to  passivate  
a t high discharge rate prevent f u ll  u tilis a tio n  of the available cap 'ty  
To improve anode performance for a sp ecific  application requires 
appraisal to determine the re la tiv e  importance of shelf l i f e  and high 
discharge rate cap ability, since these two factors impose conflicting  
requirements on the system. The present work shows that improvements are
possible in ‘both directions.
a eta llu rgica l studies carried out on thermally prepared allcrys in 
Chapter 2 Indicate that inhomogeneity of Cd distribution in Zn-Cd alloys  
and that of Hg and Cd in Zn-Cd-Hg alloys w ill  remain a problem. A sh 
Zn and Cd are completely soluble in the liquid state, they are 
miscible in  the solid sta te . The solu bU ity decreases rapidly witir 
tesperature. At the eu tectic temperature about ^  Cd can dissolve in Zn. 
Tilth rapid cooling (quenching) a greater amount of Cd can dissolve in Zn 
resulting in a single phase structure. However, even upon quenching, a 
two phase structure cannot be avoided i f  the Cd content is  around 25 w/o. 
Quenching results in a metastable structure rdiidh tends to recrys
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a fter meohanioal working. Hg dissolves nore Od and Zn and therefore the 
Cd-rioh phase becomes a Hg-rioh phase also. Thus amalga.mated a lloy must
be homogeneous and single phase before amalgamation.
self-corrosion studies on the alloys, in Chapter 3. proved that two 
phase alloys should have a con^aratively short shelf l i f e  compared to  janre 
sine or single phase alloys. R^e Cd would have the longest shelf l i f e .  
Amalgamation of a lloys or addition of ZnO to the electro lyte considerably 
reduced the self-discharge. On the basis of 1000 harr e:^osure tests the 
alloys may be arranged in the increasing order o f co rrod ib ility  as follows:
Cd, Zn-0.05Cd, Zn^.2Cd, Zn-1Cd, Zn-2 Cd, Zn,
Zn-25 Cd, Zn-5 Od,
The amount of self-corm sien mrffered by the 0.2 w/o Cd and W o  Cd 
alloys is  nearly half of that mrffered by Zn. The general reduction of 
corrosion of single phase Zn^d alloys may be expected because Cd could,
i f  distributed homogeneously, impart its  corrosion resistant properties.
on/R p lter tlie cathodic Taial slopa 
increase the hydrogen overvoltage, and alt
favourably, while not affecting the exchange current density.
The anodic polarisation studies employing rotating disc electrode 
technique, described in Chapter I., *ow  that the nature of the E -i curves 
is  similar to that o f pure sine, but the two phase a lleys show a secondary 
passivation peak due to Cd at 0 .8-0 .9 V vs. H g « ^  reference electrode.
These are attributed to the two phase nature of high Cd alleys associated 
with the dianges in the nature o f the film  in plain electrolyte. The ZnO 
saturated electrolyte does not show any. With rotating disc electrodes 
oscillations were observed at higher speeds with aU  alloys and both 
electrolytes, indicating that these were due to the vibration of the Luggin 
probe. These studies established that the passivation process is  diffusion 
controlled and a dissolution-precipitation mechanism of film  formation 
applies. Another peculiar property o f the passive film  is the presence o f
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excess Zn metal in the thick film  indicating that it  is  the outward 
diffusion of Zn atoms through the solid anodic product layers which is 
responsible for the growth of passive layers. This is  also corroborated 
by galvanostatic discharge studies, which show that under certain 
conditions the film is  easily dissolved away. The following conclusions 
were drawn from the anodic polarisation studies in addition to those
already stated earlier:
i) The active region Tafel slopes vary from 1S-M3 mV per asoade. This
difference is  Indicative o f a change in activation energies of discharge, 
diffusion and adsorption. The interpretations given by other woiters do 
not lead to a clear understanding of the phenomencn.
i i )  At low speeds the active-passive transition ^ows two peaks. These 
are associated with adsorption of OH' and Incorporation of water of
hydration and subsequent actual monolayer film  tightening.
i i i )  A hysteresis e ffect is  observed ir  the forward and backward sweep
of the anodic B -i c\jrve3 at high rotation speeds.
iv) Upon increasing the rotation speed passivation occurs at more anodic 
potentials, breakdown of passivation is at less anodic potentials, c r it ic a l 
current density increases to a great extent, indicating that i f  mass trans 
port is  increased the anode can be fu lly  discharged long before the onset
of passivity.
v) Since the film  thickness does not vary linearly with the potential w 
can assume a constant film  to solution potential and an independence o f the 
free energy of activation of the passage o f ions through the film  on the
potential.
In Chapter 5. a study of hydrogen overpotential on the alloys 
indicated that the presence of Cd in Zn does not decrease the exchange 
current density to a significant extent and at the same time i t  increases 
the overpotential bringing i t  near to that of Cd, virile the cathodic Tafel 
slope approaches that o f pure Od. These factors favourably improre the
36 1
Zn SOi^  . î  H^ O 
3 Cd SOi^ .. 8 HgO 
HgillOj) 2  . HjO 
AlaCSOi^j . lé H^O 
Gelatin 
Temperature 
Current density
U 7 1
A m'-2
This is  a regular tath containing staple ions having the advantage of 
producing a deposit composition insensitive to the influence of pH, 
atirring or temperature. Further, i t  has every prospect o f providing
economic production on the commercial scale.
In  the ligh t of these discussions it  may he concluded that.
a) Cd can provide a low cost replacement fo r Hg in hinaxy 2n-fig alloys, 
h) Cd, in conjunction with Hg, may provide an equally acceptable tem aiy
Zn-Cd-Hg a lloy fo r  particular purposes.
Alloying with Cd w il l  d e fin ite ly  reduce the amount of Hg required, say 
from the normal 10 w/o to 1.0 w/o. Alloys containing 0.2 to 1 w/o Cd 
strtae an excellent ccn^romise between long shelf l i f e  and h i^  discharge 
rate capabilities. In this respect they are superior to  pure sine, pure
cadmim or two phase alloys.
Recommendations fo r Further l^ork
I t  has beceme apparent during the present investigations that single 
phase, hcmcgenecus, microcrystanine and larger surface area alloys can he 
produced by eleotrodepoeition. This method is  superior m various respects 
to traditional melting and casting. Porous electrodes with large surface 
areas and therefore high rate discharge capability can thus he constructed 
fo r  certain applications.' Electroformed or oos^aoted alloys are amenable 
to sudi types of electrochemical studies as have been made on the more 
massive cast a lloys. Thus the se lf corrosion behaviour, anoda  ^ pola
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characteristics on rotating disc electrodes and the detemination of 
cathodic kinetic parameters, together v/ith constant current anodic 
discharge studies could he carried out on these alloys to complete a 
fin a l assessment. These should prove to he of value in establishing an 
improved anode material fo r primary alkaline c e ll development.
As fa r  as more detailed studies of the mechanism of anodic 
processes on a lloy  systems is concerned, the use of a ring disc and/or 
a sp lit ring disc modification to the rotating disc electrode technique 
could provide valuable information on the nature of intermediate species
involved in t ie  overall reaction scheme.
Subsequently, i t  would be necessary to evaluate the economic and
production aspects of adopting such a modified c e ll fo r  comnercial 
exploitation.
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